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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive statistical analysis was performed on
the condition data generated by a statewide underwater
inspection of bridges in Louisiana.

The research defined

pertinent underwater structural decay characteristics and
established a method for establishing a bridge's propensity
for underwater deterioration based upon those relevant
factors.
The inspection results were reviewed to ascertain the
impact of human-bias on the consistency in the bridge
condition ratings.

Using a set of importance factors

obtained through a questionnaire submitted to a group of
inspectors, the fuzzy set theory was employed to assist in
the removal of data incongruities.

A combination of pure

fuzzy set theory and classical binary weighting was found
to produce optimal results.
Bridge age, material-type, and location were found to
be significant in defining the rate of deterioration in
Louisiana bridges.

Linear least-squares, piece-wise linear

least-squares, and polynomial regression curves were
matched to the overall underwater condition ratings, with
the piece-wise linear least-square curves providing the
optimal fit for concrete and steel bent bridges and linear
least-squares best describing the regression of timber bent
bridges.

For concrete and steel bent bridges, significant
xv

changes in deterioration rates were found at ages of 20 and
40 years.

Comparisons of regression curves for neighboring

states indicated reasonable consistency in results for
different inspection programs if similar inspection
methodologies are employed.
The correlation between above-water and subsurface
inspection ratings was found to be poor for concrete and
steel bent bridges, but acceptable for timber bent bridges
within a given age group.

Additionally, a poor correlation

was found between water quality data and underwater bridge
deterioration rates.
A methodology for determining the frequency and detail
of future underwater inspection projects was developed
based upon the deterioration trends and available bridge
decay-defining characteristics discovered in this research.

xvi

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

General Remarks

In recent years, a great deal of interest has
developed concerning the condition of the American
infrastructure, an interest concerned with both the manner
in which the condition of this nation’s transportation
network is changing and the efforts which can best curtail
the effects of inevitable deterioration.

Analysis of the

situation is difficult since the American transportation
network is multifaceted and complex; still, the single most
important benchmark by which all the system components can
be measured must certainly be found in this country's
system of bridges.

By its very nature, a bridge is both a

commonplace structure and an economic necessity whose
condition provides visible evidence as to the soundness of
the transportation system as a whole.
The bridge system in the United States suffers from
the inescapable deterioration that is associated with the
passing of time.

Of the 600,000 bridges in the United

States, one-half were built before 1940; and, by the year
2000, 65 percent of these will have exceeded their 50-year
design life.

To compound the problem, population growth

and other socioeconomic necessities have forced today's
1

bridges to bear higher traffic volumes, greater loads, and
higher speeds than those for which they were designed.
In Louisiana alone, nearly 5200 of the 14,000 bridges
within the state were rated by inspectors as substandard,
requiring some form of rehabilitation or replacement.

An

alarming 53 percent of the locally-maintained parish system
bridges are currently posted for load restrictions.

With

annual federal bridge replacement funds of only $45 million
to be applied toward an estimated $1.1 billion bridge
replacement backlog [Myers 1994], the problems within the
Louisiana bridge system are certain to become even more
substantial in the coming years.
Nationally, a 1981 Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) survey concluded that, on average, once every two
days a bridge in this country sags, buckles, or collapses.
The survey goes on to note that one out of every five
bridges in the United States is deficient and dangerous due
to either deterioration or design, or both.

As a result of

rising public concerns over the increasing frequency of
bridge failures, the United States Congress established a
National Bridge Inspections Standards as a part of the 1970
Federal Aid Highway Act.
The National Bridge Inspection Standards has always
contained references to the need for regularly scheduled
inspections of the subsurface condition of bridge
substructures; however, the exact nature and frequency of

those inspections was not precisely defined.

After the

failure of several bridges due to underwater scour, an FHWA
officials placed an additional emphasis on the necessity of
performing subsurface investigations in addition to the
biennial above-surface inspections.

In response, the

Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development
(LDOTD) instituted a statewide survey in 1991 and 1992 of
underwater substructural conditions for bridges crossing
waters four feet or more in depth.

The results of this

survey were included in the state maintained database
containing bridge physical, geographical, and conditional
ratings.
An abbreviated account of LDOTD inspection results is
forwarded to the FHWA in Washington, D.C., where the data
is compiled in the National Bridge Inventory (NBI)
database.

Through the NBI database, the FHWA and Congress

are better able to evaluate the condition of the nation's
bridges and to pass legislation and allocate funding to
meet anticipated needs.

Unfortunately, as noted earlier,

the funds allocated for bridge maintenance and repair fall
far short of requirements, necessitating trade-off
decisions on the part of state and local transportation
officials.
Transportation planners have, in the past, relied
primarily on personal past experience in deciding the
allocation of annual bridge inspection, maintenance, and

repair funds; however, as the finances become more strained
and the maintenance problems become more numerous, planners
are turning to researchers for answers.

A need has arisen

for a method of making consistent, cost-effective decisions
related to the inspection, maintenance, rehabilitation, and
replacement of bridges on a system-wide basis.

Researchers

have responded to this need with a new tool to assist the
decision makers in selecting an optimal alternative: the
Bridge Management System.
A Bridge Management System (BMS) utilizes mathematical
optimization techniques to predict the condition of bridges
within the system and to evaluate the impact of various
inspection, rehabilitation, or maintenance options for the
system participants.

Presently, the development of

practical bridge maintenance systems is still in its
infancy as witnessed by the results of a survey conducted
by Purdue University in 1986 [Saito 1988], which revealed
that eighty percent of the states did not have any
procedure for setting priorities on transportation
projects.

The FHWA has since dictated that all state

transportation offices must institute BMS planning
procedures in the next few years.

Still, as of this

writing, only a few states, including Pennsylvania, North
Carolina, Virginia, Kansas, and Nebraska have incorporated
comprehensive bridge management systems.

The State of

Louisiana is just now beginning to organize a BMS.

All attempts to develop a functional statewide bridge
management system must be predicated with one simple
observation; the management systems developed in the past
are location sensitive.

The cause-effect relationship as

well as the cost-to-benefit trade-offs rely heavily on the
geographical locale and the political acceptability of
maintaining some bridges in less than optimum condition.
Topography, the use of de-icing chemicals, freeze-thaw
cycling, traffic conditions, environmental pollution, and
many other factors that vary with locale result in the need
for the development of bridge maintenance systems on a
statewide, versus region-wide, basis.
Academic interest in the area of bridge maintenance
and inspection planning has been spearheaded by Purdue
University and North Carolina State University.

The

efforts of these two institutions have paid dividends in
the improved understanding of the present and future
condition of the bridges in their respective states.
Still, their conclusions may not be pertinent to all
regions within their state, much less to states hundreds of
miles distant.

If the state of Louisiana is to develop a

bridge management system which relates specifically to the
needs of its subtropical environment and industrialagricultural economy, it must do so based upon its own
unique needs and experiences.

6
All bridge management systems rely on the ability to
predict the occurrence of future conditions based upon
evaluation of past historical records.

For bridge

deterioration studies, an indication of past conditions is
manifest in the bridge inspection data that is compiled by
the bridge maintenance division within each state's
department of transportation.

While each state maintains

records of the past surveys, these records typically are
only used as an indicator of present bridge conditions for
planning purposes.

To realize the fullest benefit from

this data, a method of future prediction must be developed
based upon the trends that can be extrapolated from past
reports.

Indeed, it is through the derivation of a

deterioration curve, or a mathematical forecast of future
conditions, that the greatest benefit from the inspection
process can be found.

An understanding of the complex

nature of the deterioration of the bridges within the
system serves as the catalyst for the organization of a
rational bridge management system.

Yet, this is no simple

task since the investigation of bridge deterioration, as
with any multi-variate stochastic process, requires the use
of complex statistical analyses, correlative comparisons
conducted on subjective data.

7
Literature Review
The bulk of literature dealing with bridge management
system research and bridge performance prediction has been
published in the last five years as a result of studies
undertaken by transportation agencies driven by the need to
initiate operational bridge management systems per FHWA
directives.

Most of these systems utilize a level-of-

use/level-of-maintenance/benefit-cost type of analysis in
combination with basic mathematical regression techniques
for performance prediction to yield project priorities.

All have specifically dealt with above-surface
deterioration phenomena.

A synopsis of recent notable

deterioration rate studies includes:

-David Johnston of North Carolina State University, in
collaboration with P. Zia [Johnston and Zia 1985],
developed a system of bridge management based upon a
level-of-service requirement.

The objective of this

model is to combine the results of federally mandated
inspections with a factor associated with the desired
level-of-service to yield a maintenance priority
value.

The factor described the importance of the

bridge for satisfying public needs as defined by its
physical parameters such as bridge size, clearances,
etc.

-The Wisconsin Department of Transportation [Hymon
1983] estimated deterioration curves for bridge decks
using a piece-wise linear regression method.

-The New York Department of Transportation
[Fitzpatrick et al., 1984] also has used a piece-wise
linear regression technique to establish deterioration
curves for pavement conditions.

As a result of this

analysis, an average annual regression of 0.122 (on a
7-point scale) was discovered for all structures.

-The United States Department of Transportation's
Transportation System Center in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, developed a set of equations using
linear regression [Busa et al., 1985] that relate the
condition ratings of the deck, superstructure, and
substructure to other variables, such as structure
type, structure age, and average daily traffic.

-The United States Transportation Research Board [Butt
et al., 1985] used Markovian transformation matrices
to model the deterioration of pavement surfaces,
resulting in a condition prediction model.

-The Canadian National Railways (CNR) has one of the
most comprehensive bridge management systems in
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operation today.

Known by the acronym BRIMMS, or

Bridge Rehabilitation, Inventory and Maintenance
Management System, developed by Delcan Corporation of
Toronto [Aylon 1991], the system includes such
considerations as status factors, line importance
factors, serviceability weights, and component decay
constants.

BRIMMS de-emphasizes the use of complex

deterioration models in management decision making.
The condition deterioration model utilized is based on
the weighted average of the bridge component life, in
combination with a linear age/condition relationship.
The resulting simple model yields only the anticipated
bridge life before threshold limits are realized.

-Ram Kulkarni devised a decision making model
[Kulkarni 1985] that utilizes a Markovian chain
process to estimate future pavement condition as a
probabilistic versus a deterministic process.

The

model utilized the ratings of pavement roughness,
present surface cracking, and the change in the amount
of cracking to produce a prediction based on a dynamic
Markovian regression relationship.

The model has been

field tested using inspection results from Arizona
roadways.

In the sample, the state of Arizona was

divided into nine categories, defined by both traffic
volume and regional environmental factors, to provide
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for a more accurate, area-defined deterioration
model.

Host of the studies to date have concerned the
deterioration rate of road surface condition with the
obvious variable parameters such as surface age, traffic
volume, bridge importance, past maintenance efforts, etc.
The results of such analyses are useful in themselves;
however, the resulting deterioration models are relatively
new and have not yet been field-tested to verify their
long- term predictions.

More importantly, since the

studies were conducted as a result of economic necessity
versus scientific curiosity, they failed to examine the
intricacies of material degradation; and little insight
into the mechanism of deterioration can be concluded from
these studies.

By increasing the number of definable

variables that theoretically might have influence on the
deterioration rate, a more comprehensive analysis will
result, and the base of scientific knowledge may be
expanded.
There have been a number of experiments conducted in a
laboratory environment to investigate the physical effects
of exposure to the environment [Esyln et al., 1985]
[Johnson, Eslyn 1986].

The United States Department of

Agriculture [Ritter 1990] has compiled extensive research
data in the area of timber deterioration.
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Among the factors that USDA considers important in
discerning the useful life-expectancy of timber structures
are:
A) The presence of moisture and the repeated cycles of
saturation and drying that tend to leach toxic
heartwood extractives and some preservatives.
B) The amount of oxygen present in the water.

Most

fungi responsible for timber decay require a certain
amount of oxygen to survive.
C) The temperature range experienced by the structure.
Most organisms prefer temperatures in the range of 70
to 85 degrees fahrenheit.

Louisiana is divided into

two regions by a north-easterly line running through
Alexandria.

The north has a moderate decay hazard

climate, while the southeastern part of Louisiana is
considered a high decay hazard climate.
D) Presence of food for fungi growth, that is, the
existence of untreated wood to provide nutrients for
fungi growth.

The USDA delves little into the effects of chemicals
on timber deterioration, except to mention that the
presence of strong acids or bases can cause substantial
damage to wood.

The source for such chemicals, according

to the report, would likely be from accidental spills.
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No mention is made of the effects of chronic exposure to
chemical pollutants found in the body of water.

Research Objectives
The objective of any engineering research, being an
enterprise of applied sciences, should always include, as a
part of its goal, the practical applicability of the
conclusions developed as a result of the research.

In this

study an improved understanding of bridge deterioration
should lead to a better allocation of inspection resources
based upon known parameters.
Presently, there is a well-established set of criteria
[AASHTO 1986] for establishing the frequency of above
surface inspections based upon such factors as age, traffic
volume, location, succeptability to collision, and extent
of deterioration; but there is no equivalent system as of
yet established for underwater investigations.

At a cost

of approximately $3000 per bridge inspected for the
Louisiana program, the benefits to be found in determining
the best allocation of inspection funds is quite evident.
Additionally, in processing the inspection data, the
opportunity will present itself for a detailed
investigation of the present methodology of underwater
inspection as well as an improved understanding of the
mechanisms responsible for underwater decay.
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The research described in the following has focused on
the analysis of the underwater bridge inspection data
generated in the Louisiana survey.

The primary objective

was to establish a set of criteria by which a bridge's
propensity for substructural underwater deterioration may
be determined.

Consequently, the bridge management system

model may be modified to include a methodology for
establishing an inspection frequency based on a collection
of statistical relationships developed for a system of
bridges of similar type and configuration with comparable
regression histories.
Furthermore, in the process of accomplishing these
objectives, a systematic process for determining inspection
priorities for structures in other regions and for other
purposes will evolve.

Scope and Method of Research
The research encompassed in this dissertation was
broken into four distinct tasks:
1)

Data collection, compilation, and review:
retrieval of data from historical archives;
removal of inconsistencies in data reporting;
investigation into the shortcomings of the
present methodologies of subjective inspection;
training and condition reporting with regard to
statistical investigative research (Chapters 2

and 3); review of existing inspection
classification forms and criteria (Chapter 3).
Deterioration factor classification:
determination of parameters influencing
underwater substructural deterioration based on a
statistical analysis of inspection data gathered
through the previous task (Chapters 4 and 6).
Development of underwater bridge substructure
performance prediction curves: development of
best-fit behavioral regression curves utilizing
pertinent descriptive parameters as determined in
task two in conjunction with the data of task one
(Chapter 4).
Compilation of criteria to be used for
establishing underwater inspection level-ofeffort and frequency for Louisiana's bridges
based upon the results of the previous tasks
(Chapters 5 and 7); formulation of an underwater
inspection priority algorithm for the state of
Louisiana (Chapter 8).

CHAPTER II
IMPACTS OF FACTORING ON INSPECTION DATA

Introduction
Bridge quality assessment has in the past relied on
the subjective evaluation and description of bridge
conditions by trained and experienced field inspectors.
While this method provides a practical means through which
the overall condition of a structure and its components can
be succinctly communicated to others, it unfortunately
holds inherent weaknesses when such evaluations are viewed
on a system-wide basis.
This shortcoming is a product of the influence of
variation in human judgment and personal bias in
establishing the evaluation hierarchy used to rank
contributors to a complex system.

The condition of an

individual bridge's structural component, as well as the
importance of that component in determining the overall
assessment of the bridge condition, will depend, to some
degree, on the subjective opinion of the individual
inspector.

Comparison of bridges evaluated by a group of

inspectors would thus be greatly influenced by the opinions
and beliefs of the individuals within that group, obviously
compromising the ability to comparatively examine the
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subtle conditional differences of elements within that
group.
To illustrate the impact of human inconsistency on
current bridge condition rating procedures and to
investigate methodology that has been proposed to minimize
the detrimental effects of such bias [Tee 1988], a casespecific study using field-collected inspection results
must be undertaken.

To that end, this study has utilized

the tabulated results of a recent Louisiana underwater
field inspection of bridge substructures.

A Case Study of Subjective Rating
In response to a newly instituted federal
requirement, the state of Louisiana developed an underwater
bridge inspection program [LDOTD 1991] involving the
detailed investigation of bridges crossing estuaries having
water depths of greater than four feet.

In addition to the

objective measurement of physical bridge and stream data,
such as component type and material, maximum water depth,
water velocity, stream bed material, etc., a subjective
evaluation of the underwater portions of the bridge, be it
an abutment, bent or pier, was required using a numerically
descriptive rating system.
The items rated, as well as the rating criteria,
followed an existing system developed by the New York
Department of Transportation (NYDOT) for underwater
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substructural condition assessments.

The inspection

procedure used in evaluating a bridge depended on the type
of material used and fell within the headings types of:
General, Concrete, Timber, or Steel.
Specifically, the items investigated and rated for
each bridge component included a combination of:

General:
Voids

Holes

Impact Damage

Loss of Section

Displacement

Missing Elements

Previous Repairs

Scour/Erosion

Loss of Fill

Marine Growth

Debris/Drift

Concrete:
Cracks

Spalls

Exposed Reinforcement

Laitance

Honeycombing

Sulphate Attack

Rust Spots

Grout Loss

Timber:
Splitting

Marine Borer

Fasteners

Rot

Steel:
Deterioration

Connections
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For each of the items, a numerical rating of 1, 3, 5,
or 7 was reported as representative of the inspector's
subjective opinion of the presence or degree of
deterioration for that item with reference to the
structural component in question.
The inspector was trained to use as a guideline an
established description of observations for each category
to assist in the evaluation and rating of each item, as
illustrated by the following excerpt used for grading
sulphate attack on concrete structures [LDOTD 1991]:
Rating

Criteria

1

Extensive sulphate attack that has reduced
the section of the unit and is actively
continuing in the deterioration of the unit.

3

Active sulphate attack with only minor loss
of section and the depth of the softer
concrete is not more than one inch.

5

Signs of sulphate attack, although
and extent of the attack is minor.

7

No sulphate attack of the unit.

the depth

The even numbers between these ratings are permitted
to describe conditions that are considered to fall between
those specifically outlined.
In addition to the rating of the individual items
listed, the inspector was required to determine an overall
underwater condition rating, that is, a single numerical
indicator of the observed condition of that structural
unit.

Again, the guideline for establishing the overall
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underwater condition rating followed NYDOT procedures,
which delineated the following rating criteria
[LDOTD 1991]:
Rating

Criteria

1

CRITICAL

Recommend closing bridge until
repaired.

3

POOR

Recommend restricting loads and/or
immediate repair.

5

FAIR

Still performing functions
intended, and/or recommend
maintenance.

6

GOOD

Some defects/deficiencies noted
but no maintenance action
warranted at present.

EXCELLENT Like new, no maintenance required.
While the method of specific classification (i.e.
good, fair, poor) has been shown to remove some of the
ambiguity associated with a purely numerical rating system
[FHWA 1987], the process still holds a high degree of
subjectivity.

Additionally, the inspector is instructed to

consider the evaluations given the individual component
items in determining an overall rating, and may elect to
award a numerical rating based, to some degree, on the
ratings given those items as well.

In this manner, the

overall underwater condition rating may have been derived
from the subjective combination of the results of the
individually graded items listed earlier.
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The importance given to each item graded in the casual
formulation of an overall rating is a matter of personal
bias on behalf of the inspector.

For example, some

inspectors may view the presence of heavy marine growth
build-up as extremely detrimental with respect to the
overall condition of a given timber element, while another
may only place minor importance on that factor in
determining overall condition.
The importance of consistency in condition rating
cannot be overemphasized given that the overall underwater
condition rating provides the benchmark for measuring the
status of, and the deterioration rate in, a bridge system
or network.

Statistical analysis of inspection results may

illustrate the need to develop a consistent method of
evaluation for the purposes of comparative analysis and
prediction.
To derive the maximum benefit from the inspection data
collected, some systematic method for removing much of the
subjective bias of the data must be formulated and applied
to the data in a consistent manner.

The most preeminent of

these proposed methods involves the utilization of the
weighted average mathematical procedure known as the fuzzy
set theory [Zadeh 1973],
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Fuzzy Set Theory
As first developed by Zadeh in 1965, the fuzzy set
theory was conceived with the understanding that the human
ability to make consistent and precise observations of the
performance of any given system is inversely proportional
to the complexity of that system.

Simply stated, the

larger and more diverse a problem, the greater the
imprecision introduced by human judgement.

The fuzzy set

theory has provided a tool for analyzing subjective data,
and has been the topic of over 3,000 papers concerning
applications in engineering, medicine, and business
economics [Tee 1988].
The fuzzy set theory embraces the imprecision
resulting from fuzziness rather than the traditional source
of randomness.

In most statistical analyses, imprecision

is dealt with using probability theory since an event that
is totally random in nature can be accounted for in a
probabilistic sense.

The imprecision associated with the

human decision making process, however, is not completely
random but instead possesses certain tendencies leading to
the condition known as fuzziness.
Zadeh believed that randomness can be seen as the
uncertainty of the contribution of an object to a nonfuzzy
or ordinary set, while fuzziness, on the other hand,
addresses the various and continuous grades of membership
of an object in a fuzzy set.

Another illustration of the
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differences between fuzzy and ordinary sets can be found
using the definition of the characteristic function of a
set.
For any ordinary (non-fuzzy) set (A) within the space
of discrete points (x), the characteristic function (pA)
has the form:
1 iff x e A
=

(2 .1 )

0 iff x £ A
in which the terms iff and e refer to "if and only if" and
"belongs to", respectively.

This relationship may be more

simply defined by:
pA

:

U ->

(0,1)

(2.2)

which more concisely describes the mapping of the universal
set (U) to the set of two elements (0,1).

Thus, the

ordinary set theory relates a set of binary membership
values, either zero or one, for describing the membership
or non-membership of an element to a defined set.
In contrast, the equivalent characteristic function
for fuzzy sets can be found to be:
pA

:

U ->

[0,1]

(2.3)

in which the characteristic function maps the universal set
onto the continuum of the interval from zero to one, as
indicated by the use of brackets.

Simply stated, the fuzzy

set theory involves the utilization of a characteristic
function defining membership tendencies, indicating a given
element's degree of support for membership in the set.

The
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continuity of membership weights for fuzzy sets allows
greater flexibility in data factorization when compared to
the absolute determination witnessed with the ordinary set
theory.

Development of Membership Functions
In order to apply the processes of the fuzzy set
theory to analytical data, an appropriate characteristic
function must be assembled and applied uniformly to all
members of the data set.

The characteristic function in

this research effort was developed through a questionnaire
submitted to bridge inspectors and others experienced in
the rating of bridge structures [Appendix I].

The primary

purpose of the survey was to ascertain the consideration
given the ratings of the contributory items of the
inspection in deciding on an overall underwater rating for
that particular structural subcomponent.

The inspector

referenced from thirteen to nineteen rated items, depending
on the type of construction material used, in a combination
of eleven general category items, along with either eight,
four, or two material-specific items for concrete, timber,
or steel, respectively.
In the survey, the inspector was asked to indicate for
each of the individual items, in terms of degree of
significance, how that item's rating influenced decision on
an overall underwater rating [Appendix I],

The degree of
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significance for an item may vary with the rating value
observed for that item.

For example, minor cracking in

concrete may be considered as relatively insignificant
while major cracking may be considered very significant in
deriving an overall condition rating.

To allow for this

condition, the survey was broken into four sections, in
which each item was graded for their individual conditions
described as "very poor," "poor," "good," or "very good".
Questionnaires were distributed to the inspectors from
one of the most experienced diving firms contracted to
perform inspections in the Mississippi delta region.

Eight

divers completed and returned the forms which, combined
with questionnaires submitted by the Louisiana inspection
program's lead engineer and the author, resulted in a total
of ten contributors to the survey.

The responses from all

participants were numerically evaluated and assembled to
form a characteristic function matrix.

In each category

and for each item, the mean response was determined and
assembled in a matrix of membership values ranging from
eight to zero.
As an example of how the survey was interpreted, for
the case where each item or condition was individually
graded as "very poor," the inspectors participating in the
poll indicated, on a continuous scale from a descriptive
"not significant" to "very significant," how that
particular item or condition is considered in formulating
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an overall underwater condition rating.

A "very

significant" response was given a weight of eight, and a
"not significant" was awarded a zero weighting factor.
When all responses are considered, the mean response was
determined and a matrix of mean weighting factors, termed
membership values, was found to be:
1) For the general category:
1= [ 8 8 7 8 8
'^A 12
_
(MJ 3 _ [ 8 8 7 8 8
<HJ 4 _ [ 8 8 6 8 7
[ 8 7 6 8 7
(Pj

6
6
7
7

8 1 4 ]
7 1 4 ]
6 1 2 ]
5 1 1 ]

oncrete m a t e r i a l s :
i_
[ 8 7 8 4 3
2 _
(JiA)3 _ [ 8 6 8 4 3
[ 8 8 8 4 3
(/JA)
4_
[ 8 8 8 4 3

3
3
4
2

5
4
4
2

7
6
6
6

]
]
]
]

3) For steel members:
i _
(A'a )'2 _ [ 8 8 ]
W .3= [ 8 8 ]
W 4_ [ 8 7 ]
[ 8 6 ]
w
4) For timber
a _
(^a ):2 _ [
[
3_

W
w

members:

8
8
[ 8
4 _
[ 8

6
6
6
6

8
8
8
8

6
6
6
6

]
]
]
]

In the matrix notation, the

1" superscript indicates

the rating matrix for component evaluations in the general
class of "very poor," and the 2, 3, and 4 superscripts
represents the "poor," "good," and "very good" rating
categories, respectively.

Each factor in the matrix is

representative of the weight given that component or item
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in formulating an overall condition rating when that item
itself received the rating indicated by the superscript.

Data Sorting and Manipulation
The Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development (LDOTD) database contains the inspection
results for all unit types found in bridges, including
piers, abutments, and bents.

In order to maintain likeness

within the set, only the unit type "bents" were considered
in this study.

Each bridge consists of one or more bents,

typically made up of four or five piles and a pile cap.
The DOTD data was recorded as one inspection line of data
per bent, with notation as to location, district number,
and unit material included in the data line (allowing for
the development of subsets based on each of these
parameters).
To ease the manipulation of the cumbersome database, a
computer code was developed to import, filter, and
appropriately factor the subjective data [Appendix II].
Utilizing this computer routine, the bent ratings can be
retrieved from a larger database, weighted, and combined to
form a factored overall condition rating for each of the
more than 2200 bents in the Louisiana inspection program.
The program processes the data using the following sequence
of operations:
1)

Import raw subcomponent data from Louisiana DOTD
database (ASCII source file);
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2)

Correct for missing values (as a default, missing
values were set equal to the overall rating);

3)

Select appropriate fuzzy membership values (/J^,
pA2, etc.) for each subcomponent or item, based
upon the condition rating for that subcomponent
or item;

4)

Linearly combine the products of the weighted
subcomponent ratings;

5)

Output data to a file, one line per bent
inspected.

Comparison of Field and Factored Overall Ratings
Having completed the data manipulations, of immediate
interest is the direct comparison of the field rating with
the computer-generated factored rating for that same bent
produced using the fuzzy rating factors.

Given that the

ratings produced by the field inspectors are based on on
site evaluations of the overall condition of the structure,
these ratings must be considered a baseline for judging the
impact of numerical processing.
A statistical summary of the generated results for
Louisiana bents of all material types is shown in Table
2 .1 .

Clearly, the utilization of the fuzzy set theory to
produce a factored rating has provided a net global
increase in the inspection results compared to inspector
assigned field ratings for the population as a whole.
Additionally, this increase has brought with it an overall
reduction in the scatter of the data, as witnessed by the
decreased standard deviation of the factored data.
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Table 2.1

Summary statistics for the overall
underwater condition rating of Louisiana
bridges, including both field assigned and
fuzzy factor generated values.
Field Cond. Rating

Factored Cond. Rating

Mean

6.12

6.76

Maximum

7.00

7.00

Minimum

1.00

3.12

Standard Deviation

0.82

0.43

Variance

0.67

0.18

Median

6.00

6.90

Boxplot of Rating Values
Mapping the results in the form of a boxplot gives
graphical evidence of the relative differences between the
results, as seen in Figure 2.1.
In the boxplot, the shaded area represents the
interquartile distance, or IQD, within which the middle
half of the data falls.

The dashed lines, called whiskers,

extend to the extreme values of the data or 1.5 x IQD,
whichever is less.

For typical Gaussian distribution,

68.27 percent of the data falls within one standard
deviation (a) of the mean; 95.45 percent falls within 2a;
and 99.3 percent of the data falls within 3a of the mean.
The whiskers in a boxplot are drawn at a distance of 3a
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from the mean.

The horizontal lines outside the whiskers

indicate data points that have fallen outside the range of
the whiskers, representing outlying data points.
The decrease in the variability of condition rating
resulting from use of factored data versus field data is
illustrated by the shortened IQD box and whisker lengths
for the factored rating compared to the field rating.

The

factored rating data would also appear to include a larger
number of data outside the whiskers, as indicated by the
preponderance of horizontal lines; however, this
observation illustrates the continuity of the data.

Field

ratings appear only as integers which plot one atop
another, while the factored ratings will take real and
continuous values, giving a spread to the data and
lessening the stacking of the plotted points.

Comparison of Rating Values for a Given Bent
Clearly, the application of the fuzzy set theory to
this data set has a marked impact on the set distribution,
but the question of the relationship between the assigned
field condition and the generated factored rating for a
given bent as yet remains unanswered.

By plotting the

field condition rating against the factored rating for each
bent, as shown in Figure 2.2, a direct comparison of the
individual bent ratings is possible.
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Figure 2.2 contains three significant graphical
elements that will yield insight into the effects of
factoring on the data set.

First, the 2200 individual

bents are represented by data points; second, for
reference, a dashed line having a slope of one is included
superimposed over the plot; and third, a least-squares fit
and robust straight-line fit linear curves are generated
and shown for the given data set.
Should the factoring process have generated equivalent
results to those given by the inspectors in the field, one
would have expected the data to fall upon the forty-five
degree dashed line.

While the factored condition rating

typically falls below this ideal line, the position of the
data points relative to this line is not consistent over
the entire data range.

For bents rated low in the field,

that is, those bents rated one through four, the factored
results are typically greater than the field rating.

In

contrast, for bents receiving a high rating in the field,
the opposite situation is found.
This observation is discomforting since one of the
primary goals in applying the fuzzy set theory to bridge
inspection results is to produce some degree of replication
of field observations while removing much of the bias due
to human inconsistency.

While the latter may indeed have

been effected, the former has surely not evolved.

What one

observes is that the factoring method produces inspection
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results that, while possessing less scatter, are none-theless incomparable to the inspector assigned ratings over
the entire condition rating range.

Linear Curve Fitting Techniques
1) Method of Least Squares
Creating a mathematical model utilizing a linear
equation will assist in the investigation of the
relationship between the two rating procedures for the set
as a whole.

A probabilistic linear model can be matched to

the scatter of the data using many methods.

The most

common curve fitting procedure utilizes a linear
relationship described, in this instance, by the function:
^FACTORED

“

+

^ 1 ( R FIELD

)

+

(2.4)

G

where:
FACTORED
R field

= the factored conditional rating;
-1 f
=

conditional rating:

13O and 13,
1 = unknown constants;’
e = random error.
In the method of least-squares, the unknown J3 factors
are found through the initial determination of a prediction
line, using 13 estimates (130Bt) , having the same general
linear form:

> * *

< 2 ' 5)
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followed by the optimization of the fit of the estimated
line to the actual data.

All data points are taken to be

accurate and are given equal consideration in the
calculation of the differences between the data values and
the fitted line.

These differences, referred to as

residuals, are numerically defined by:
Residual

- Rd
ata
- Re
ot
FACTORED
FACTORED

(2.6)

In the method of least-squares, the linear curve is
fitted to minimize the sum of the squares of the residuals
for all data points.

The resulting line is known as a

reqression
curve of RFACTORED on RFIELD
*
Analysis of the least-squares regression line in
Figure 2.2 shows that, while the data spread is more
pronounced at the lower rating values, the factored
condition rating does, indeed, follow a general trend
paralleling an optimum one-to-one relationship to the field
condition rating.

The factoring process can be seen to

allow for the reproduction of the trends in the field
rating data, albeit with a numerical shift of approximately
plus one (+1) in the average numerical evaluation rating
across the range of condition ratings.

This conclusion, of

course, is based upon a least-squares straight line
optimization, a popular curve fitting method not without
notable drawbacks.

A data point that falls at a considerable distance
from the least-squares line, known as an outlier, can have
a disproportional influence on the determination of the
optimized linear equation.

In statistical terms, given its

inherent sensitivity to outliers, the least-squares method
is said to lack robustness.

Modern statistical practice

provides a solution to this problem through the development
of the procedure known as the robust straight-line fit
method, which produces a good fit to the bulk of the data
without undo influence by outliers [Rousseeuw and Leroy,
1987] .

2) Robust Straight Line Fit Method
While the least-squares estimation minimizes the sum
of the squares of the deviances, the robust straight-line
method optimizes the fit through the minimization of the a
factored sum, D

as defined by the equation:
- E <(>

(Residual)2

(2.7)

where:

(p
0)K

= a curve-type based dispersion factor;
= a continuous factor which dampens the
contributions of data points having relative
large deviances.

As seen in Figure 2.2, the robust straight-line fit
does not parallel the least-squares fit line, indicating
that the field rating values, particularly those on the
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lower end of the scale, are distributed in a manner such
that standard deviation is relatively large.
From the juxtaposition of the robust line relative to
the plotted data points, one may deduce that the frequency
distribution of the field, versus factored condition rating
data points, has a leptokurtic curvature with negative
skewness, and thus does not follow a normal, Gaussian
distribution.

In such a case, the importance of the

outliers cannot be ignored, and the robust fit does not
provide a representative regression line of R pactored on RpiELD.

Material Specific Comparisons
Figure 2.2 maps the comparison of Rfield against Rpactored
for bridge bents constructed of all the material types,
including concrete, steel, and timber.

However, the

membership value matrices compiled to produce RpACT0RED were
developed based with the consideration of the material
type.

Therefore, to gain a more complete understanding of

the nuances of the factoring process, a material-dependent
investigation is warranted.
Figures 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 illustrate the same RFTRTn
versus RpACT0RED comparison as shown in Figure 2.2, but
plotted individually for concrete, steel, and timber bents,
respectively.

From these plots, it is evident that both

concrete and steel hold higher overall condition ratings
with poorer reproduction of field ratings over the entire
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range using the factoring process.

The timber bents, on

the other hand, present a greater spread in both field and
factored ratings and develop the familiar parallel
regression line shifted, again, by approximately positive
one (+1) on the factored rating scale.
The data dispersion of the timber bents appears
similar to the other materials in the upper rating range;
it is only the existence of the lower ratings that brings
the overall least-squares fit regression curve into the
expected alignment.

From this observation, one may deduce

that the Rfactored ratings produce comparable results to field
inspection data only on a global scale and only when there
is a significant variation in the rating spread within the
data set.
While individual component ratings have not been
precisely duplicated in this example, the parallel results
indicate there is some merit to the belief that the
factoring method may produce usable data in the study of
bridge deterioration, at least on a global scale.

It must

be understood that the applicability of the fuzzy set
theory to underwater bridge inspections can only be as
accurate as the weighting factors developed through the
inspector survey.

The ability and frequency of the use of

any observations not included in the factoring process
remains a distinct and unquantifiable variable.
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Application of Binary Factoring Method

The factoring methodology discussed so far is based
upon the fuzzy set theory with continuous membership
values.

Since the inspector was allowed to assign overall

ratings based upon the condition of the subcomponents, it
may be possible that, consciously or not, a single lower
rating value for a subcomponent was given greater leverage
than the matrix of weighting factors would allow.

In

effect, the inspector may be incorporating a binary
factoring method, in which a subcomponent with a rating
value of less than a perfect seven is allotted a weighting
factor of one, while all other ratings receive a weighting
factor of zero.
To study this possibility, the computer code was
altered to search for those subcomponents with a rating of
less than seven and to apply a weighting factor of one to
each of those values.

All other contributory ratings

received a weighting factor of zero, and thus had no
influence in calculating the overall condition rating.
Proceeding as before, a binary factored overall rating was
determined from the given subcomponent ratings, the summary
statistics of which are shown in Table 2.2.
The binary factoring method, in contrast to the fuzzy
factoring method, produces overall condition values which,
on the whole, are lower than their field rated condition
and with a greater spread in the data.
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Table 2.2

Summary statistics for the overall
underwater condition rating of Louisiana
bridges, including both field assigned and
binary factor generated values.
Field Cond. Rating

Factored Cond. Rating

Mean

6.12

5.50

Maximum

7.00

7.00

Minimum

1.00

0.80

Standard Deviation

0.82

1.17

Variance

0.67

0.21

Median

6.00

5.50

Again, to appreciate the binary factoring on
individual bridge bent condition ratings, a plot of the
field rating versus the binary factored rating is shown in
Figure 2.6.
As with the factored rating produced by the fuzzy
factors, the bulk of the data falls close to the optimal
line; yet, in contrast to the prior rating method, the
outliers in the binary factoring method tend to be higher
in value than the field rating assigned for the same bent.
There is a distinct possibility, given this observation,
that the subconscious factoring process used by the field
inspectors includes elements of both the fuzzy condition
weighting method and the binary factoring method.
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Modifications to the Fuzzy Factoring Method
The binary and fuzzy factoring methods can be simply
merged by applying the appropriate fuzzy factor weighting
values only to those components with ratings less than a
perfect seven.

This methodology may better represent the

decision-making process employed subconsciously by the
inspector, as his attention might be unknowingly drawn only
toward the faults in the structure when determining an
overall rating.

Table 2.3 lists the results of this modified fuzzy
factoring method when applied to the Louisiana bridge
inspection data set.

Clearly, the summary statistics

better match the field-assigned values when compared to the
previous data generated utilizing the binary or fuzzy
factoring method alone.
Plotting the overall ratings assigned in the field
against the computer-generated overall ratings results in
Figure 2.7.

This visual analysis clearly shows the data

points more evenly spread around the dashed 45-degree line
compared to the previous plots, with the bulk of the data
points located within +/- 0.5 rating points from the ideal
line.
Interestingly, the quality of fit is poorer for the
bents rated higher in the field, in direct contrast to the
observations made earlier with the other factoring methods.
To achieve this phenomena, the inspector would necessarily
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Table 2.3

Summary statistics for the overall
underwater condition rating of Louisiana
bridges, including both field assigned and
modified fuzzy factor generated values.
Field Cond. Rating

Factored Cond. Rating

Mean

6.12

5.79

Maximum

7.00

7.00

Minimum

1.00

1.00

Standard Deviation

0.82

0.99

Variance

0.67

0.98

Median

6.00

6.00

The Factored Condition Rating was found applying fuzzy
factors to component observations with less than perfect
ratings.

have to overlook imperfect data for some component
observations in formulating an overall condition rating.
Many of the conditions rated, such as marine growth
and debris build-up, may appear trivial to many individuals
inspecting the condition of a bridge substructure.

To

determine whether the inspector has overlooked such
evaluations, the computer code can be allowed to neglect
the ratings given to non-structural observations, that is,
evaluations given to items that do not pertain to the
solidarity of the bent itself.
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Table 2.4

Summary statistics for the overall
underwater condition rating of Louisiana
bridges, including both field assigned and
modified fuzzy factor results as applied to
structural observations only.
Field Cond. Rating

Factored Cond. Rating

Mean

6.12

6.21

Maximum

7.00

7.00

Minimum

1.00

1.00

Standard Deviation

0.82

0.94

Variance

0.67

0.88

Median

6.00

6.00

Bents having imperfect ratings for SCOUR/EROSION are
omitted from the factored data set. The ratings for nonstructural observations (MARINE GROWTH, and DEBRIS) were
neglected in determining the factored condition rating.

In addition, the ratings given to scour or embankment
erosion, while important to the bridge system as a whole,
have little to do with the physical condition of the
associated bent.

To include such observations may hinder

the formulation of bent deterioration curves, given that
the propensity for bridge scour is not logically
significant to the rate of deterioration of a bridge
classified by material type.

In light of this, all bridges

with scour ratings less than seven (about 500 of the 2200
bents) will be excluded from the analysis.
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Applying the modified fuzzy factoring method only to
structural observations results in the summary statistics
presented in Table 2.4.

Again, Figure 2.8 illustrates the

plot of the factored versus field rating for each
individual bent.
At first inspection, the significant improvement in
the match of field and factored ratings would seem to
indicate that the inspector may, in fact, have overlooked
certain component evaluations in formulating an overall
condition rating.

The outliers in Figure 2.8 are

identified to allow bent-specific investigations into why
the greatest discrepancies were generated.
From Table 2.5 it is seen that in only one instance,
bent #1788, was the omission of DRIFT and MARINE GROWTH
responsible for the rating variance (i.e. their omission
was insignificant).

In all other cases, the field rating

was not in agreement with a subcomponent rating as a result
of a single component's evaluation.

Moreover, each of the

outlying bents are found in LDOTD District 2, and were all
inspected by a single diving company.

Thus, the

discrepancy may be the result of individual grading
peculiarities or typographical errors.
Table 2.6 describes the relative improvement in the
match of the factored and field-assigned values, delineated
by factoring method, for individual bents in this study.
With a mean difference of only 0.351 points
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Table 2.5

Explanations for the outlying data points of
Figure 2.8.

Outlying
Data Point

Reason for Mismatch between Field and
Factored Overall Condition Rating

# 161
# 210

Concrete SPALLS rating = 5.

# 212
# 214
# 219

Steel DETERIORATION rating ;
= 3.

= 3.
Steel DETERIORATION rating ■
Steel DETERIORATION rating <
= 4.
Concrete SPALLS rating = 3.

# 220
# 1788

Concrete SPALLS rating = 3.

Table 2.6

Comparison of the difference (6) between the
overall field condition rating and the
factored rating for various factoring
methods.

Exclusion of DRIFT & MARINE GROWTH
in determining the Factored Rating.

Factoring
Method

Mean
6

Maximum
6

Standard Deviation
of the 6

Fuzzy Factoring (FF)

0.674

4.410

0.638

Binary Factoring

0.787

7.000

1.163

Modified FF

0.570

6.000

0.764

Modified FF
(Structural)

0.351

4.000

0.576
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between the factored and field ratings and with a standard
deviation of a low 0.576, the modified fuzzy factoring
method applied to structural observations clearly is
superior to the other methods in reproducing the human
thought process.

Deterioration Rate Comparisons

Often, bridge inspection data is used for the
formulation of deterioration curves, known also as
performance curves, which are in turn used to predict the
future condition of a bridge network based upon historical
trends.

Thus far, this investigation into the validity of

the application of various factoring methods in bridge
condition appraisal has not specifically dealt with the
time-dependent changes experienced in the overall rating
values.
If the assumption is made that each bent within the
data set will experience conditions such that their
deterioration rate is approximately the same, then a plot
of all the overall condition rating versus the age of each
bent will yield insight into deterioration of the condition
rating versus age for the data set.

While the assumption

is quite broad, it is necessary when performing time series
analysis on a single time collection of data.

Applying a

curve-fitting technique, a least-squares linear curve, for
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example, may then provide an indication of the anticipated
deterioration of the average bent within the set.
Figure 2.9 illustrates just such a plot, with curve
fits for the data produced by the field ratings as well as
the four types of factoring methods previously discussed
(data points have been omitted for clarity).

As would be

expected, the line produced using the fuzzy factoring
method and the line produced by the binary factoring method
bracket the deterioration line produced by the field
assigned overall ratings.
Without undue analysis of the significance of the
precise slopes of the lines (a subject of future
discussion), it is apparent that the fuzzy factoring method
produces values much greater than anticipated with very
little change in rating over time.

The binary factored

line more closely parallels the field rating line and
maintains a consistent rating of approximately minus onehalf (-1/2) that of the field rating.

Moreover, each of

the combination fuzzy/binary factoring methods produced
regression lines close in value and parallel to the fieldrating line, evidence of the applicability of the factoring
method over the bent age spectrum.

Concluding Remarks

The complexity inherent in bridge condition assessment
becomes quite evident in the manipulation of the data for
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the purposes of exploratory analysis.

One must be

cognizant of the possibility that in utilizing a factoring
method, though consistent and uniform in its development
and application, the resulting factored data set will be
void of important data irregularities and extremes.
This study has shown that the effects of systematic
human subjectivity, found to be quantifiable and
accountable, may be confidently eliminated in most cases.
The fuzzy set theory was discovered to be lacking in its
ability to reproduce the human thought process over a wide
range of conditions, arguably the result the inability to
represent all possible situations in the inspector survey.
In addition, a binary reasoning process is undeniably
evident in the inspection process and must be addressed
when developing an optimal factoring methodology.

When

properly applied, as seen in this study, the final modified
fuzzy factoring process should produce overall conditional
values free of the influence of human subjectivity, yet
still in concert with the observed bridge structure
condition.

CHAPTER III
DATA BIAS DUE TO COMPANY REPORTING PRACTICES

Introduction
The previous chapter investigated a methodology for
removing much of the impact of human bias on subjective
data through the systematic application of an assemblage of
ranking importance coefficients.

An additional concern

that must be addressed before a formal statistical analysis
of the inspection data involves the potential data bias
that may result from the patterned distribution of
inspection tasks among pre-arranged groups of inspectors.
The State of Louisiana contracted five individual
engineering or diving firms to conduct the statewide
survey, dividing up the inspection assignments by LDOTD
district.

These firms, hereafter referred to as Company

"A", Company "B", etc., held varying degrees of experience
in the process of underwater bridge inspection and,
although receiving some formal training in the applied
procedure, approached the problem from altogether different
skill levels.

Furthermore, the inspection firms were

usually split into several diving teams, among which there
were additional gradations of experience and training.
The ramifications of the use of multiple inspection
companies will be investigated in this chapter to
55
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determine if there are distinct and accountable trends in
the data as a result of company reporting practices.
Moreover, the following study will uncover shortcomings in
both the current inspection procedures and in the training
of underwater inspectors.

Description of Diving Companies and Their Assignments
The following is a list of firms contracted to conduct
the underwater surveys and a synopsis of their experience
in performing subsurface structural inspections:
Company A -

One of the more experienced diving
firms in the study; participated in
prior underwater inspections in the
state of Mississippi;

Company B -

A diving firm with experience similar
to that of Company A;

Company C -

Large firm undertaking its first
underwater inspection program;

Company D -

Little or no past experience in
underwater inspections;

Company E -

Large engineering firm lacking diving
experience.

Assigned a registered

engineer to each diving team.
These five firms were assigned inspection tasks in one
or more districts, as mapped in Figure 3.1.

The most
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Figure 3.1

Distribution of inspection tasks, by
company, in the Louisiana underwater bridge
inspection program.
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experienced teams, those belonging to Companies A and B,
were responsible for inspecting six of the nine districts
in the state, while the remaining firms received one
district each.
Ideally, for developing a valid statistical survey,
one would want a uniform distribution of the unknown
factors (company-specific bias in this case); however, this
consideration was not specifically addressed in the
assignment of tasks.

Consequently, the inspection

responsibilities were not allocated in the most efficient
manner for statistical purposes.
While the southern portion of the state is well
proportioned among the companies, the northern half is
covered predominantly by Company A.

Lacking a set of

comparative evaluations, the trends in data reported by
that company may be difficult to ascertain for that region.
Fortunately, however, most of the state was covered by only
two of the most experienced diving firms, hopefully
eliminating the detrimental impacts of company-specific
bias from most of the inspection data set.

Company-Specific Trends in Data Reporting
Since the bents inspected were of varying ages, the
data will be normalized by considering the average
deterioration rate instead of the rating itself.

The

average deterioration rate (ADR) is simply defined as the
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change in condition rating (7 - rating) divided by the age
of the structure, and will typically be multiplied by 1000
for convenience.
A listing of the component's mean ADR x 1000, by
company, is given in Table 3.1.

For the purposes of

comparison on a regional basis, the values generated for
both Company A and Company B have been split into north and
south data sets, where the north is defined as the northern
most four districts in Louisiana.

In addition, the rated

observations have been subgrouped according to bent
material, with the first group pertaining to all material
types and the remaining three groups specifically defined
for concrete, timber, and steel.
In examining the data presented in Table 3.1, one must
be aware that other factors, such as climate or terrain,
have played a role in creating small data differences; the
table provides a source for identifying only trends and
large anomalies in the ADR values.
Quite clearly, there are company defined biases in the
data mix, as witnessed by the wide range in ADR values for
many of the observations.

Some of these trends may, in

fact, be the result of the impact of regional variances on
the rate of underwater decay; however, there are obvious
prejudices in the interpretation of the conditions
observed.

Table 3.1

Mean ADR (Average Deterioration Rate) x 1000 by diving company
conducting, the underwater inspection and region (North or South LA).

Rated
Observation

Company
"A"
(NORTH)

|
i
Company [ Company
"B"
!
"A"
(NORTH) | (SOUTH)
1
0.411 I 0.000
0.000 ! 0.000
0.180 | 0.000
2.476 ! 0.946
0.000 i
0.000
0.000 i
0.000
t
0.000 i
0.000
29.51 i 20.72
0.000 i
0.000
0.000 | 0.000
0.000 ! 0.000
0.340 1 0.000
0.000 | 0.000
o . o o o
!
0.000

Voids
Holes
Impact Damage
Loss of Section
Displacement
Missing Elements

1.074
0.794
0.488
1.532
1.232
1.006

Cracks
Spalls
Exposed Reinf.
Laitance
Sulphate Attack
Honeycombing
Rust Spots
Grout Loss

4.470
4.188
0.079
1.035
0.000
0.949
0.000
1.320

Splitting
Marine Borer
Rot
Fasteners

15.97
1.832
3.283
17.12

224.8 i
0.000 1
7.905 i
9.917_j _

Deterioration
Connections

36.14
0.000

1.033
9.183

Overall Rating

36.17

86.34

|
|
i
|

Company
"B"
(SOUTH)

Company
"C"
(SOUTH)

Company
"D"
(SOUTH)

Company
"E"
(SOUTH)

0.557
0.538
0.086
0.965
0.000
0.000

7.677
8.705
3.796
35.77
18.18
16.38

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
6. 682
1. 854
0. 000

5.254
35.79
0.925
0.516
0.000
0.684
0.141
0.000

6.306
16.70
0.416
0.000
0.000
0.319
8.511
48.92

0.000
0.396
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.167

15 .25
19 .03
8. 651
0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
0. 000

39.43
0.000
8.355
5.596

53.24
0.503
10.63
12.53

109.6
15.77
61.90
90.93

19.51
0.000
0.000
19.51

24 .99
21 .93
71 .12
39 .37

N/A
N/A

80.00
0.000

215.8
76.92

N/A
N/A

39 .15
0. 000

26.67

42.94

51.67

35.65

27 .77

o\

o
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For the general observations for all material types,
there appears to be a degree of consistency among the two
experienced diving firms, Companies A and B, that is not
evident for the remaining firms.

While one of the

inexperienced companies, Company C, is extremely aggressive
in its grading performance, another, Company D, did not
report any deterioration in the observations at all.

This

may be the result of either the actual lack of any decay in
their assigned region or, more likely, the reluctance or
inability of the inspectors to evaluate many of those
factors.
With the inspection form used for the Louisiana
underwater inspection program (Fig. 3.2) there is some
degree of redundancy in the list of observations that may
invite oversight by the inspector in the field.

For

example, "loss of section" may have been considered covered
by the inspector in the "spalls" evaluation and,
consequently, not graded appropriately.

There should never

be an instance where "spalling" is observed and "loss of
section" not, since one obviously leads to the other;
however, the data from Company D indicates that this occurs
in some cases.
Similar trends are observed in the remaining materialspecific rated observations.

Some companies exhibit

extremely aggressive grading policies, particularly Company
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UNDERWATER BRIDGE INSPECTION REPORT
PAGE

OF

RECALL NUMBER:

STRUCTURE NUMBER:
ROUTE NUMBER:

FEATURE CROSSED:

DATE ELEMENT(S) FIELD INSPECTED:

_ /_ /_

RECOMMENDED INSP INTERVAL: _

DATE BRIDGE INSPECTION COMPLETE:

_

RECOMMENDED LEVEL NEXT INSP:

PROJECT NUMBER:

FIRM NAME:

ELEMENT INSPECTED: ____
TYPE: ___

(I.E. A0001/B0235/P0007)

MATERIAL:____

TYPE WATER: __

/_ /_

LEVEL: _

NO. OF PILES: __

(I.E. SALT/BRACXISH/FRESH/POLLUTED)

MAX. WATER DEPTH:

WATER VELOCITY: ___._

ELEVATIONS:

._

BOTTOM:

PREVIOUS REPAIRS:
STRUCTURAL: ________________

P/H:___

STREAM BED MATERIAL:____

CURRENT WATER:

HIGH WATER: __

SCOUR PROTECTION: ________________

RECOMMENDED REPAIRS:________________________________ESTIMATED REPAIR COST
S_____,____ ,_____

URGENCY OF RECOMMENDED REPAIR: __

UNDERWATER PROBLEMS/REMARKS: ____________________________________________

GENERAL:
VOIDS:
HOLES:
IMP DAMAGE:
LOSS OF SECT:
DISPLACEMENT:
MISS ELEMENTS:
PREV REPAIRS:
SCOUR/EROSION:
LOSS OF FILL:
MARINE GROWTH:
DEBRIS/DRIFT:

CONCRETE:
CRACKS:
SPALLS:
EXP REINF:
LAITANCE:
SULPH ATTACK:
HONEYCOMBING:
RUST SPOTS:
GROUT LOSS:

TIMBER:
SPLITTING:
MARINE BORER:
ROT:
FASTENERS:
STEEL:

OTHER:
PILING:
COLUMNS:
FOOTINGS:
SCOUR:
EMB EROS:
EMB PROT:
CHAN OBSTR:

DETERIOR:
CONNECTIONS:
OVERALL U/W CONDITION RATING:

Figure 3.2

Existing Louisiana Department of
Transportation and Development Underwater
Inspection Form [LDOTD 1991].
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C, while others are more timid in assigning less-thanperfect rating values, as consistently demonstrated by
Company D.
There are notable biases in the experienced firms as
well.

In the north, Company B reported the second highest

incidence of spalling activity while observing few of the
other decay characteristics of concrete.

This fact may

reflect regional environmental factors, or it may be a
result of individual interpretation of the degree of
spalling present.

One is tempted to accept the latter

explanation in this case, in light of the relatively
unconservative stance taken by the firm in evaluating
splitting in the timber bents, as well.

Observations. Recommendations and Conclusions
The inconsistencies resulting from human-bias were
accounted for in the previous chapter through a process
that applied a consistent ranking scale throughout the data
set.

Unfortunately, the company-specific bias can not be

as easily evaluated and, consequently, cannot be
systematically removed from the inspection reports.

This

chapter has disclosed obvious tendencies in the data that,
in some part, are the result of company-bias, however it is
impossible to accurately determine how much of the
difference is due to grading peculiarities and how much is
due to interpretation of the grading scale.
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This is not to say that this investigation has been in
vain, since the company trends illustrated in Table 3.1
will assist in explaining the regional decay
characteristics generated in the following chapters.

More

importantly, several shortcomings in the current practices
of underwater bridge inspections have come to light.
First, there is a dire need for consistent, uniform
and nationally certified training of all underwater bridge
inspection personnel.

Such training must include

instruction in both the recognition and the evaluation of
each of the conditions listed on the reporting form.

The

divers must have a clear understanding of each form of
deterioration as well as the conditions that must be
satisfied to generate a particular grade for that
observation.
Second, redundant or over-specific observations should
be removed from the reporting forms to avoid potential
confusion.

If the general loss of section is all that is

desired, then the need for specific categorization of the
loss should be eliminated.

Based on observed recording

practices detailed in this chapter, a recommended format
for an underwater inspection survey should follow that
detailed in Figure 3.3, using the terms and rating criteria
given in Appendix III.

Encompassing much the same

information sought in the New York Department of
Transportation's recording system, this improved version
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Underwater Inspection Data Sheet
A) Structure #______________

B)

Location:.
Feature Crossed:

C) Unit Inspected:
A00
B00_
POO

(Abutment No.)
(Bent No.)
(Pier No.)

E) Material:(Fill in diameter
or width in inches.)
CR
(Round concrete piling)
CS
(Square concr piling)
SR
(Round steel piling)
SS
(Square steel piling)
TR
(Timber piling)

D) Number of Piles:.
F) Waterway Rating: (Give rating of 1 to 7; Leave blank if
Not Applicable; Only rate Embankment Erosion and
Embankment Protection for unit(s) nearest bank)
Stream Scour/Erosion
____ Channel Obstructions
Loss of Fill
____ Embankment Erosion
____ Embankment Protection
Debris/Drift
Overall Waterway Rating @ Unit
G) Unit Rating:

(Give rating of 1 to 7; Leave blank if N/A)

General: (All materials)
Impact Damage
Displacement
Missing Elements

Timber:
Splitting
Marine Borer
Rot
Fasteners
Loss of Cross-section

Concrete:
Cracks
Sloughing
Exposed Reinforcement
Rust Spots
Grout Loss
Loss of Cross-section

Steel:
Surface Rust
Rust Perforation
Connections
Loss of Cross-section
Unit's Overall Under
water Condition Rating

H) General Comments:

Figure 3.3

Recommended Revised Form for Evaluating the
Underwater Condition of Bridge
Substructures.

would further delineate the observations for both the
waterway and structural unit, assigning an overall rating
for each group, while removing the confusion resulting from
the redundancies resident in the existing inspection form.
Finally, if possible, the distribution of inspection
tasks should be made to reduce the concentration of grading
peculiarities in any single region.

While perhaps not

practical from a management perspective, an even
distribution would assist in removing the statistical
inconsistencies generated by company-specific reporting
practices.

CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPMENT OF PERFORMANCE PREDICTION CURVES

Introduction
Perhaps the greatest benefit to be realized through
the study of the changes in the condition of structures
over time is through the determination of anticipated
deterioration rates and the subsequent development of
condition performance curves.

While an inspection data set

in itself may provide the engineer with invaluable insight
into the current status of a bridge or bridge network, the
data may also serve the greater purpose of allowing for the
prediction of future conditions based upon the intrinsic
trends in the data mix.
All contemporary bridge management systems utilize
some form of a prediction model for the purposes of
planning replacement and rehabilitation strategies.

In

fact, no management plan can be considered effective on a
long-term basis if it does not allow for the estimation of
the amount and the type of future expenditures as well as
an anticipated response to a planned maintenance effort.
Given the importance of the performance curve in
the development of effective bridge management systems, a
great deal of commercial, government, and academic interest
has recently focused on the statistical interpretation of
67
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existing inspection data archives.

The resulting

mathematical models have taken many forms; yet, each model,
having been developed only during the last five or ten
years, has the common distinction of being unproven in the
prediction of the future condition of a given bridge
structure.

Review of Current Regression Modeling Practices
Since bridge deterioration is a stochastic and
multivariate process, there has not yet evolved a
singularly accepted methodology for addressing the question
of deterioration prediction.

Still, a review of the

current practices and procedures in deterioration analysis
reveals that the direction of research and application
activities fall generally within one of three categories:
1)

Straight-line deterioration modeling.

2)

Piece-wise linear regression modeling.

3)

Polynomial regression modeling utilizing Markov
chain techniques.

1) Straight-Line Deterioration Models
Though no one truly believes the rate of deterioration
of a bridge or bridge component in service to be constant
over its lifespan, there are those that will argue that,
given all the factors that must be defined to establish a
precise model, a bridge network may be most conveniently
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described as changing in a uniform manner.

While

individual components within that structural system may
deviate from the ideal linear decay path, when viewed on
the whole, the population will deteriorate at a rate that
is, for all practical considerations, a constant one.
An example of the application of straight-line
deterioration modeling can be found in the Bridge
Rehabilitation, Inventory and Management Systems (BRIMMS)
software developed by the Delcan Corporation of Toronto,
Canada and the National Engineering Technology Corporation
[Aylon 1991] of Chicago, Illinois.
BRIMMS utilizes a set of user supplied or default
values to establish linear decay curves for each of the
bridge components.

The program's resident tables include

data pertaining to both the component life spans as well as
the anticipated increase in life expectancy due to various
rehabilitation strategies with reference to the initial
condition of the particular component.
In the BRIMMS model, each bridge component will
possess an associated deterioration curve that is developed
based on the assumption that the quality index (similar to
the condition rating) will vary linearly with time and that
the life span of a given component may be defined by the
time necessary for the quality index (QI) to change from a
value of 100 (new) to a value of 30 (end of service life)
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in a linear regression.

Given the QI, a component decay

index (DI) is determined as seen in Figure 4.1.
While an individual structural component's future
condition is easily determined through constant-rate
deterioration analysis, the prediction of performance and
remaining life for an entire bridge span consisting of
several components is much more involved.

In the

calculation of the remaining life of an entire span (RLS),
the decay curve must be modified to include the residual
life as found by a series of calculations performed at the
component level.

This task is undertaken to identify the

weak links (in terms of remaining life and criticality) of
the structural system and to modify the performance
prediction of that system to reflect those weaknesses.
For each span, BRIMMS uses the residual life value and
the quality index to determine the corrected value of life
expectancy through the solution of the equation:
QI = 100 - 70 * (RLS - RL) / RLS
where:

(4.1)

QI

=

Component Quality Index;

RL

=

Residual Life of the Subject Component;

RLS =

Residual Life of the System of Components;

or, solving for RLS:
RLS = 70 * RL / (QI - 30)

(4.2)

If the calculated value of RLS is negative (that is,
QI < 30), then the program uses a default value for RLS.
The purpose for such manipulations is to insure that the
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BRIMMS chart for finding the component Decay
Index (DI) from the Quality Index (QI)
determined by the linear regression model:
QI = 100 - 70(RLS -RL)/RLS
[Aylon 1991].
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additional information generated at the span level, in
terms of the residual life of the span, is incorporated
only if its consideration results in a reduction in the
life expectancy of the span.

The bridge life is finally

determined based on a weighted average of the lives of the
bridge components.
In constant deterioration analysis, no emphasis is
given to determining the present rate of decay in the
component.

Only the accepted lifespan of the structural

part, as determined through experience and engineering
judgment, is necessary for the establishment of a
deterioration curve.

BRIMMS/RAIL, a management system for

railways, uses formal deterioration models only to generate
network summary statistics.

Linear regression modeling is

applied for element prediction curves.
Bridge management models that rely on human logic and
judgment have become known as knowledge-based systems,
while those generated through statistical inference and
generalized mathematical algorithms are designated
statistic-based systems.
Knowledge-based systems are noted for both their
flexibility and inherent ability to focus on the variables
that are logically significant (in the opinion of the user)
to the situation, while spending considerably less effort
on redundant or superfluous data.

Linear deterioration

models work well within the framework of the knowledge-
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based management systems, given their simplicity and lack
of the need for variable definition.
However, with the growing capacity and popularity of
personal computers, there is presently a trend toward the
development of statistic-based models as cornerstones for
working bridge management systems.

Furthermore, in an

effort to develop a clearer understanding of the
interaction of the many variables involved, the academic
community has rendered particular emphasis on classical
statistical modeling of bridge deterioration.

The

remaining two modeling methods, piece-wise linear
regression and polynomial regression modeling, are examples
which demonstrate the complexities and the strengths of
statistic-based regression modeling.

2) Piece-wise Linear Regression Modeling
Constant deterioration assumptions are sufficient for
most planning efforts; however, there are important
inspection, rehabilitation, and replacement activities that
could be better allocated if a more precise understanding
of the deterioration rates of bridge components were
available.
With recognition of the fact that deterioration is not
generally constant over the lifespan of a component, the
piece-wise continuous modeling method subdivides the
lifespan into smaller time segments for a more detailed
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analysis.

Within the span of each of these time segments,

a straight line regression curve can be statistically
matched to best fit the data for components within that age
group.

The deterioration curves thus take the form of line
segments connected at points of discontinuity, called
"knots."

The length of the time periods that form the

subgroups may be predetermined or established through an
observation of the general trends of a data scatter plot.
Take, for example, the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation's (WisDOT) piece-wise linear regression
model employed to estimate the time-dependent variation of
the structural condition of bridges in Wisconsin [Hymon,
Hughes and Dobson, 1983].

WisDOT applied the modeling

method uniformly to bridge structures of all types,
including steel, concrete, reinforced concrete, and pre
stressed concrete bridges.
The charts developed consisted of three linear
deterioration segments using two knots, one each at 25 and
45 years of age, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.2.
Inspection of the segment slopes will show that the
structural condition of the bridge deteriorates at
approximately 0.07 points per year (on a 9 point system)
for the first 25 years, remains relatively constant from
ages of 25 to 45, and again falls at a rate of about .19
points per year for bridges over 45 years of age.
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Wisconsin Department of Transportation's
piece-wise linear regression model for
bridge performance.
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Figure 4.2 illustrates the WisDOT inspection results
for all structural and material types; no effort was
rendered to subset structures of common material and
configuration.

However, each material type, when analyzed

independently, generated similar deterioration behavior.
The pattern, described by rapid initial deterioration,
followed by a period of negligible change, and ending with
a time of greatest relative decay rate, is one that has
appeared frequently in univariate (condition versus time)
deterioration analysis [Giles 1991, Tee 1988].
Hachem attempted to produce similar results by
subjecting Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT)
inspection data for bridges similar to those used in the
WisDOT study to the same model developed for Wisconsin
bridges [Hachem 1990].
Figure 4.3 shows the results of Hachem's
investigation, revealing an entirely different curve
pattern than that created for the Wisconsin bridges.

This

application of the WisDOT method demonstrates that the
preset knot values of 25 and 45 years yield data subsets
that generate unexpected curve slopes and generally poor
curve fit statistics for the FDOT data.
Through variation of the location of the knot values,
the impact of subgrouping on curve fit statistics can be
investigated and the optimal knot location may be obtained.
In doing so, Hachem discovered that the optimal knot values
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Piece-wise linear regression curves
generated by the application of Florida
bridge inspection statistics to the
Wisconsin DOT modeling procedures.
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are, for the FDOT data, dependent on the constituent
material and should not be taken as pre-established set
points for-all structural types.
Moreover, Hachem's investigation illustrated another
significant characteristic of bridge deterioration
investigation: models established utilizing statistic-based
systems are highly location sensitive.

An analyst must be

aware of possible incompatibilities when applying
performance models from other areas since those models may
not incorporate factors important to the region under
investigation.

31 Polynomial Regression Modeling Utilizing Markov
Chain Techniques
If asked to forecast the possibility of the occurrence
of an event, one would likely first consult historical
records to determine the frequency and pattern of past
transpirations of that particular event in order to develop
the most accurate prediction.

Additionally, the conditions

prevalent at the time of the prediction would need to be
considered in determining the probabilities of the future
occurrence of the event.
In effect, the tactic that has been employed is a form
of the Markovian chain approach to performance prediction.
A stochastic process is termed Markovian if the future
performance pattern of the process depends solely on the
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description of the present state, and is entirely
uninfluenced by past conditions.

Under such restrictions,

prognostications are a matter of establishing the present
state and applying a set of statistical probabilities to
determine the most likely future state.
In the realm of bridge performance prediction, the
polynomial regression Markovian chain technique follows
four basic procedural steps:
1)

Determine the factors influencing bridge
performance.

2)

Develop the performance functions for subject
bridge system and establish regression
coefficients.

3)

Formulate the transition probabilities
matrix.

4)

Apply the Markovian equation to the
subject bridge to predict future condition.

a) Determining the Factors Influencing Bridge Performance
for Markovian Mode liner
Prior to the development of a performance equation,
the factors that impact bridge deterioration must be
identified, and the data set subgrouped to allow
investigation free from the influence of variations in the
factors not under consideration.
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Computerized statistical packages can determine the
effects of different levels of the variables using a
procedure known as homogeneity-of-slopes on a General
Linear Model (GLM).

Statistical tests (to be described

later) will develop levels of significance for each of the
variables, allowing the analyst either to leave the
variable within the performance function, to subgroup the
data set to allow for homogeneity of the variable within
the subset, or, if deemed insignificant, to remove the
variable from the performance function altogether.
Jiang, in an investigation of the performance of
Indiana bridges, considered the effects of variation in
four factors: system-type (interstate versus other),
average daily traffic (ADT), regional climate, and bridge
material type (concrete versus steel) [Jiang 1990].
The study revealed that, for the given data set, the
factors of ADT and climate were not significant using a
homogeneity-of-slopes analysis and were consequently
removed as variables.

System and material types were found

to have bearing on the performance; thus, the data set was
partitioned so as to generate like elements within each
subset with respect to those variables (i.e. the database
was divided according to definition of material and system
type).
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b) Development of Performance Curves

Once properly dispensed, the elements within each
subset will exhibit conditional variation dependent only on
bridge age.

The relationship between the condition and the

age can then be described by the third-order model with one
independent variable [Neter et al. 1985]:
- J30 + JJi T± + R2

Y(TJ
where:

Y(T±) =

+ ii3 T^ + e±

(4.3)

the estimated condition of the bridge at
time T.;
X 9

e

=

the error term;

J3o

=

the intercept;

and the other R terms represent the regression
coefficients.
It is possible to obtain better curve fits using
polynomials of higher power; however, such models will be
highly erratic and will possess R coefficients that are
difficult to interpret.
Using a bridge inspection data set, a best fit
polynomial regression computer routine, such as SAS [SAS
1985] or S-Plus [Statistical Sciences 1992],

can supply

the estimated regression coefficients by minimizing the
residual error terms (R) for the difference between the
estimated versus the actual data points.
For the Indiana bridge deterioration study, J3o was set
at 9, representing the perfect condition at time T, = 0 on
a 9 point scale.

Thus the optimal polynomial function may
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be determined through evaluation of the other B
coefficients.

For example, for the case of Indiana

interstate concrete bridge substructures, the regression
curve was found to be [Jiang 1990]:
Y(TJ

- 9 -.3451 Ti +

.0158 T* -

.0003 T*

(4 *4 )

This third-order polynomial, plotted against the
Indiana inspection data, is shown in Figure 4.4.

Of note

is the relatively even spread of the data around the curve
(an indication of a good fit), as well as the curve's
general pattern of a familiar plateau sandwiched between
steep drops in condition rating.

c) Formulation of the Transition Probabilities Matrix
The transition probabilities matrix of the Markovian
chain, simply designated the "transition matrix," is an
organized set of probability values describing the
likelihood of a given condition changing from one state to
another.

Free of influences outside those embraced in the

formulation of the transition matrix, the future condition
of an element may be calculated knowing only the element's
present state and its associated transition matrix.
The transition matrix is composed of an array of
probability terms,
following page.

of the form shown after the
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10,2

P
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in which each of the terms represents the probability of
transition from state "i" to state "j" within a given time
period.

This fully populated matrix can be simplified

significantly when two basic observations and assumptions
are considered.
First, assume that the bridge condition rating will
either remain constant or will not drop by more than a
single point within a one-year time period.

Thus, only the

diagonal terms p(i) , defined as Pi#jr where i=j, and the
terms just to the right of the diagonal, represented by
q(i)

(numerically equivalent to p(i)-l), will remain as

non-zero terms.
Second, in accordance with the Indiana bridge
inspection code, a bridge of condition 3 is either repaired
or replaced.

Therefore, devoid of the possibility that

either a condition 2 or 1 can exist, P±
and P

= 0 for [i ,j < 3]

= 1.
The resulting reduced transition matrix will contain

only thirteen terms, six of which must be determined
through statistical regression analysis, and will be of the
form shown on the following page:
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p(l) q (1)
0
P

0

p{2) q (2)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

p (3 ) q (3 )

0

0

0

p (4 )

q (4 ) 0

0

0

0

0

p(5) q (5)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(4.6)

0

p(6) q(6)
0

1

The Markov process assumes a high degree of
homogeneity in the transition from one phase to another
[Bhat 1972], a condition that is typically not present in
decay analysis as demonstrated by the variation in slope
shown in Figure 4.3.

Should a single transition matrix be

used for the entire lifespan of the structure, the
predicted condition rating would deviate significantly from
the true value after a period of time.
In order to establish the required homogeneity, the
total lifespan of the bridge is divided into smaller time
segments of approximately five years in length.

A more

accurate transition matrix can then be established for each
of the age groups, better representing the probabilities of
conditional change within that time period.
For each of these age groups, the elements of the
pertinent transition matrix are determined through the
minimization of the function [Jiang 1990]:
N

min £

[ Y(t) - E(t,P) ]

(4.7)
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given the restraint:

0 < p(i) < 1,

i = 1, 2, ...,I

where:
N

= number of years in the age group;

I

= number of unknown probabilities;

P

= [P(l)f p(2),...,p(I)];

Y (t ) = the average condition rating at time t as
determined by the regression function;
E(t,p) = Markov chain estimation of the condition
rating at time t.
As can be seen, the probabilities obtained through
this minimization process are derived with the goal of
matching the conditional ratings dictated by the regression
curve equation, Y(t), as closely as possible.

At first

glance, the Markov chain method would thus seem to mimic
the polynomial regression curve.

However, though based

upon regression curve values, the Markov chain method will
not necessarily produce equivalent results to those found
through the direct application of the regression curve
polynomial equation.

This fact is due to the consideration

given by the Markov-chain method to the initial state of
the structure, as discussed in the following section.

d) Application of the Markovian-Chain Equation
The condition state vector for a bridge at age t, Q (t)f
may be evaluated through a series of matrix multiplications
involving the transition matrix, P, in the following manner
[Jiang 1990]:
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(4.8)

The Markov chain estimated condition, E(t,P), may then
be determined as the product of the condition state vector,
Q

, and the transform of the vector of condition ratings,

[R].

For the case of Indiana bridge evaluations where 9 is

the highest possible rating, and no rating exists less than
the value 3, [ R ] = [ 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 ] .

The Markov chain

equation to estimate bridge condition is finally defined
as:
E(t,P)

- Q (t) * R,‘tranaf

(4.9)

Assuming that a bridge structure has a perfect rating
upon completion, the initial state vector can be seen to be
Q

=[ 1 0 00 00 0] .

Applying the appropriate transition

matrices for the age groups spanned up to the age in
question, the estimated condition is determined by a chain
matrix calculation using the condition state vector Q

as

a multiplicand to determine the condition state vector for
the following year, Q(t+1)«
In the current practice of the application of the
performance function for pavement management programs, the
regression curve is simply shifted up or down to match the
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curve to the current condition rating of the road surface
under study.

Predictions are then rendered based upon the

trends illustrated by the shifted curve.
This methodology fails to consider the effects that
the present condition has on the deterioration rate.

The

Markov chain method, in contrast, is indexed to the
elements age through age grouping and better incorporates
the variation in the decay rate over the components
lifespan.
In light of this observation, the Markov chain
polynomial regression method is considered to supply
superior performance in the estimation of the condition of
individual bridges at any age.

The polynomial regression

method, on the other hand, provides a practical and
efficient method of describing the condition and changes in
condition for a system of bridges [Jiang 1990].

Methodology for the Development of Regression Curves for
Louisiana Underwater Bridge Substructures
The situation encountered in the modeling of the
deterioration of the underwater substructures in Louisiana
and other states in the deep South are, in many ways,
unlike any of the cases addressed by deterioration analysts
to date.
The underwater inspections are the result of a recent
FHWA directive; consequently, there does not exist the
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comprehensive, well-established database structure enjoyed
with the biennial above water surveys.

Though often made

available with some effort, there is no single point source
of information for statewide underwater inspection results,
and those that are obtainable are presented in a wide range
of formats, making direct comparisons difficult.
Furthermore, to complicate an already complex
situation, the underwater inspectors lack a great deal of
experience in the application of inspection criteria for
bridge evaluations.

Often, in the presence of swift

currents, muddy waters, and poisonous snakes, the
unexperienced inspectors were called upon to
obtain justifiable rating values under less than ideal
circumstances.

Given these circumstances, the application

of sophisticated deterioration modeling procedures, as
witnessed with the Markovian chain equation, may not
provide the most reliable behavioral model at this time.
A rough outline of the chronological procedures
required for deterioration research have been informally
established through past scientific investigations.

The

study of the rates of decay in Louisiana's underwater
bridge structures followed the same intuitive processes,
with additional tasks undertaken to illustrate
relationships of interest.
steps consisted of:

Specifically, the investigative
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1)

Assimilation of inspection data.

2)

Determination of relevant factors.

3)

Subsetting of data to establish consistency of
factors and likeness within the subset.

4)

Construction of scatter plots, subgrouping by
age, if necessary, based on data trends.

5)

Derivation of regression curves.

6)

Correlation of curves between data subsets.

Through the establishment of a purposeful sequence of
operations, the comparison of inspection results may be
possible for both present day and future subsurface
inspection programs.

Significant trends can then be

examined in depth and any conclusions found may provide a
basis for improved methods of bridge management planning.

Database Assembly and Factor Classification
The specifics of the Louisiana DOTD database have been
addressed in detail in the previous chapter.

In review,

recall that all inspection results were made available in
the form of a coded ASCII file downloaded from the
Department's mainframe computer.

The data was presented as

one line per bent inspected, and included information
allowing for the subsetting of the data by district,
material, configuration, as well as other descriptive
parameters.
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In addition, underwater bridge inspection results were
obtained for other states in the deep South, including
Mississippi, Alabama,

and Arkansas. These data setswere

of lesser complexity,

and typically, of much smaller

dimension than those available from the Louisiana DOTD.
Generally, the data from neighboring states did not allow
for the subsetting of

the inspection

results based onbent

material or location,

yet did enable

some degree of

comparison of conditions and deterioration rates between
states.

The ramifications of these shortcomings will be

clarified in the sections of this thesis dealing
specifically with regionwide decay comparisons.
The definition of the potential factors that influence
substructural decay is a matter of intuition, common-sense,
engineering judgement, and an understanding of the results
of past bridge deterioration studies.

Those factors that

may be considered significant must be examined through
exploratory data analysis to quantify the factor’s impact
on the rate of deterioration.
So noted, for underwater bridge structural
deterioration, the factors of bridge age, ADT, climate
region (encompassing both economical and climatical
factors), and constituent material were concluded to have
possible relevance with respect to the rate of conditional
change.

Since only bridge bents will be considered in this

thesis (piers, abutments, etc. will be removed from the
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data base), the factor of structure type will not be
specifically addressed; however, the type and method of
construction could be considered, also.

The candidate

factors were extracted from the list of information
available for each bridge inspected, as well as from an
innate sense as to what factors may be contributors to the
conditions that are used in deriving an overall underwater
condition rating (i.e. cracks, spalls, splitting, etc.).
The age of the structure has obvious influence in a
deterioration study, and was thus not specifically analyzed
as a potential factor and must always be considered in the
investigations of the other factors.

The other variables,

on the other hand, were isolated and examined to determine
their individual contributions to the regression curve.
Analysis of the potential factors was undertaken by
weighing the effect of the variation in each of the factors
on the condition rating, or the rate of change of the
condition rating, whichever was relevant.

This form of

investigation, known as an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), is
predicated on the formulation of an equation matching the
response to the factors.

In the case of underwater bridge

deterioration, the response will be represented by the
numerically continuous overall condition rating (or the
rate-of-change in the overall condition rating), while the
factors may be either numerically continuous, as in the
case of ADT, or categorical, as with material type.
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It is important to recognize exactly what model
equating the response to the factors is being tentatively
analyzed since the ANOVA program will compare the behavior
of the response to variations in the factors in accordance
with the supplied equation.

The subject model should be

based upon a logical relationship between the factor(s) and
the response, as the ANOVA is highly sensitive to the
definition of the model.

Fortunately, the models in bridge

deterioration analysis are quite straightforward and are
easily discerned, as will be seen in the following sections
of this chapter.
The software package S-Plus, developed by Statistical
Sciences, Inc., of Seattle, Washington, was chosen for
processing the ANOVA and for conducting the statistical
analyses throughout this thesis.

S-Plus uses its own form

of an object-oriented programming code, similar to the
computer code C+, and is graphics oriented, interactive,
and responsive on a personal computer.
Given a source file containing values of the subject
parameters (bridge inspection data), the program will
initiate an ANOVA given a definition of the desired
response variable and the factors with respect to a given
model.

For the classical case of the investigation of a

response to a single factor, the code constructs the model:
Yij

"

Mi +

(4.10)
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in which each of the terms may be described by:
yA

=

pi =

e±j

=

the response variable;
the mean value of the response variable y
for the ith level of the experimental
3
factor;
the error term.

The program then provides data decomposition
corresponding to an equation which describes the response
variable, yi:J, as the sum of the fitted value plus a
residual term, ri;j:
Yij “ Aij + rij

(4.11)

The fitted value is the mean for the category "j", and
is determined by:

i

■

j

E

i i-l

y«

( 4 - 12)

where:
i

=
=

the number of categories.
the number of

y

values in each category.

In addition to performing an analysis of variance, the
computer routine will also store both an array of fitted
values and the related residual terms, allowing for a
subsequent residual distribution analysis.
The residual distribution analysis is a necessary
compliment to an ANOVA and will serve to either support or
repudiate any conclusions rendered.

A normal Gaussian

distribution of residual terms is indicative of a well-
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defined mean within the data subset for each category "j,"
and is a necessary condition for the proper application of
an ANOVA routine.
The results of the ANOVA are presented in a data
summary table which includes a series of calculated data
fit indicators in addition to probability factors broken
down for each of the terms under investigation as well as
their respective residuals.

The ANOVA table will

enumerate:

1)

The degrees of freedom (Df) for each variable.

2)

The Sum-of-the-Squares (SS) due to the residuals.

3)

The Mean-Squares (SS/Df).

4)

The F ratio (SS.
. /SS residuals
, )•
' factors

5)

The probability-value, or p-■value.

The F-ratio and the p-value provide the tools through
which conclusions on the significance of the tested
factor(s) to the behavior of the model may be surmised.
The F-ratio tests the variances in sample means and is
statistically significant based upon the size of the
sample.

The ratio is always taken such that its value is

greater than one; and, should the sample categories have
the same distribution, the F-value will be identically one.
The p-value is the most popular method used by
statisticians to determine the criticality of a modeled
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factor.

A p-value defines the probability of observing a

mean value at least as extreme as the mean found from the
sample data for a given confidence level (a).

Should the

p-value exceed a, the factor may be considered
insignificant.

Alternatively, if the p-value is less than

a, the factor is significant to the model analyzed, and has
a degree of significant proportional to the difference
between a and the p-value. For most analyses, a is taken to
be .05, which corresponds to a confidence level of
(1-.05)100 = 95%.

Thus, if the calculated p-value is less

than .05, the factor can be considered significant to the
modeled relationship within a 95% confidence level.

Influence of ADT on Underwater Structural Regression

The impact of loading history, in terms of load
magnitude, duration, and frequency, will often greatly
influence the rate of structural decay.

The deterioration

of wearing surfaces, as well as those components liable to
suffer direct vehicle impact, will certainly be biased
toward the greater volumes of traffic carried.
Additionally, for bridges experiencing frequent and
high magnitude loading, fatigue effects will no doubt come
into play.

However, these are predominantly above surface

considerations, and the precise impact of ADT on the
underwater condition rating is not nearly so obvious.
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Since ADT can take any value, it is considered a
continuous factor in its possible contribution to the
regression curve.

Constructing a third order polynomial

equation describing the overall underwater condition rating
as a function of the bent age and the ADT associated with
the bent will show:
OVR(Ti#ADT4) - R0 + B^T.XADT,) + J32(T,) (ADT*) + J33(TJ (ADT*) + e4
where:

(4.13)
OVR =
T± =

ADT a =

overall underwater condition rating;
age of bent i;
Average Daily Traffic of bent i;

The summary statistics of the ANOVA for ADT are
presented in Table 4.1.

A cursory study of the analysis

results indicates clearly that the ADT influence on the
overall structural condition is minimal.
In the model equation submitted for analysis, the
product T± x ADT.. was defined as factorl; T.. x ADT/1 was
input as factor2; and factor3 was given as TA x ADT^.

For

these factors, the probability values were found to be .27,
.09, and .05, respectively.

The influence of ADT increases

with exponential power, not an unusual phenomena, yet can
be seen to be insignificant at a confidence level of 95%
for up to the third order term.
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Table 4.1

Correlation values for the analysis of
variation of average daily traffic (ADT) on
the overall underwater condition rating.
Factorl

Factor2

Factor3

1

1

1

777

Sum Squares

1.89

4.58

6.47

1246

Mean Square

1.887

4.579

6.469

F-Value

1.773

2.856

4.034

P-Value

0.278

0.091

0.054

Degrees of Freedom

Factorl = Age X ADT;
Factor3 = Age X ADT3;

Resid

1.603

Factor2 = Age X ADT2;
Resid = Residual terms

Furthermore, the polynomial equation were extracted
from theANOVA shows the range in coefficients:
OVR =6.50

- 1.80xl0"6 • Factorl - 1.15xl0-10

•Factor 2

- 1.56xl0~15 « Factor3

(4.14)

Interestingly, this equation holds some similarities to a
model developed by the Federal Highway Administration
[USDOT/FHWA 1988] to predict the condition of all bridge
substructures:
Y(T) = 9 - a (T) - b (ADT x T)

(4.15)

where:
Y(T)
ADT

= the conditional rating on a scale of 1 to 9,
at time T;
= Average Daily Traffic, vehicles/day;

a

= coefficient of value 0.103;

b

= "substructures" coefficient

(1.982 x 10-6).
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The small coefficients for the ADT factors yield
minimal derivatives (6nOCR/6ADTn) and are further
indicative of the lack of influence of ADT on the overall
condition.
Before a final determination of the affects of the
variance of ADT can be rendered, an analysis of the
residuals produced through the ANOVA must be conducted.
Given that a normal distribution is assumed in developing
the probability value, if the data does not possess a
normal or Gaussian distribution the resulting conclusions
may be meaningless.

A small number of extreme data values

can easily generate false correlation indications.
Figure 4.5 presents the ADT residual data via a
histogram and qqnorm plot.

The histogram shows a definite

normality about approximately the zero residual, a positive
sign of Gaussian residual distribution.

Additionally, the

qqnorm plot, which compares the quantiles of the subject
plot to the quantiles of a normal curve, demonstrates a
high degree of linearity, indicative of a normal, Gaussian
residual distribution.

In light of these observations, the

data satisfies the normality assumption, and the resulting
ANOVA can be considered substantive.
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Significance of Climate Region on the Rate of Underwater
Substructural Deterioration
Environmental factors may have a bearing on the rate
of structural deterioration in both direct and indirect
ways.

Moisture effects, temperature irregularities, and

freeze-thaw cyclings have been shown to influence bridge
material degradation [Eslyn and Clark, 1979] [Mehta 1991].
In addition, the indirect effects of regional climate
variations, such as the frequency of the application of
deicing chemicals, have been seen to be a major contributor
to bridge decay in northern climates.

Given the potential

influence of environment on bridge decay, an in-depth
analysis of the impacts of variation in regional climate is
both a necessary and an important part of all bridge
performance research.
The initial step in the investigation of the ANOVA of
regional climate is, obviously, the definition of the
regions to be compared.

In many states, the lines of

regional demarkation are obvious, based upon an overview of
the changes of terrain, vegetation, and rain or snowfall
within the state.

Mountainous areas, coastal zones, and

high plateaus will dictate climate variations and may serve
to define deterioration regions as well.
Louisiana, however, is not a state possessing obvious
climatic regions.

At first inspection, there appears to be

a high degree of climatic homogeneity within the state.
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Nevertheless, the northern latitudes are somewhat hilly,
cooler, and drier whereas the Gulf Coastal regions and
Mississippi River delta are flatter and experience slightly
greater rainfall with milder temperatures.
All things considered, dividing Louisiana into
northern and southern regions, as defined by a horizontal
line passing through Alexandria, should allow for a
reasonable approximation of climatic areas.
Since the inspection data is divided according to the
DOTD district, the two climate regions were comprised of a
combination of the districts within the northern and
southern zones, respectively.

The northern region was

defined as the combination of Districts 4, 5, 8, and 58
while the southern region was made up of bents in the
remaining Districts of 2, 3, 7, 61, and 62.
The boxplots of Figure 4.6 allow visual inspection of
the variances in overall underwater condition rating within
the two climate regions, defined as "region A" (northern)
and "region B" (southern).

Both regions appear to have

similar rating distributions and age means, indicating an
unlikely tendency for correlation.

However, an analysis of

variance must be undertaken to permit a confident
conclusion.
A dataframe was assembled by subsetting the larger
inspection database according to the appropriate district
number combination.

An ANOVA was then performed to
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determine the influence of climate region on the rate of
deterioration for each bent within the region.

In this

manner, the average yearly rate of deterioration for each
bent was compared for variation on a regional basis.
For the two climate categories as defined, the ANOVA
produced a probability value of:
P-Value = .109
which indicates that regional climate has an insignificant
influence on underwater deterioration rate at an a = .05.
However, this analysis was predicated on two arbitrarily
defined climate zones.

To check the impact of the

definition of the size and number of regions, an additional
ANOVA was performed using nine climate regions, each
defined by the particular DOTD district where the bridge
was located.

The boxplots of Figure 4.7 reveal a greater

spread in the condition ratings for the nine regions when
compared to the previous subset of two regions, and an
apparent relationship between region and condition.

This

visual analysis would indicate a possible significance of
climate region to the overall underwater condition rating.
The ANOVA for this definition of categories was generated,
producing the results shown in Table 4.2.
The calculated p-value of:
P-Value = .068
although again insignificant at a = .05, seems to indicate
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Table 4.2

Correlation values for the analysis of
variation of regional climate on the overall
underwater condition rating.
Region Factor

Degrees of Freedom

8

Residual
2257

Sum Squares

0.684

105.651

Mean Square

0.08554

0.04681

F-Value

1.827

P-Value

0.068

Based upon nine regional climate zones corresponding to the
nine Louisiana DOTD districts.

an increased level of climatic significance with the
smaller, more distinct definition of the climatic regions.
Should the state be divided into too many regions,
however, there would be so few bridges within each region
that the effects of outliers (bridges with extremely high
or low overall underwater condition ratings, in this case)
would have an undue influence in defining the regional
mean; and the assumption of normality would be invalid.

To

verify that this is not the case when using a nine region
analysis, a residual histogram and qqnorm plot was
constructed as shown in Figure 4.8.
The climate residuals are somewhat tail-heavy relative
to a normal curve with a notable discontinuity in the
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histogram, but, as seen in the predominantly linear qqnorm
plot, the residuals essentially are normally distributed.
It is likely, however, that a further decrease in the size
of the climate regions may well generate a non-normal
residual distribution.
Given the p-values generated and the normally
distributed residuals, the effect of regional environment
on the overall underwater bridge deterioration rating in
Louisiana was concluded to be minimal when the regions are
defined as detailed in this chapter.

The relative

influence is not independent of the definition of the
climate zones; however, this is an observation that will be
further explored (along with an analysis of the effects of
location on component ratings) in the chapter comparing
regression curves on various regional levels.

Significance of Material Type on the Rate of Underwater
Substructural Deterioration
It stands to reason that not all structural materials
exhibit identical deterioration rates under the same
conditions, but it is not intuitively clear that the rate
of change of the conditional rating of a bridge bent will
depend on the material of construction.

Each material will

react differently to detrimental conditions, yet each type
of material is judged on a peculiar set of observations.
concrete bent may exhibit a particular progression of

A
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scaling, while a timber bent will possess a given rate of
splitting; but will the relative rates of conditional
change in the overall condition of the two materials be
notably different?
To investigate the influence of material type on the
rate of change in the overall underwater condition, an
ANOVA was processed on a categorical model.

The data was

subdivided according to material type, either concrete,
steel, or timber.
To illustrate the relationship between the bent
materials, the mean age and the rating for each material
subset is diagrammed in Figure 4.9.

The longer horizontal

line denotes the mean for the entire data set while the
shorter lines represent the relative values for each of the
material groups, as labeled.

It is evident that, as a

group, the concrete and steel bents were graded higher than
the timber bents.

Also, given that the concrete bent set

was older than either of the other material sets, the
conditional deterioration of the concrete bents must be
significantly less than its steel or timber counterparts.
Consequently, there is reason to believe that the
regression analysis should include reference to the
material type, an observation that will be supported
through a formal analysis of variance.
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Plot of the mean age and rating of Louisiana
bents by material type.

in
Table 4.3

Correlation values for the analysis
variation of bent material type on the
overall underwater condition rating.
Material Factor

Degrees of Freedom

2

Residual
2020

Sum Squares

0.804

105.079

Mean Square

0.40193

0.05202

F-Value

7.7265

P-Value

0.00045

Material classification factors delineated by concrete,
steel or timber.

The results of the ANOVA are given in Table 4.3.

The

probability value o f :
P-Value = .00045
is highly significant, indicating that the deterioration
model must include a categorical term for the material or
the data must be subset to force a homogeneity of material
type.
Proceeding with the residual analysis as before,
Figure 4.10 illustrates a residual distribution similar to
that encountered with the climate ANOVA.

The distribution

is seen to be, once again, nearly Gaussian without any
indication of a large number of outliers in the data
subsets.

The normal residual distribution thus satisfies
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the assumptions made prior to conducting the factor
analysis, and all conclusions rendered may be considered
valid.

Conclusions on the Classification of Factors for Defining
Underwater Substructural Deterioration in Louisiana
Bridges
The proceeding sections have shown that bridge age and
material type are significant factors to be considered when
developing performance curves for underwater substructures.
Conversely, climate region and ADT were shown to have
minimal impact on the rate of conditional deterioration for
Louisiana's bridge inspection data.
It should be noted that interaction terms were
excluded from the analysis, i.e. the influence of climate
region with respect to material type was not specifically
investigated.

Obviously, when considering the rate of

decay of timber elements, for example, such interactions
probably do exist.
This oversight was not unintentional, for three
reasons.

First, the intuitively significant factor

combinations (like climate effects on timber bents) will be
investigated in other chapters of this thesis.

Second, not

all data sets available contain all the factors considered
(the Alabama underwater bridge inspection results, for
example, were not referenced by material type).
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Finally, in the statistic-based modeling of a
stochastic and multivariate process such as underwater
deterioration, there is a tendency to overdefine the
problem at hand.

Just as sound engineering judgment must

be employed when determining the potential factors to be
investigated, a similar reasoning must be applied to the
interaction of the factors chosen.

In the interest of

formulating a reproducible methodology, a certain degree of
simplicity must be incorporated.
With this in mind, the development of the regression
curves for Louisiana's underwater substructures will
consider all relevant factors when necessary; and, should
the need arise to create an "apples-to-apples and orangesto-oranges" situation, the data may be recombined for
interstate as well as intrastate comparisons.

It is

important to recognize, however, that the rate of
deterioration of a population of bridges within a state is
sensitive to the material make-up of the sample set.

Development of Regression Curves for Louisiana Bridge
Substructures
1) Data Grouping
An important part of modern statistical research
involves the determination of data trends using computer
generated visual analysis.

Unfortunately, many projects

consider a large number of data samplings; thus, scatter
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plots are reduced to simple lines or solid clouds that
obscure important behavioral tendencies within the set.
In the study of the performance of Louisiana's bridge
substructures, the graphical representation of the
condition rating versus age for the 2200 bents produces
just such a situation, as evident in Figure 4.11(a).

While

there appears to be a general trend of decreasing field
condition rating over time, the small nuances of the
regression are not easily discernable.
The solution to this difficulty lies in the grouping
of the data set.

By dividing the continuous time factor

into five year spans, the condition ratings for bents in
the each time zone may be averaged and plotted as a single
data point (a statistical process termed "clustering").
There is a danger in the zoning process, however, as
curve fit procedures will treat each of the plotted points
equally, though the number of bents represented in each
time zone may vary significantly.

Thus, prior to

processing a curve match routine, the data points must be
weighted to properly represent the number of bents within
that particular time zone.
The weighting is simply accomplished by plotting each
averaged data point several times, the number of times
equivalent to the number of bents represented.

This will

not complicate the visual analysis, however, since the
multiple points are graphed one atop another.

Rating
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the graphical interpretation of the plot of
the condition versus age of Louisiana bents.
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Breaking the Louisiana inspection data set into fiveyear time zones produces the statistical data reduction
shown in Table 4.4.

From this table, the mean conditional

rating for each of the time zones may be plotted against
the applicable age group.
Figure 4.11(b) illustrates the benefits to be found in
age grouping.

Graph (a) shows the data as originally

received, while graph (b) plots the group condition rating
average against the age zone.

Again, the effects of

weighting are not evident in the second graph, however,
each data point is actually a stack of several points.

For

example, at a bent age of 40 years, the condition rating of
5.926 is plotted a total of 230 times, representing the 230
bents that fall within the age span of 35 to 40 years.
From Figure 4.11, the regression of the underwater
condition rating generally appears to have a definite
linear trend.

Yet, there exists at least two well defined

plateaus in the rating decrease, appearing at about 20 and
40 years of age.

Within these time zones, the average bent

witnessed a remarkable drop in conditional rating of -0.527
and -0.605, respectively.
The significance of recognizing the discontinuities in
the performance curve will become more evident when curve
fits are conducted utilizing grouped data.
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Table 4.4

Age
Group

Age-grouped underwater inspection results
for Louisiana bents, all material types.
No.
Bents

Min

Rating
Med Max

Mean

SMean

_

[0,5]

81

5

7

7

6.728

[5,10]

197

3

7

7

6.695

-0.033

[10,15]

259

5

6

7

6.650

-0.045

[15,20]

341

4

6

7

6.123

-0.527

[20,25]

273

4

6

7

6.136

+0.013

[25,30]

309

3

6

7

6.230

+0.094

[30,35]

220

4

6

7

5.809

-0.421

[35,40]

230

1

6

7

5.926

+0.117

[40,45]

56

2

5

7

5.321

-0.605

[45,50]

18

3

5

6

5.111

-0.210

[50,55]

87

3

5

7

5.191

+0.080

[55,60]

66

4

5

7

5.300

+0.109

[60,65]

69

5

7

5.275

[65,70]

0

3
-

-

-

-0.025
-

[70,75]

7

3

6

5.214

[75,80]

0

-

-

7
-

[80,85]

10

4

5

6

5.000

-

-

-0.061
-0.214

2) Linear Least-Squares Regression Model for Louisiana
Bridge Substructures
Since material type is a significant factor in
describing the deterioration rate, the inspection data must
be subdivided to force homogeneity of material type within
each sample prior to performing the age grouping procedure.
The statistical results of the procedure are detailed
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Table 4.5

Age
Group

Age-grouped underwater inspection results
for Louisiana bents, separated by material
type.
Concrete
Bent Mean

Steel
Bent Mean

Timber
Bent Mean

[0,5]

6.744

6.861

6.676

[5,10]

6.837

6.834

6.205

[10,15]

6.721

6.273

[15,20]

6.444

6.783
*

[20,25]

6.560

5.650

5.971

[25,30]

6.529

5.571

5.693

[30,35]

6.487

5.873

5.610

[35,40]

6.048

6.000

5.656

[40,45]

6.051

5.128

[45,50]

6.000

5.500
*

5.000

[50,55]

5.821

*

4.926

[55,60]

6.155

*

5.267

[60,65]

6.057

*

5.143

in Table 4.5.

5.982

Subsetting and zoning may result in an

inadequate number of data samples in each group to allow
the calculation of meaningful statistical characteristics.
For this study, if less than five bents were found in an
age group, the mean value for that age group was omitted
from the data array.
Plotting the mean conditional rating against the age
group produced Figure 4.12.

Linear least-squares

regression curves are superimposed on the data plot to
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permit general comparison of deterioration rates.

The fit

characteristics for each or the four regression curves is
given in Table 4.6.

In order to evaluate the acceptability

of the fitted regression curve, an understanding of the
meaning of the generated curve fit characteristics is in
order.
For any collection of paired data (x,y), such as
bridge condition rating and age, the best estimate for a yvalue for any given x-value could be taken as the mean yvalue of the set, defined as ym.

From a matched regression

curve, however, a generally better estimate of the y-value
may be found and is traditionally designated y ' .
Given the entire population of data pairs (x,y), the
total variation is defined as the sum of the explained
variation plus the unexplained variation, as represented by
the equation:

£ ( y - y j 2

-

^ ( y ' - y j 2 + £ ( y - y ' ) 2

(4 • i 6 )

The coefficient of determination is the square of the
linear correlation coefficient, R, and is found by taking
the ratio of the explained variation to the total
variation:

R2 -

2C(vf-y )2

£ ( y - y j 2

(4.17)
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Table 4.6

Material
Group

Linear least-squares fit statistics for
field rating vs. age of Louisiana bents, byconstituent material.
Y-axis
Age
Intercept Coefficient

Multiple R2

Se

All

6.9779

-0.0297

0.9503

0.1221

Concrete

6.9800

-0.0174

0.9088

0.0966

Steel

7.0447

-0.0340

0.8957

0.1769

Timber

6.9373

-0.0367

0.9492

0.1445

General linear equation:
Condition Rating = (Y-axis intercept) + Age Coef.(Age)

For the case where all data points lie precisely on the
regression curve, the R2 value is found to equal 1.
Another statistical indicator of the acceptability of
the data match to the regression curve is the standard
error of estimate, S , defined as:

£ ( y - y ' ) 2
\

(4.18)

n-2

for a data set with "n" degrees of freedom.
Returning to Figure 4.12 and Table 4.6, it is seen
that both concrete and timber bents generate the best
linear curve fit statistics, while the steel bents are not
as well defined through a linear regression analysis.
Furthermore, several other material decay
characteristics are immediately evident in the
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juxtaposition of the regression curves.

As deduced earlier

from the material condition rating boxplots, the concrete
bents possess the least rate of conditional decay, falling
at approximately -0.017 points per year.

The timber and

steel bents showed nearly equivalent recession rates of
-0.037 and -0.034 points/year, respectively.
Surprisingly, with the highest deterioration rate of
-0.037 points per year, a timber bent could survive for
over 100 years before the condition rating dropped from a 7
(new) to 3 (requiring immediate repair).

The reader should

recognize, however, that these values are system averages
and individual bents may display significantly higher
regression rates, a possibility given the large spread in
the steel bent ratings for older bridges.

One of the goals

of this research is to identify those bridges having a
predilection for rapid deterioration.

In fact, these

system average regression rates are not unreasonable for
conditional decay analyses.

The rates are found to be

comparable to the results of a similar study performed by
the New York Department of Transportation, in which the
system overall bridge deterioration rate was found to be
-0.022/year on a seven point scale [USDOT/FHWA 1988].
From Table 4.5, it would seem that there were fewer
steel bents in the survey than either concrete or timber.
In fact, only seventy of the 2200 bents inspected were
built of steel members, and those were predominantly

located in the northern half of the state.

Though the R2

curve fit statistic is approximately the same for all
materials, ranging from 0.90 to 0.95, the So value is
significantly higher for steel compared with the other
materials indicating a large data spread.

Thus, the

conclusion than the steel substructures will reach
conditional ratings necessitating repair or replacement
sooner that either concrete or timber substructures cannot
be unconditionally rendered due to the high degree of data
scatter.
Similarly, the timber bents may be seen as
conditionally regressing in a way representative of all
bents in Louisiana, but typically with a condition rating
of approximately 0.4 less than the bridge population
average.
Concrete bents produced the most advantageous
performance curve and, based solely upon the overall
underwater condition rating, must be seen as the material
of choice for underwater bridge substructures.

This

conclusion, of course, in made without consideration of
economic factors such as the relative costs of
construction, maintenance, and repair.
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3) Comparison of Polynomial. Linear and Piece-Wise
Linear Least-Sauares Regression Curves for All
Material Types
In the previous section and in Figure 4.11, the method
of age grouping was found to produce a scatter plot that,
while having a general linear trend, also indicated a
multiple plateau decay pattern.

It may be that in order to

obtain the best fit linear least-squares regression curve,
the time line continuum must be subdivided into smaller
time zones.

Applying a least-squares fit to the resulting

time zones will result in a piece-wise linear regression
curve with improved fit characteristics.

As discovered

earlier, the location of the boundaries between the time
zones should not be predetermined nor should they be
established from the results of the analysis of data from
other regions.

The visual inspection of the data plot for

each material type is the optimal way of identifying points
of discontinuity for a given area.
A review of the regression trend for bridges of all
material types, designated by the symbols "A" on Figure
4.12, shows that the average field rating for underwater
substructural condition changes rapidly at the end of 20
and 40 years of age.

Subgrouping the data further, in age

zones of (0 - 20), (20 - 40), and (40 - 100) years, and
matching a linear least-squares curve to the data with the
time zones produces the revised plot shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13

Plot of the Field Rating versus Bent Age
for all material types using age grouped
data. Linear least-squares regression and
stepped regression curves shown.
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The definition of the location of the break points "A"
and "B" on the stepped regression line is similar to the
"knots" described in the piecewise continuous modeling
method reviewed in the discussion on piece-wise linear
regression modeling.

In this case, however, the point is

not an intersection of regression line segments, but is
instead the established point in a bent population's
lifetime at which the average condition will experience a
rapid decrease in overall rating, the result of a unit
decrease in one or more of the subcategorical ratings.
The recognition that these break points exist may be
an important development in understanding the intricacies
of bridge system decay as well as a vital tool to be used
in establishing bridge inspection strategies.

A sharp drop

in the overall condition may not be indicative of the onset
of failure for a bent, but instead may be an inherent
property of material decay pattern.
The slopes of the stepped-regression lines are clearly
less than the least-squares fit line for the continuous
data set, and should better describe the conditional
variations within those time periods.

The degree of

improved fit accomplished by the time zoning process will
be evident in resulting curve fit statistics.
Figure 4.13 plots the piece-wise least-squares linear
regression curve along with the continuous least-squares
regression curve for comparison.

The curve fit statistics
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Table 4.7

Timespan
(Years)

Piece-wise and continuous linear leastsquares and cubic polynomial fit statistics
for Field Rating vs. Age of Louisiana bents,
all material types.
Y-axis
Age
Intercept Coefficient

Multiple R2

Se

6.9953

-0.0255

0.9471

0.0295

20 -> 40

(6.4474)

-0.0131

0.3943

0.1147

40 -> 100

(5.3984)

-0.0024

0.0538

0.0887

Continuous

6.9779

0.9503

0.1221

Polynomial

6.9980

-0.0297
*

0.9579

0.1124

0 -> 20

Polynomial regression equation:
Rating = 6.9980 - 0.0337 Age - 0 .0000 Age2 - 0.0000 Age3
Fit statistics are for averaged age group data.

for each type curve (and the best fit polynomial curve, as
well) are detailed in Table 4.7.
As expected, the zoning procedure creates an improved
curve fit within each age span as compared to the leastsquares curve fitted to the continuous age data.

Indeed,

the standard error values (Se) improved up to 76 percent
using zoned ages versus a continuous age spectrum, with the
greatest improvements in fit for bents of less than 20
years of age.
Still, during the time of transition between the upper
and lower deterioration plateaus, corresponding to bridge
age timespan from 20 to 40 years, the standard error for
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the curve match for zoned ages saw the least improvement
due to a much larger scatter in data points.

While the

condition ratings corresponding to each plateau appear well
defined, the scatter of the data between plateaus indicates
that there is a great deal of variance in the rate at which
individual bents move from the higher to the lower plateau.
For this case (bridges of all material types), the use
of a third-order polynomial regression equation provides
only a marginal improvement in conformance to the data
spread compared to the linear least-squares curve, as
demonstrated by an Se = 0.1124 versus 0.1221 for the
polynomial and linear regression curves, respectively.

The

best-fit polynomial equation was found to be:
Rating =

6.9980 - 0.0337 • Age
- 0.0000 • Age2 - 0.0000 • Age3

(4.19)

With relatively small coefficients for the second and third
order terms (zero to the ten-thousandths), the equation
graphs as essentially a straight line.

4) Comparison of Polynomial, Linear and Piece-Wise
Linear Least-Squares Regression Curves for Concrete
Bents
For the concrete bents, Figure 4.12 shows sudden drops
in average condition rating at 20 and 40 years of age,
similar to the bent population as a whole.

Dividing the

age spectrum into zones with breakpoints at 20 and 40
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years, and matching continuous least-squares and piece-wise
least squares curves to the data results in Figure 4.14 and
the corresponding fit characteristics of Table 4.8.

The

two established breakpoints are designated "A" and "B" on
the plot.
Again, the age zoning procedure produced improved
curve fits, with a reduced standard error of up to 68
percent compared to the continuous least-squares curve.
The concrete bents do not demonstrate the large variance
during the transition phase from 20 to 40 years seen before
with the population average.

Instead, the regression is

much more orderly with the highest data scatter occurring
at the greatest ages, a condition that would be expected
for a typical deterioration spread.
Oddly, during the transition plateau, the average
condition improved slightly with age (+0.0037/year). This
observation is not disconcerting, however, since slight
average conditional variations must be expected for the
subjective data represented.

The least-squares fit line is

shown dashed for this time zone and should be interpreted
as essentially a horizontal plateau.
The third-order polynomial regression curve, as
before, provided only marginal improvement in fit versus
the continuous least-squares line (Se = 0.0901 vs. 0.0966,
respectively).

Thus, for simplicity, the rate of

deterioration in concrete bents can be approximated as a

Field
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Figure 4.14

Plot of the Field Rating versus Bent Age for
concrete bents using age grouped data.
Linear least-squares regression and stepped
regression curves shown.
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Table 4.8

Timespan
(Years)

Piece-wise and continuous linear leastsquares and cubic polynomial fit statistics
for Field Rating vs. Age of Louisiana
CONCRETE bents.
Y-axis
Age
Intercept Coefficient

Multiple R2

Se

6.9963

-0.0185

0.9009

0.0394

20 -> 40

(6.3983)

+0.0037

0.2319

0.0382

40 -> 80

(6.0069)

-0.0002

0.0002

0.1057

Continuous

6.9800

0.9088

0.0966

Polynomial

6.9949

-0.0174
*

0.9180

0.0901

0 -> 20

Polynomial regression equation:
Rating = 6 .9949 + 0.0196 Age - 0 .0000 Age2 + 0.0000 Age3

straight line without sacrificing precision compared to the
less obtuse third-order equation.

The most representative

model for describing concrete bent deterioration, however,
must recognize the existence of breakpoints in the
conditional regression.

5) Comparison of Polynomial. Linear and Piece-Wise
Linear Least-Squares Regression Curves for Steel
Bents
Proceeding with a data processing procedure with steel
bents as performed in the previous section for concrete
bents results in Figure 4.15 and Table 4.9.
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Figure 4.15

Plot of the Field Rating versus Bent Age for
steel bents using age grouped data.
Linear least-squares regression and stepped
regression curves shown.
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Table 4.9

Timespan
(Years)

Piece-wise and continuous linear leastsquares and cubic polynomial fit statistics
for Field Rating vs. Age of Louisiana STEEL
bents.
Age
Y-axis
Intercept Coefficient

Multiple R2

Se

6.9980

-0.0148

0.9873

0.0107

(5.9164)

-0.0062

0.0502

0.1818

Continuous

7.0449

0.8957

0.1769

Polynomial

7.0000

-0.0340
*

0.9344

0.1412

0 -> 20
20 -> 50

Polynomial regression equation:
Rating = 7.0000 + 0.017 Age - 0. 0033 Age2 + 0.0000 Age3
Fit statistics are for averaged age group data.

As with concrete bents, the steel bent regression rate
has a defined breakpoint at 20 years of age (shown as point
"A"), at which time the average bent rating dropped
approximately 0.8 condition points.

Unlike the previous

plot, however, the third plateau does not materialize,
predominantly due to the lack of data for steel bridges
over 40 years old.
For the first 20 years of life, the steel bents
deteriorate at a pace more consistent than any observed so
far.

The older bents, however, are more scattered in

condition compared to the previous plots of population or
concrete bent ratings.

To make a confident conclusion

concerning underwater steel deterioration from these
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observations would not be practical given the lack of data
for steel bents.

Still, steel bents may possibly be found

to deteriorate at a constant rate up to 20 years of age,
beyond which the deterioration in condition is difficult to
establish.
The polynomial regression curve gives a better
description of the performance of steel bents, due
principally to an improved description of the transition
the higher to lower condition plateaus and a better curve
match for older bents.

6) Comparison of Polynomial. Linear and Piece-Wise
Linear Least-Sauares Regression Curves for Timber
Bents
Establishing breakpoints for timber bents is not
nearly the simple matter found with concrete or timber
bents.

The regression of the "T" points of Figure 4.13 is

relatively consistent over the age spectrum.

Still, Table

4.5 describes a drop of 0.5 points in the average condition
rating at 40 years of age, a possible candidate for
defining a deterioration breakpoint.
Creating the appropriate age zones, and matching
linear, piece-wise linear and third-order polynomial
regression curves to the resulting data produces the plot
shown in Figure 4.16 and the data described in Table 4.10.
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Plot of the Field Rating versus Bent Age for
timber bents using age grouped data.
Linear least-squares regression and stepped
regression curves shown.
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Table 4.10

Piece-wise and continuous linear leastsquares and cubic polynomial fit statistics
for Field Rating vs. Age of Louisiana TIMBER
bents.
Age
Y-axis
Intercept Coefficient

Timespan
(Years)

Multiple R2

Se

6.5689

-0.0255

0.8703

0.0957

(4.7925)

+0.0055

0.0654

0.1310

Continuous

6.9400

0.8883

0.1257

Polynomial

6.9800

-0.0266
*

0.8955

0.1216

0 -> 40
40 -> 70

Polynomial regression equation:
Rating = 6.9800 - 0.0323 Age + (0) Age2 + (0) Age3
Fit statistics are for averaged age group data.

For this case, the zoning procedure produced a leastsquares fit line with fit statistics improvements of 9 to
39 percent over the continuous least-squares fit curve the smallest improvement found for the three material
types.

Given the similarity between the piece-wise

continuous and the continuous curves up to the breakpoint
'A', the breakpoint is likely a false manifestation of the
material's regression behavior.

Data scatter at the older

ages is likely the reason for the data anomaly found for
timber bents at 40 years of age.

For timber bents, the

breakpoint in the deterioration process cannot be
definitively described, and the decay rate is essentially
constant and continuous.
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This conclusion is supported by the coefficients of
the matched third-order regression curve.

For timber

bents, the coefficients for the second and third power
terms are zero, to five significant figures.

The resulting

curve equation denotes a constant regression of -0.0656
condition points/year, greater than the -0.0367 point/year
decrease found with the least-squares line.

Synopsis of Deterioration Equations
Gathered from the tables of the previous sections,
Table 4.11 is included as a summary of the performance
curve equations developed in this chapter for underwater
substructures in Louisiana.

Though all bents were assumed

to be at a condition 7 when new, the equations are the
result of a curve-fitting routine designed to match the
bulk of the inspection results and the intercepts were not
forced to be 7 at age zero; the reader should exercise a
degree of caution in their application, particularly for
small bent ages.
The piece-wise linear equations will generate the
anticipated overall underwater condition ratings with the
highest degree of accuracy; however, these equations are,
as discussed earlier, discontinuous at the break points.
Lacking the equivalent precision but simpler in its
application, the linear equation may prove the best
compromise model for most regression studies.

The
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Table 4.11

Synopsis of derived deterioration equations
for Louisiana bents equating expected
Overall Underwater Condition Rating (OVR)
with bent age (T) in years.

I) CONCRETE BENTS
a) Linear deterioration curve:
OVR = 6.98 - 0.0174 T

b) Piece-wise linear deterioration curves:
OVR = 7.00 -0.0185 T
[ 0 < T < 20 ]
OVR = 6 . 4 0
[ 20 < T < 40 ]
OVR = 6.01 -0.0020 T
[ 40 < T < 80 ]
II) STEEL BENTS
a) Linear deterioration curve:
OVR = 7.04 - 0.0340 T

b) Piece-wise linear deterioration curves:
OVR = 7.00 -0.0148 T
[ 0 < T < 20 ]
OVR
= 5.62 -0.0062 T
[ 20 £ T < 50 ]
III) TIMBER BENTS
a) Linear deterioration curve:
OVR = 6.94 - 0.0367 T

polynomial curve equations will generate results quite
similar to the linear equations for bent ages less than
about 50 years, but gains an advantage in modeling the
performance beyond that time.
The polynomial equation match yields very small
coefficients for the second- and third-order terms, and was
consequently omitted from Table 4.11.

Additionally, the

deterioration pattern for timber bents lacks well-defined
break points; thus, a piece-wise linear deterioration curve
is not obtainable.
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Concluding Remarks
The development of regression curves for the
performance of underwater bridge substructures in Louisiana
produced significant insights into underwater deterioration
behavior despite the unfortunate effects of inconsistencies
due to human judgment.

The procedures outlined in this

chapter, specifically those dealing with age grouping,
reduced the impact of outlying datapoints and allowed the
development of confident conclusions through an exploratory
data analysis.
A listing of the significant conclusions discovered in
this chapter must include:

•

ADT has little significance on the rate of
underwater substructural deterioration;
climate and environmental effects, defined
regionally by the LDOTD district number, has a
probable significance on the decay rate of all
materials; material type and age are significant
factors in the decay process.

•

The significance of climate on underwater
deterioration is sensitive to the definition of
the climate zones.

•

On a state-wide basis, concrete bents experienced
the lowest rate of conditional deterioration,
followed by timber and steel bents, respectively.
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•

The rates of average underwater deterioration for
all material types is approximately -0.027
points/year and is comparable to system
averages previously established for above
water structural and superstructural
deterioration rates.

•

Using the current system for evaluating bent
condition, concrete and steel bents deteriorate
in an inconsistent, multiple plateau process
while timber bents decay relatively linearly over
their lifespans.

•

Piece-wise

discontinuous linear least-squares

regression curves best describe the deterioration
process for concrete and steel bents, yielding an
improvement in the standard error of up to 90
percent compared to a least-squares fit line
matched to the continuous age spectrum.
•

Polynomial

regression curves provide little

improvement in data match over the linear leastsquares regression curve for underwater
substructural deterioration.

With the detailed regression curves for Louisiana in
hand, the capability to plan replacement, rehabilitation
and inspection strategies is possible.

The curves will

also permit a study of the relative underwater
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deterioration of bridges in other states to establish the
degree of consistency between inspection programs and
rating procedures in use by neighboring transportation
agencies.
Furthermore, though few factors were found to be
highly significant in establishing the decay in the rating
of bridge substructures, the importance of some factors
(particularly climate zones) was found to be highly
sensitive to the manner in which the factor was described.
A further analysis of the meaning of this sensitivity
should lead to an improved understanding of the
relationships between geographical, climatic, and
environmental factors on the rate of underwater
substructural deterioration.

CHAPTER V
REGIONAL BRIDGE PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

Introduction
Given the highly stochastic nature of bridge
deterioration, a direct comparison of the rates of decay
for bridges not residing in the same general locale may be
clouded by variations in the many contributory factors.
Still, while the high degree of regional variation may
prohibit a bridge-specific comparison, a regional analysis
would certainly highlight the effects of general climatic
and environmental conditions with regard to relative
differences in the rated observations on a global basis.
As discovered in the previous chapter, material type
has a high significance in defining the rate of conditional
change of a bent, while location, as represented by LDOTD
district number, had little or no influence in determining
the rate of decay.

However, the questionable impact of

locale could become much more significant when the data is
divided according to material type prior to conducting the
analysis of variance with respect to region.

The

interaction term of location and material was omitted from
the ANOVA performed earlier, but shall be the emphasis of
the first portion of this chapter.
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The goal of such an undertaking must encompass a
better understanding of how regional effects influence
particular regression contributors, thus pinpointing the
critical decay components for each region and allowing for
optimization in the allocation of inspection,
rehabilitation and replacement funds.
In this chapter, the results of the Louisiana
underwater bridge inspection program will be investigated
to delve into the regional variations within the data set.
When regional significance is found, an analysis of the
probable cause for such variation will be attempted given
the known environmental conditions within the state and the
mechanisms of material decay associated with the condition
observed.

To investigate the possibility that measurable

stream quality data can be associated with certain aspects
of condition decay, a following chapter will utilize water
quality data in an attempt to more objectively evaluate the
impact of environmental conditions on the observed regional
decay rates.

Comparison of District Average Deterioration Rates
Table 5.1 lists the average deterioration rate per
year (ADR) for each LDOTD district and for each material
type.

The chart includes: the mean rating for the

district/material-type bents; the ADR; the normalized
comparison of the ADR for concrete, steel, and timber
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Table 5.1

Comparison of underwater substructural
inspection results by LDOTD district number
and material type.
Ave. Deter.[11
Rate/Year

ADR121
C:S:T

Dist/
Matl.

Mean
Rating

02/C
02/S
02 /T

6.256
5.529
5.632

0.030
0.052
0.059

03/C
03/S[4)
03/T

6.829

0.015

6.040

0.044

04/C
04/S
04 /T

6.119
6.154
6.354

0.029
0.072
0.032

1:2.5:1.1

05/C
05/S
05/T

6.654
5.667
6.058

0.013
0.032
0.049

1:2.5:3.9

07/C
07/S
07 /T

6.292
6.000
5.286

0.033
0.139
0.088

1:4.2:2.7

08/C
08/S
08/T

6.705
6.563
5.735

0.026
0.016
0.130

1.6:1:1.8

58/C
58/S[4]
58/T

6.385

0.025

61/C
61/Sf4J
61/T
62/C
62/St4]
62/T
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

C

3.2
1.8
1.2
1.4
2.3
4.4
1.0
1.0
1.9
1.5
2.6
8.5
2.7
2.0
1.0
4.0
1.9
-

1:(-):2 .1
0.052

6.137

0.042

1.6
3.2
-

1:(-):(-)
7.000

o[5]

6.185

0.025

7.000

0[5]

T

2.4
1:1.7:1.9

1: (-):3.0

5.672

ADR131
S

1.9
!:(-):(-)

-

Average decrease in overall field rating per year (ADR).
Ratio of relative material type ADRs for each district.
Statewide normalized material ADR.
No data available.
No variation in overall field rating.
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bents; and, finally, the normalized comparison of each
material ADR on a statewide basis.
Again, the steel bent bridges subjected to the
underwater survey are few in number and not well
distributed throughout the state.

Despite this drawback,

an investigation into regional steel decay patterns will be
attempted in the same manner as the other materials;
however, the reader must be cognizant of the lack of
conviction in any conclusions reached given the quantity
and juxtaposition of the steel bents in the survey data.
From Table 5.1 it is clearly evident once again that
concrete bents provide the best performance in terms of
conditional regression across most of the state, yielding
the smallest ADR of all materials in every district except
for District 8 (possibly the result of inspection company
grading peculiarities).

It is difficult to make a

determination on the relative merits of the steel and
timber bents, however, since each exhibits a different
performance ratio in various districts.

By investigating

each material and the component observations that dictate
the overall underwater condition rating, it may be possible
to determine which materials are best suited for a given
region.

I
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A Comparative Analysis of the Rates of Concrete Bent Decay
From Table 5.1 it appears that concrete bents suffer
the highest rate of decay in the southern districts, a
trend that becomes even more evident in Figure 5.1, where
the normalized ADR for each district is superimposed on the
state map.

Generally speaking, concrete bents in the

northeast fare the best, while those located in southwest
Louisiana or along the Mississippi River delta hold the
highest deterioration rates.

Before any conclusions can be

derived based on these observations, however, a more
detailed analysis of the factors that contribute to the
overall underwater condition rating must be undertaken.
There were eight specific observations graded and
recorded for each concrete bent, specifically: cracks,
spalls, exposed reinforcement, laitance, sulphate attack,
honeycombing, rustspots, and grout loss.

To diminish the

detrimental impact of regional outlying values for each
factor (i.e. to reduce the possibility that a single poor
rating will skew analysis results), the data was divided
geographically by combining the observations for certain
districts to form larger regions.

Region "A" (northern

Louisiana) was composed of Districts 4 and 5, region "B"
(central Louisiana) was made from Districts 8 and 58,
region "C" (southwest Louisiana) was a combination of
Districts 7 and 3, region "D" (northern panhandle)
enveloped Districts 61 and 62, and region "E" (Mississippi
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Normalized annual average deterioration for
concrete bents by LDOTD district.
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Table 5.2

Category
Evaluated

Summary of ANOVA on the rate of change in
COMPONENT EVALUATIONS with respect to REGION
for Louisiana concrete bents.

F-Value

P-Value

Residual Analysis Comments

Cracks

0.45

0.77

Normal Residual Dist.

Spalls

2.74

0.03

Normal Residual Dist.

Exp. Reinf.

2.20

0.07

Near-Normal Residual Dist.

Laitance

1.99

0.09

Non-Normal Residual Dist.111

Sulphate At.

1.34

0.25

Non-Normal Residual Dist.111

Honeycombing

1.67

0.15

Near-Normal Residual Dist.

Rustspots

6.25

0.00

Non-Normal Residual Dist.

Grout Loss

80.8

0.00

Non-Normal Residual Dist.[1)

1: Non-perfect evaluations exist only in one region for
this category.

River delta) was identically District 2.

The regions were

set up to establish a roughly equivalent number of
observations within an area of more-or-less homogeneous
climate and terrain.

An ANOVA was then performed for each

of the component factors with respect to regions as
defined, resulting in the data of Table 5.2.
Despite the regional restructuring, several of the
observations (laitance, sulphate attack and grout loss)
held imperfect ratings in only one of the five regions.
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Consequently, the probability values for these observations
are quite low (p-value = 0.00 to three significant figures)
yet the residual distributions will obviously not be
Gaussian thus eliminating the possibility of rendering a
conclusion based solely on the analysis of variance.

Each

of these factors will be investigated individually to
determine if there is a plausible explanation for their
existence in only in one region.
Signs of laitance were found in only five bents and
sulphate attack was discovered in just two bents, all in
Region E (delta).

The reader should recall that Region E,

or District 2, was the only district inspected by a certain
diving company and consequently ratings from this region
may unduly reflect personal bias and experience.
Still, soluble sulfates, found in alkali waters and
soils containing sodium, calcium, and magnesium, may occur
naturally in distinct regional areas.

When exposed to

concrete, the sulfates enter into a solid reaction with the
hydrated calcium aluminate in portland cement to produce
ettringite (3CaO • A1203 • 3CaS04 • 31H20) , or the sulphates
may combine with the calcium hydroxide to produce gypsum
(CaS04 • 2H20) .

Sodium, potassium or magnesium

concentrations of as low as one-half percent have been
shown to create an environment where such chemical
combinations have been noted (ACI 1968].

Either reaction

results in a product of greater volume than the sum of the
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reactants, resulting in the development of internal
stresses which cause the crumbling of the outer concrete
shell.
Additionally, not all concrete structures possess
equal vulnerability in the battle with alkali soils and
waters.

Concrete's resistance to attack by sulphate salts

will increase with a reduction in the C3A content in the
cement, as well as with both an increase in the air
entrainment and cement/water ratio of the mix [ACI 1968].
Thus, the lack of significant sulphate attack in the
state may be indicative of either low alkali soils and
waters or an advantageous concrete constituent mixture or
both.

Of course, it may also be the result of the

inability of inspectors to diagnose the cause of the
deterioration - sulphate attack may easily be
misinterpreted as scaling, though each condition is the
result of a fundamentally different process.

In any case,

for such a few number of instances observed in the
inspection process (7 of 246 bents), at this point it can
only be concluded sulphate attack and laitance are
essentially absent statewide in Louisiana concrete bents.
Grout loss, on the other hand, was discovered in over
fifty percent (51.6%) of the concrete bents inspected in
Region C, as reported by two diving companies.

For such

high percentage of the bents in an area to exhibit grout
loss when all other regions witness no change at all is a

a
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highly significant and may be the result of environmental
conditions unique to that part of the state.
The southern areas of Louisiana seldom experience the
classical concrete nemeses: de-icing salts and freeze-thaw
cycling, however the Louisiana coastline, particularly
along the perimeters Sabine Lake, Calcasieu Lake and
Vermillion Bay, have been found to suffer salt water
intrusion for a distance of several miles [LDWF 1978].
Consequently, one may expect to find some
characteristic problems of concrete deterioration
associated with the northeast United States along the
Louisiana gulf coastal regions as well.

In addition, the

flat southern regions of Louisiana, particularly in the
Atchafalaya Basin, serve as the overflow for the
Mississippi River, eliciting a chronic exposure to moisture
in contrast to the relatively drier conditions found in the
hills of the northern regions of the state.

It is highly

probable that the constant exposure to moisture, some in
the form of brackish waters, will create an environment in
which certain forms concrete deterioration are accelerated.
The ANOVA of Table 5.2 showed little significance to
region as a factor for describing cracks and honeycombing,
with p-values of 0.77 and 0.15, respectively.

However, the

existence of rustspots, spalls and exposed reinforcement,
in light of their p-values of less than 0.10, can be seen
to vary regionally across the state.

It would appear that,
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Table 5.3

Average deterioration rate per year (ADR x
1000) of component evaluations for Louisiana
concrete bents.

Category
Rated

Region______
D
E

A

B

C

Cracks

4.545

[5.189]

5.402

4.322

7.908

Spalls

3.483

27.73

17.36

5.693

38.20

[0.091]

0.0

[0.356]

2.452

[4.074]

Laitance

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

[3.339]

Sulphate Attack

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

[2.697]

[1.091]

[0.306]

[0.273]

0.0

[3.375]

0.0

0.0

7.290

0.0

[0.140]

[1.518]

0.0

41.90

0.0

0.0

Exp. Reinf.

Honeycombing
Rustspots
Grout Loss

Bracketed values indicate less than five percent (5%) of
the bents within that region had a rating less than 7 (new)
for that category. Zero (0.0) values indicate all bents
within the region had ratings of 7 for that category.

while the concrete bents are generally uniform across the
state in allowing water penetration through cracks, the
impact of the water intrusion is not consistently observed
across the state.

Table 5.3 lists the actual ADR

(multiplied by one-thousand) of each of the factors with
respect to their region.
In purely numerical terms, grout loss (for Region C),
spalls and cracks are the greatest contributors to a low
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overall rating for concrete bents in Louisiana.
Additionally, the data indicates that grout loss, exposed
reinforcement and, perhaps, spalls appear more regionally
concentrated.
Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 illustrate the ADTs of Table
5.3 located on an outline of Louisiana.

From these

figures, it is more easily seen that the southern regions
of the state suffer the highest incidence of exposed
reinforcement and the associated rust spotting, while
spalling is significant in both the delta and central
regions.

The southern regions, as mentioned earlier,

suffer some degree of salt-water intrusion and, as a region
of high industrial activity, experience greater barge
traffic along the navigable channels.

Exposure to both

brackish waters and heavy stream traffic could be
responsible for such conditional decay.
To investigate the possibility that brackish waters
may be responsible for the higher deterioration rates
within the area, a subset of concrete bridge inspection
results was assembled for bents residing in the regions of
saltwater intrusion, as defined by the Louisiana Department
of Wildlife and Fisheries [LDWF 1978].

From LDWF data,

saline and brackish marshes are found in Region C for
latitudes less than 30°5' and for longitudes between 93°
and 94°, providing the benchmarks for the data set query.
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0.091

0.00

2.452

4.074

Average

Figure 5.2

Deterioration

Rate for

EXP RE I NF x 1 0 0 0

Annual average deterioration for exposure of
reinforcement in concrete bents by region.
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0 .0 0

0.00

0.0 0
7.290

0. 1 4 0

Average

Figure 5.3

Deterioration

Rate for

RUST S P O T S x 1 0 0 0

Annual average deterioration in rating for
development of rust spots in concrete bents
by region.
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3.483

27.73

5.693
17.36

8.20

Average

Figure 5.4

Deterioration

R a t e f o r SPALLS x 1 0 0 0

Annual average deterioration in rating for
spalling in concrete bents by region.
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Table 5.4

Category
Rated

Average deterioration rate per year (ADR x
1000) of component evaluations for Louisiana
concrete bents located in brackish waters.
Area
Region C Coastal Zone1

All Region C2

Cracks

6.053

5.544

Spalls

27.78

17.36

Exp. Reinf.

0.0

0.0

Laitance

0.0

0.0

Sulphate Attack

0.0

0.0

[0.355]

[0.273]

Rustspots

14.21

9.411

Grout Loss

62.50

41.90

Honeycombing

1: Value determined for coastal area of Region C.
2: Average value for Louisiana Region C.
3: Average value for Louisiana.
Bracketed values indicate less than five percent (5%) of
the bents within that region had a rating less than 7 (new)
for that category.
Zero (0.0) values indicate all bents
within the region had ratings of 7 for that category.

The resulting concrete inspection data subset produced
the ADR values listed in Table 5.4, along with those of the
rest of the region for comparison.

Clearly, the coastal

regions demonstrate characteristic decay patterns
associated with exposure to salts, showing relative
deterioration rates for spalling, rustspotting, and
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loss of grout values of, respectively, 1.6, 1.5, and 1.5
times greater than those of the region as a whole.
It is more difficult to reason the higher rate of
spalling in the central region since conditions along that
latitude are not notably different than in the region just
to its north which was the area that possessing the lowest
spalling rate.

Spalling is a depression in the surface of

the concrete, often to the level of the reinforcing steel,
commonly found at the waterline of bridges where cracks and
pores allow moisture and air to reach the reinforcing steel
[Tsulukidze 1953].

When the steel corrodes, the iron

oxides can occupy up to ten times the original volume of
the steel, eventually forcing away the outer layer of
concrete cover with pressures of more than 5000 pound per
square inch. [A1HD 1990].
It could be that the combination of a higher degree of
water alkalinity, more constant exposure to moisture (as
experienced by the regions to the south), and occasional
freeze-thaw activity (more common in the regions to the
north), provide an increased impetus for spalling activity.
More likely, however, is the possibility that the higher
spalling rates were a result of peculiarities in the
grading habits of the diving company inspecting that
region, particularly for District 8.
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A Comparative Analysis of the Rates of Timber Bent Decay

In a pattern somewhat similar to concrete
deterioration, Figure 5.5 reveals the greatest conditional
regression for timber in Districts 8, 7 and 2; however,
unlike the previous analysis, the timber bents show no
reduction in condition at all in the northern panhandle
Districts of 61 and 62.

Given the similarities in the

regional decay patterns, it may be that some of the same
environmental circumstances that lead to the decay of the
concrete bent's condition are again responsible for the
accelerated timber ADRs, a possibility that will be clearer
after conducting a more detailed analysis of the
constituent observations that form the overall rating for a
timber bent.
An ANOVA of the characteristic observations of the
timber categories with respect to the same regions resulted
in the data of Table 5.5.

The relationship of location to

the rate of decay of each of the four factors is clearly
evident, with p-values ranging from 0.00 to 0.05.
Table 5.6 details the breakdown of ADR information for
each category as defined by region.

Again, in Figures 5.6

through 5.9, the category ADRs were superimposed on
outlines of the state to assist in the data analysis.
There appears to be two distinct categories that best
define the trends in the timber component regressions.
First, splitting follows the familiar pattern of being most
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4.0

N o r m a l i z e d ADR f o r T i m b e r

Figure 5.5

Bents

Normalized annual average deterioration for
timber bents by LDOTD district.
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1 6.54

173.6

97.36

57.79

Average

Figure 5.6

Deterioration

R a t e f o r SPLITTING x

1000

Annual average deterioration for timber
splitting by region.
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1.948

0.0 0
20.49

6.199

Average

Figure 5.7

Deterioration

R ate for

MARI NE B O R E R x 1 0 0 0

Annual average deterioration due to marine
borers in timber bents by region.
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9.052

0.00
59.10

5.50

Average

Figure 5.8

Deterioration

R a t e f o r ROT x 1 0 0 0

Annual average deterioration in the rating
of rot in timber bents by region.
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7.09

2.02

9.43

Average

Figure 5.9

Deterioration

R ate for

FASTENERS x 1 0 0 0

Annual average deterioration in the rating
of fasteners in timber bents by region.
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Table 5.5

Summary of ANOVA on the rate of change in
COMPONENT EVALUATIONS with respect to REGION
for Louisiana timber bents.

Category
Evaluated

F-Value

Splitting

2.43

0.05

Normal Residual Dist.

Marine Borer

10.9

0.00

Normal Residual Dist.

Rot

43.2

0.00

Near-Normal Residual Dist.

Fasteners

41.0

0.00

Near-Normal Residual Dist.

Table 5.6

Category
Rated

P-Value

Residual Analysis Comments

Average deterioration rate per year (ADR x
1000) of component evaluations for Louisiana
timber bents.

A

B

Splitting

16.54

173.6

Marine Borer

1.948

Rot
Fasteners

Region
C

D

E

97.36

19.51

57.79

1.112

20.49

0.00

6.199

1.691

9.052

59.10

0.00

15.50

17.09

12.02

82.1

19.51

19.43
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prominent in the central and coastal regions, similar to
the concrete spalling pattern observed earlier.

Second,

evidence of marine borer, rot, and, to a lesser degree,
fasteners, is concentrated along the coastal regions.
Splitting of timber generally is associated with the
reduction in the effectiveness of the preservative
treatment (creosote) that is accelerated by a cycling of
moisture applications.

Additionally, a pattern of wetting

and drying propagate the fungi responsible for timber decay
since such organisms require both moisture and oxygen in
appropriate amounts in order to flourish [Eslyn and Clark,
1979].

Obviously, this condition is most common at or near

the waterline where repeated wetting and drying of the
timber piles occur at short time intervals.

Environmental

conditions in the central region may be optimal for the
splitting of the timber piles and may provide the moisture
variation that acts as the catalyst for concrete spalling
as well.
Once split, moisture and fungal bacteria have access
to the inner portions of the timber pile.

The preservative

treatment applied to the exterior surface under pressure
typically only penetrates a fraction of an inch into the
wood grain (Eslyn and Clark, 1979], consequently the
interior portion of the pile is relatively much less
resistant to decay.

Further rotting of the pile is
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inevitable given the proper combination of water,
temperature, and oxygen supply.
Thus, it is not surprising that the areas of highest
splitting also possess the highest incidence of ADR for
rot.

In fact, the region that showed no imperfect ratings

for splitting held none for rot as well.
Interestingly, the highest rate of rot was not in the
central region, as was the case with splitting, but was
instead found in the southwestern corner of the state.

This may be the result of moisture penetration assisted by
the actions of marine borers present along the coastal
regions (shown in Figure 5.7) working in conjunction with
the moisture penetration due to splitting of the outer
shell.
The high deterioration rate of the timber piles may be
responsible for the higher rate of fastener decay witnessed
by the southwestern district as seen in Figure 5.9, due to
the loss or loosening of the bolts or nails.

With the

exception of this region, however, the regression of
fastener condition appears uniform across the state with
only moderately higher rates in the southern regions.

A Comparative Analysis of the Rates of Steel Bent Decay

Most of the 71 steel bents inspected in the survey
were located in the northern regions of the state, as can
be seen in Table 5.1, though a few can be found in the
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delta region of District 2.

Ideally, one would want an

even and consistent spread of samplings across the range of
the variables; however, bridge inspection results rarely
produce the data typical of properly designed experiments.
Plotting the normalized ADR by district location, as
shown in Figure 5.10, shows the difficulty that is
encountered when using data of poor distribution.
bracketed values are for regions with

The

between five and ten

steel bents, the dashed lines are for regions with less
than five bents.

While higher ADRs are evident in the

northwestern and delta districts, the lack of data for the
rest of the state prohibits a conclusive analysis.
Table 5.7 contains the results of the ANOVA performed
to analyze the variance of the ADR of the two contributory
observations, deterioration and connections, with respect
to region.

For the regions possessing steel bent bridges,

there is a high significance to the location of the bent
with respect to each of the contributory observations, as
evidenced by the p-values of 0.00.
Following the same methodology used in analyzing
concrete and timber bents, Table 5.8, Figure 5.11, and
Figure 5.12 are presented to illustrate the distribution of
the constituent ADRs on a regional basis.

This more

detailed analysis adds little to the observations made from
Figure 5.10 except to say that the high ADR of Region E
results wholly from the contribution of the deterioration
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4.4

[8.5]

N o r m a l i z e d ADR f o r S t e e l

Figure 5.10

Bents

Normalized annual average deterioration for
steel bents by LDOTD district.
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39.45

7.978

74.77
N/A

1.08

Average

Figure 5.11

Deterioration

R a t e f o r DE T E R I O R A T I O N x 1 0 0 0

Annual average deterioration for
deterioration in steel bents by region.

172

39.45

7.978

87.23
N/A

0 .0 0

Average

Figure 5.12

Deterioration

R a t e f o r CONNECTIONS x 1 0 0 0

Annual average deterioration rate for
deterioration of connections in steel bents
by region.
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Table 5.7

Category
Evaluated

Summary of ANOVA on the rate of change in
COMPONENT EVALUATIONS with respect to REGION
for Louisiana steel bents.

F-Value

P-Value

Residual Analysis Comments

Deterior.

29.0

0.00

Near-Normal Residual Dist.

Connections

33.7

0.00

Near-Normal Residual Dist.

Table 5.8

Average deterioration rate per year (ADR x
1000) of component evaluations for Louisiana
steel bents.

A

B

Reaion
C

Deterioration

39.45

7.978

N/A

74 .27fl]

81.08

Connections

39.45

7.978

N/A

87.23tl]

0.00

Category
Rated

D

E

1: Less than five steel bents inspected in this region.
Zero (0.0) values indicate all bents within the region had
ratings of 7 for that category.
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component ADR since the connections component rating for
the region maintains a perfect rating.

Interstate Comparison of Underwater Inspection Results
In response to the same federal mandate, states
neighboring Louisiana have also recently completed
underwater substructural inspections of bridges deemed
worthy of such detailed examination.

The results of the

inspections were compiled and stored in either electronic
or bound volumes of information which can be retrieved with
varying degrees of effort.

In this section, a review of

the results of inspection programs conducted in neighboring
states will illustrate the many obstacles found when
conducting comparative analysis of interstate deterioration
rates.
The primary difficulty in attempting a study of the
regression curves from several states stems from the lack
of standardization in the underwater inspection procedure
on a national basis (except for the mutual purpose of
satisfying the federal requirement).

State transportation

offices across the country utilized the Federal Highway
Administration's technical report "Underwater Inspection of
Bridges" [FHWA 1989] as the benchmark for describing the
fundamental processes to be followed.

This document

contains information pertinent to the basic diving
procedures, a sample "Scope of Work" describing the tasks
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required of contracted diving companies and example field
inspection reporting forms used by three states; however,
the definition of the detailed inspection standards are
left to the discretion of the individual states.
While the lack of regulation may be welcome news to
state transportation engineers, the lack of commonality
between data acquisition methods obviously causes
tremendous difficulties in the interstate comparison of
inspection results.

Most states recorded data sufficient

to quantify the physical condition of the substructure, the
channel bottom conditions, and the waterway observations,
satisfying the FHWA underwater inspection guideline's basic
requirements for inspection forms; yet, the type of bridge,
the condition rating scale and the criteria for selection
of subject bridges varied significantly between state
agencies.
Due to the lack of standardization, the complexity of
the underwater inspection programs varied greatly among the
states around Louisiana, ranging from a low of 27 concrete
bridges inspected in Arkansas to 781 mixed material-type
bridges examined in Alabama.

Furthermore, free to

formulate a grading system to their liking, the states
instituted inspection rating scales which varied from a 7point system in Louisiana and Mississippi (both based on
the NYDOT rating breakdown) to a 9-point rating system in
Alabama.

The difficulties arising from the differences in
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the rating scales may be partly eliminated in normalizing
the overall ratings (i.e. dividing by the maximum score for
each state), however the descriptive parameters for the
same normalized overall rating do not precisely match.
For example, a bridge or bent in Alabama would receive
a normalized rating of 0.77 (7 on a 9-point scale) if it is
considered in "good" condition [AlHD 1990], while the same
bent would receive a normalized rating of 0.86 (6 on a 7point scale) should it be graded as "good" by the rating
system used in Louisiana [LDOTD 1991].

The extremes and

the median values of both scales, corresponding to the
"excellent," "fair," and "critical," or "imminent failure"
conditions, are reasonably consistent, it is only the
intermediate ratings that do not produce equivalent
normalized values.
To be sure, a simple computer code could be developed
to convert all the "good" ratings of 7 out of 9 to "good"
ratings of 6 out of 7, and "fair" ratings of 5 out of 9 to
"fair" ratings of 5 out of 7, etc., however the applicable
inspection guideline's description of the conditions needed
for each broad rating category varied between states.

A

"poor" bridge in Alabama need only show advanced section
loss, deterioration, spalling, or scour, while the same
"poor" bridge in Louisiana would require the recommendation
of load restrictions and/or immediate repair.

Clearly,

there is no way of transforming inspection results from one
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system to another with reasonable congruity.

In examining

the normalized condition ratings between states, one must
always be cognizant of the inconsistencies in the system
rating profiles between data sets.
The states reviewed in this chapter were chosen with
the intent of generating a degree of commonality in general
environment.

The area encompassed states in the south-

central United States around the Mississippi River and
states along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico.

Data sets

were received from Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and
Arkansas, the latter containing the results of the
inspections of a small number of concrete bridges.

In

order to conduct an "apples-to-apples" comparison, the
Arkansas concrete bridge data will be compared with both
the inspection results from all of the Louisiana concrete
bents as well as with the results from concrete bent
inspections in the northern districts of Louisiana
(previously described as region 'A').
Table 5.9 lists descriptive statistical values for the
normalized inspection results, including the mean overall
rating, the standard deviation of the data and the average
deterioration rate (ADR) for each of the four states under
review (graphically represented in the boxplots of Figure
5.13).

Louisiana and Mississippi conducted essentially

identical inspection programs using analogous bridge
selection, grading, and reporting routines for statewide
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Figure 5.13

Boxplots of the Normalized Average
Deterioration Rates of selected southern
states and regions.
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Table 5.9

Statistical evaluation of the normalized
overall underwater condition rating for
selected southern states.
Mean Overall
Rating

State

Standard
Deviation

Statewide
ADR

Alabama111

0.7093

0.1411

0.0102

Louisiana121

0.8743

0.1171

0.0044

Mississippi121

0.8883

0.1591

0.0041

Arkansas Concr.[31

0.9074

0.1369

0.0020

Louisiana Concr.t2] 0.9060

0.0937

0.0042

La. Region 'A,[2]
Concrete

0.0916

0.0027

0.9238

1: Based on Alabama Highway Department 9- point scale,
2: Based on NYDOT 7-point scale.
3: Based on Arkansas Highway Department 8 -point scale.

inspections, in contrast to the alternative procedures and
9-point grading system used in Alabama.
Given this observation, it is interesting to note that
the performance values of Mississippi and Louisiana bents
are nearly eguivalent, with mean ratings of 0.8883 and
0.8743 and with ADRs of 0.0041 and 0.0044, respectively (a
revelation that should not be surprising for two states
with similar socio-environmental circumstances).

Contrast

this situation with that observed for the summary ratings
of the Alabama bridge inspection program.

Either the

result of conditions that warrant a much higher
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deterioration rate, or the result of differences in the
bridge selection and recording procedures and the
consequence of the 9-point rating scale, the Alabama
bridges possessed a mean rating of 0.7093 (approximately
20% lower than Louisiana and Mississippi) and an ADR of
0.0102 (about 30% higher than the other states).
Since the Alabama program involved bridges made of
concrete, steel, and timber in roughly the same ratio
(50:5:45) as Louisiana and Mississippi, the discrepancy is
not likely a result of differences in the material make-up
of the data set.

Nor can the numerical irregularities be

reasoned based solely on environmental differences, given
the basic similarities between the states of Louisiana,
Mississippi, and Alabama.

The Alabama and Arkansas data is

recorded as a single data entry per bridge, while the
Mississippi and Louisiana surveys report each structural
component (bent, pier or abutment).

Since each state does

not collect the data in a similar form, the differences in
the values may partially stem from inconsistent recording
practices.
The true source of the data discrepancies will
certainly involve some combination of these factors (as
well as others) along with the unknown effects resulting
from the application of dissimilar inspection procedures.
Lacking a methodology for evaluating and removing the
impact of the latter contributor, a comparative analysis of
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the significance of the other factors will always prove
inconclusive.
Fortunately, the Arkansas 8-point grading scale has a
great deal of similarity with the Louisiana system and,
since all of the Arkansas bridges were known to be
concrete, the impact of material variability may be removed
by comparing the Arkansas inspection results with the
Louisiana concrete bridge data.

Moreover, comparison of

the Louisiana concrete inspection results from the northern
part of the state (Region "A") to the Arkansas data will
allow comparison of the observations for structures under
similar environmental circumstances.
From Table 5.9 and Figure 5.13, the similarities
between Louisiana-' s concrete bridges in Region "A" and
Arkansas are quite evident.

While the data collected for

concrete bents across Louisiana envelopes the Arkansas
results, the condition ratings for the northern latitudes
of the state are quite similar to the results obtained from
the state bordering Louisiana to the north.

In fact, the

comparisons prove a near identity, with Arkansas and
Louisiana possessing ADRs of 0.0020 and 0.0027 normalized
points/year, respectively.
This observation, along with the similarities noted
earlier between Louisiana and Mississippi, reveal a certain
degree of consistency among the results of underwater
inspection programs when similar inspection procedures are
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employed.

Given the ease of comparison between the

Louisiana, Mississippi, and Arkansas data sets and given
the difficulty in making definitive observations concerning
the Alabama records, there is clearly a benefit realized
when standardizing the underwater inspection of bridges,
particularly for the purpose of interstate comparison.

Conclusions
This chapter, while suggesting at the promising
potential that can be found in interstate bridge
deterioration rates, has revealed unfortunate shortcomings
that are resident in today's inspection methodologies.
The detailed breakdown of the constituent observations
exposed well-defined trends that are likely indicative of
environmental circumstances conducive to a particular mode
of decay.

This understanding of how and where Louisiana's

underwater substructures will deteriorate will assist in
developing a methodology for establishing bridge inspection
priorities.
Still, one cannot help but feel that the present
process of underwater inspections in Louisiana, as well as
the rest of the nation, is compromised by the lack of
standardization in method, application, rating scale, and
rating objectivity.

While the rationale for conducting

these surveys appears to center on the identification of
those bridges in a critical condition, little effort is
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directed toward developing a data base that would allow for
the performance prediction and comparison for the bridge
population as a whole.

Given a more consistent form of

data acquisition, however, this chapter clearly illustrates
the potential benefits to be found in regional regression
comparison.

CHAPTER VI
COMPARISON OF ABOVE-SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE EVALUATIONS

General Remarks
According to Louisiana Department of Transportation
and Development guidelines for the frequency and types of
underwater inspection, each and every bridge within the
state having at least some portion of its structure in at
least four feet of water must undergo a routine underwater
inspection at least once every five years [LDOTD 1991].

It

is also stated in the policy that more frequent and indepth inspections may be desirable and necessary for
certain structures, as determined by the bridge owner.
The owner is advised to consider a list of factors in
establishing the inspection frequency, including bridge
age, material, configuration, exposure to salts and
pollutants, potential damage due to waterborne traffic or
debris, and scour and erosion history.

In light of the

extraordinary expenses involved with underwater
inspections, it would be of great advantage to be able to
identify potential problem structures by relating the
underwater condition with other established and documented
bridge-specific factors.

If a correlation can be

established with a known bridge factor that is bridgespecific, viable, and readily available, owners and bridge
184
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maintenance personnel would be able to utilize the
characteristic as an index for evaluating the probable
condition of the underwater condition of a bridge
structure.
The cataloged results of required above-water
inspections may provide the source for just such an
indicator.

As part of the normal course of above-surface

bridge condition surveys, each structure is subjected to an
in-depth inspection once every two years with supplemental
interim inspections occurring as frequently as every six
months, depending on the bridge condition.

One of the

condition values established during these inspections
describes the state of the bridge substructure, that is,
the condition of the portions of the bridge consisting of
the abutments, back walls and wing walls, bents, and
footings.
This chapter will investigate the relationship between
the substructural rating generated during the above-water
inspection and the overall underwater condition rating
established by the diver for each bridge in the underwater
inspection program on both a system-wide and bridgespecific basis.

In conducting the analysis of correlation,

the discussion must be limited to matters involving
material degradation.

With this in mind, bridges with

imperfect scour/erosion conditions will be omitted from the
data set, since such a factor would not logically be
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related to the above-surface rating for a particular bridge
yet may have influenced the formulation of the overall
underwater condition rating.

Coding of the Superstructure Condition
In the LDOTD Parish Bridge Inspection Report form
submitted for each bridge inspected [LDOTD 1979], Item 60
establishes the subjective rating for the bridge
substructural condition on a nine-point scale, in contrast
to the seven-point scale utilized in the underwater rating
system.

The use of dissimilar scales between the above-

and below-water condition ratings will not present the
difficulties encountered in the previous chapter (i.e. when
comparing the conditions of bridges in neighboring states)
since the precise definition of the numerical value is of
no concern in this chapter.

Instead, the relationship

between the above- and below-water relative conditions will
be investigated for signs of significance in their
correlation.

However, to reduce the possible confusion

that may result from the use of different rating scales,
the above-water substructural rating (SSR) and the overall
underwater condition rating (OVR) will be normalized in all
discussions for the remainder of this chapter.
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Distribution of SSR and OVR
Table 6.1 lists the distributions of the SSR and OVR
values (normalized) for the Louisiana bridge data on a
material-specific basis.

Contained in the table are the

summary statistics for the mean OVR and SSR, the standard
deviations about those means as well as the average annual
deterioration rate (ADR) expressed as the average
normalized drop in rating points per year.
Clearly, the values of the SSR and OVR cannot be used
interchangeably to describe the condition of the
substructure, either above- or below-water, for a system of
bridges.

The ratings for the OVR are consistently higher

than the SSR for the given sets of bents, ranging from a
difference of 21 percent for the concrete bents (0.906 vs.
0.746) to a difference of 55 percent for the timber bents
(0.838 v s . 0.541).
Figure 6.1 graphs a least-squares fit curve to the
values of SSR plotted against the values of OVR on a bentby-bent basis.

From this chart, two observations are

immediately evident: first, the material-type appears to
have little impact on the relationship between OVR and SSR
(the lines for the materials are tightly grouped); and,
second, the plot shows that the ratio of OVR to SSR matches
best for the higher ratings and diverges from the ideal 1:1
line for smaller SSR values.

The graph does not

necessarily portend a possible relationship between OVR and
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Table 6.1

Listing of data distributions of normalized
Substructural Ratings (SSR) and Overall
Underwater Condition Ratings (OVR) for
Louisiana bridges, by material type.
SSR

OVR

Mean

0.746

0.906

Standard Deviation

0.144

0.094

Average ADR

0.013

0.004

Mean

0.665

0.889

Standard Deviation

0.102

0.114

Average ADR

0.020

0.005

Mean

0.541

0.838

Standard Deviation

0.203

0.126

Average ADR

0.027

0.010

Concrete Bents:

Steel Bents:

Timber Bents:

Average ADR: Average Annual Deterioration Rate
(normalized).

SSR, however, since the least-squares fit curves shown
represent an optimized linear fit to the data and,
consequently, mask the distribution or scatter of the
points in the OVR versus SSR plot.

Additionally, the R2

values listed in the diagram are unimpressive, ranging from
a low of 0.0773 for timber to 0.1133 for steel, indicating
that the relationships described by the linear least-
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squares fit lines are poorly representative of the trends
in the data set.
From Table 6.1, the data distribution, as indicated by
the standard deviation of the data, is found to be
generally broader for the SSR values, with the exception of
the steel bent data.

However, ignoring the steel bents, of

which there are few examples in the survey data, one notes
that the standard deviation values are approximately 35
percent larger for the SSR data than for the OVR for both
concrete and timber.

Thus, in attempting to develop a

relationship between the terms, one must be aware that the
SSR distribution will necessarily have to map onto a
tighter group of OVR data.

Comparison of Average Annual Deterioration Rates

As the only value listed in Table 6.1 that considers
the age of the bent inspected, the average annual
deterioration rate (ADR) term is of particular importance
in this analysis.

As would be expected from the mean value

distribution, the SSR terms are naturally regressing faster
(i.e. have higher ADRs) than the OVR terms for the bents in
the data subsets.

Of interest, however, is the

relationship between average ADRs for each material and the
distribution of the ADRs within the data set for both the
SSR values and the OVR values.
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The average ADRs are consistently greater for the SSR
terms than for the OVR terms for concrete, steel, and
timber bents (69 percent, 75 percent, and 63 percent
greater, respectively), yet the distribution of the ADRs in
each material group is still unclear.
Figure 6.2 plots the distribution of the annual
deterioration rates for both concrete and timber bents
(there is insufficient data to perform a distribution
analysis for steel bents).

The distributions of ADRs for

both the OVR and SSR data are remarkably similar, with a
slightly greater tendency for lower SSR deterioration rate
distribution in the ADR range of 0.0 to 0.5 points/year.
The similarities between the distributions, particularly
the lack of tendency toward a peaked high or low ADR
distribution, contribute to the possibility that a
definitive correlation between the SSR and OVR ratings may
exist.

All of the statistical analysis performed so far in

this chapter, however, has considered the bridge inspection
data set as a whole, subgrouped only by material-type
parameters.

To utilize the SSR of an individual bent as an

index of the bent's OVR, the correlation between OVR and
SSR must be determined using statistical inference based
upon the two paired OVR and SSR data points for each bent.
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Test of Correlation Between SSR and OVR
The most important and commonly used measure of the
association between two random variables is the correlation
coefficient, p, defined as:

p -

E(X - p J ( Y - fj2)

(6.1)

12

where:
X,Y

=

Random fixed variables;

fJ1

=

Mean of variable set X;

p2

=

Mean of variable set Y;

a

=

Standard deviation of variable

set X;

a2

=

Standard deviation of variable

set Y;

E

=

Statistical expected value.

The value of p is always between +1 and -1,

where p = 1

corresponds to the case where all the points lie exactly on
a line (complete linearity) and p = 0 represents the case
indicate a weak linear relationship (complete absence of
linear regression).
The correlation between OVR and SSR may be related to
the material-type of the bent or to the age

of the bent or

both, so correlation analyses should first subset the data
by material and age groups to allow investigation into
these possibilities.
Table 6.2 lists the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient for the test of correlation between OVR and SSR
for the bents in the Louisiana underwater inspection
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Table 6.2

Age Group

Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficients between above-surface
inspection overall Substructural Rating
(SSR) and the underwater inspection Overall
Underwater Condition Rating (OVR) for
Louisiana bents, by age group.
All-Materials

Concrete

Steel

Timber

All Ages

0.392

0.334

0.337

0.778

0 to 20

0.151

0.285

0.720

0.746

20 to 40

0.396

0.436

[ - ]x

0.858

40 to 60

0.229

0.270

[ “ ]x

0.783

60 to 80

0.360

0.325

[ “ I1

0.877

1:

Insufficient data to establish correlation.

program.

In general, the OVR is poorly correlated to the

SSR as witnessed by the modest coefficient p = 0.392 for
all material types of all ages.

For the bents less than 20

years old, the coefficient drops to a lower value of p =
0.151, indicative of data pairs that are nearly numerically
equivalent for the entire subset (not surprising, however,
since the newer bents will generate equivalently high
evaluations of both OVR and SSR).

The correlation

coefficient does increase with the age of the bent, but
significant coefficient values, those in the range of 0.8
or 0.9, were never obtained for the all inclusive case.
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Timber bents, however, do demonstrate a notable degree
of correlation between SSR and OVR condition ratings over
the entire span of age groups, with 0.746 < p < 0.877, and
when viewed as a material subgroup alone incorporating all
ages as seen by a p of 0.778 (recall the low R2 value of
0.077 3 shown earlier in Figure 6.1 in which SSR was graphed
against OVR for all data).

The R2 terms for the OVR versus

SSR piece-wise linear plot was found to increase to revised
values ranging from 0.4274 (for bent ages between 40 and 60
years) to 0.8575 (for bent ages from 0 to 20 years).

These

revised fit statistics, although a definite improvement
over the prior continuous age spectrum analyses, are nonethe-less not convincing in supporting the argument that SSR
may conclusively monitor OVR for the entire timber bent
population.
The ability of timber to generate a relatively higher
degree of correlation compared to the other materials is
the result of several characteristics of timber bent
appraisal factors.

First, the material has a consistent

and well-defined decay pattern when grouped by age, as seen
in Chapter 4, which is mirrored in pattern in its linear
regression in SSR.

The absence of plateaus in the

regression curves is important in establishing correlation
between the parameters since consistency in regression
rates (i.e. a lack of sudden changes in the OVR regression
curve not also found in the SSR regression curve) is a
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necessary precursor to a large (X - pj (Y - p2) term in the
numerator of the Pearson-product formula.

In addition, the

degree of deterioration caused by many of the factors used
in evaluating the underwater condition of a timber bent
(splitting, rot, fasteners, marine borer) are also easily
discernable from above the surface.

Observations and Conclusions
The above-water inspection of the condition of the
bridge substructure may provide some indication of the
relative condition of the underwater structure for the
larger population of bridges, however the lack of
correlation between the paired inspection values does not
support the contention that the above-water evaluations are
indicative of the underwater substructural condition for
any particular bridge.

Furthermore, any correlation that

may exist between the inspection values for the larger
bridge population must stem, in large part, from the mutual
sensitivity of both factors to the overall age of the
population.
An exception to this general observation is found in
the comparison of above- and below-water evaluations for
the subset of timber bents less than 60 years old.

For

this group of the general bridge population, based on the
inspection results compiled by this survey, the
substructural rating generated during the biennial above
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water surveys may be utilized as a monitoring factor for
establishing the probable underwater structural condition
for a given bent.

CHAPTER VII
WATER QUALITY AS A PREDICTOR OF ADR

Introduction
The effects of small concentrations of pollutants on
the nature and rate of decay in submerged or semi-submerged
marine structures have been well documented in past
research [ACI 1968] [Thompson 1970] [Johnson and Eslyn,
1986], and thus may provide another potential index for
establishing both anticipated deterioration rates and
underwater inspection priorities for bridge substructures.
In order to investigate the viability of utilizing
available stream quality data as a indicator of the
propensity for underwater decay, the correlation between
the two factors must be statistically documented.
In the state of Louisiana, comprehensive water quality
records are collected for major streams and arterials and
are made available to interested users on a biennial basis
[LDEQ 1990].

Included in the data are measurements of

acidity (pH), chloride, sulphate, alkalinity (CaC03),
nitrogen, and heavy metals concentrations (Cu, Pb, Cr,
etc.), as well as data pertaining to color, conductance,
and turbidity, taken at one month intervals over the span
of a given year.

The data is compiled according to station

(described by station number, latitude, longitude, and
198
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lake, river, or stream name), with summary statistics
listing the average, minimum, maximum, and standard
deviation for each observation value.
In most cases (as demonstrated in Figure 7.1 for the
Vermillion River water quality data) the concentration
standard deviations (a) in the water quality for any given
year exhibits a wide scatter of measurements, with a
ranging from 50 to over 75 percent of the average value for
each observation, indicating strong seasonal or irregular
variation in most parameters.

The lack of consistency in

the measurement of any stream quality characteristic can
only prove detrimental in an effort to establish
correlation between the decay rate and the chemical
concentration.
To best represent the level of chronic exposure, the
average for each measurement will be used for this study;
however, many decay mechanisms are highly sensitive to the
concentration of the pollutant and would naturally develop
irregular patterns in the rate of decay as well.
To generate a statistical data set, a Pascal computer
routine was developed to read a line from the LDOTD bridge
inspection data (one line representing each bent), search
through the stream measurement data (indexed by latitude
and longitude), and match the bent condition ratings to the
water quality readings by minimizing the net distance
between the two locations within a given acceptable
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tolerance.

If no stream quality measurements are available

within the required minimum distance, the routine skips to
the next bent inspection line and the unmatched bent data
is omitted from the data set.
While a few of the water quality recording stations
were located precisely at a bridge, the size of the
resulting data set is highly dependent upon the minimum
acceptable distance value given.

Generally, stream quality

data will not vary significantly within a distance of
several miles from the measurement location, barring the
existence of a strong pollutant point-source discharging
within a short distance downstream of the recording
station; thus, the minimum acceptable distance could be on
the order of approximately ten miles or less.

The tighter

the tolerance, however, the smaller the available data set
produced.
After several trials using various minimum values, a
distance corresponding to five minutes (5') of
latitude/longitude (equating to a distance of about six
miles) produced a data set of adequate size consisting of
188 concrete and 142 timber bents as well as a small number
(7) of steel bents.

Trial plots indicated that restricting

the distance further only decreased the number of data
points in the set, and did not influence the distribution
of the data itself.

A random check of individual data

verified that the system was, in fact, matching bridge
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bents and water quality according to a common stream or
bayou.

The remainder of this chapter will evaluate the

significance of water quality on bridge conditional
regression based upon this combined data set.

Water Quality Effects on Concrete Bent Deterioration
While concrete is generally immune to the effects of
most chemicals, a few solutions found in nature have been
shown to cause accelerated deterioration due to chemical
attack.

The compositions include waters that are either

slightly acidic, or solutions containing either sodium or
magnesium sulphate, as well as sea water [ACI 1968].
Generally, the rate of deterioration will depend on
the concentration of the chemical compound, however the
temperature and pressure of the water also plays a part in
dictating the solutions ability to infiltrate the concrete
pores.

Consequently, the quality of the concrete mix

itself, in light of the fact that the water/cement ratio
dictates the permeability of the surface, will also define
a structures propensity for chemical attack [Gjorv 1971]
[Lea 1971].
For the case of Louisiana's underwater bridge
substructures, Figure 7.2 plots the bent's average
deterioration rate (ADR) against the corresponding stream
quality data consisting of water pH, chloride, sulphate and
alkalinity levels.

As expected from the large standard
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deviations in the water quality parameters, there is a
great deal of scatter in the data due to the unfortunate
seasonal effects in each observation.
As a result, poor correlation coefficients (p) between
ADR and water quality are generated, as shown in Table 7.1,
with p values of 0.122, 0.048, 0.046, and 0.085 found for
pH, chloride, sulphate, and alkalinity, respectively.
Nevertheless, a least-squares curve can be optimally fitted
to the data plot to highlight any general trends in the
data set.
Chloride and sulphate levels in the range of 0 to 50
mg/1 are seen to have a negligible influence on the rate of
decay, while the water acidity and alkalinity demonstrate a
possible interaction in determining the rate of
deterioration of a concrete bent.
For water acidity, the matched curve reveals an
increase rate of deterioration of approximately 75 percent,
from 0.020 points/year to 0.035 points/year, as a result of
acidity levels changing from a pH of 6.0 to 7.2.

This

revelation is in apparent contrast to previously published
investigations [ACI 1968] that found the effects of
naturally occurring slightly acidic waters (pH 6.1-7.0) is
significant only for smaller specimens constructed of
lower-quality concrete, while the increase in deterioration
of larger structural elements, such as concrete bridge
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Table 7.1

Correlation values (p) between the overall
and selected component observation ADRs vs.
chemical concentration for Louisiana bents.
pH

chloride

sulphate

alkalinity

Concrete OVR

0.122

0.048

0.046

0.085

Spalling

0.127

0.111

0.113

0.023

Timber OVR

0.027

0.157

0.149

0.047

Splitting

0.167

0.220

0.208

0.186

Rot

0.069

0.114

0.108

0.067

piers, could be considered negligible for the same pH
range.
The discrepancy may stem from the source of the
acidity.

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) gas dissolved in water

forms a weak acid which in itself is only slightly
corrosive to concrete.

However, in the presence of organic

wastes and bacterial action in low velocity stream flow,
the hydrogen sulfide may be oxidized to sulfuric acid which
rises above the surface and deteriorates the concrete
surface near the water line. Consequently, the measurement
of just the H2S in solution may not accurately represent
the concrete's level of exposure to acidity.

Additionally,

other acids are known to form calcium salts of low
solubility which have negligible effect on concrete.

It

may be that the pH level is not always a good measure of
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the aggressiveness of the acidity on the concrete
structure.
The effects of alkalinity are less extreme in this
case study, as witnessed by an increase in ADR of
approximately 35 percent (0.026 points/year to 0.035
points/year) accompanying an increase of 20 mg/1 to 100
mg/1 in the level of CaC03 in solution.

As detailed

earlier, alkaline waters, principally those containing
sodium, calcium, or magnesium, can degrade concrete through
the production of increased volume products resulting from
the reaction of the hydrated calcium aluminate and calcium
hydroxide in the portland cement to the sodium, potassium,
or magnesium sulfates in solution.

Sulfate attack

manifests itself through a surface scaling
portions of the concrete shell

of the outer

as a result of the expansion

forces created by the higher volume products (ettringite or
gypsum).

Solutions of one-half percent (corresponding to

5000 mg/1) of sodium, potassium or magnesium sulfates have
been shown to cause aggressive deterioration of concrete
[ACI 1968].

However, concentrations measured in water

quality tests in Louisiana are

more than a magnitude of

order less than this value and

the effects of exposure, if

any, may be indiscernible for a given bent.
To further exasperate attempts at a general
correlation (even under similar levels of exposure) not all
concrete structures have been found to react similarly to
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sulfate solutions.

In controlled field experiments [Miller

and Manson, 1965], sulfate resistance of concrete has been
correlated with the cement/water ratio, the tricalcium
aluminate (C3A) levels in the portland cement, the air
entrainment, the curing process, as well as any combination
of these factors.
In the Miller and Manson studies, deterioration rates
at 10 years of age showed a scatter of 600 percent among a
test group of 27 concrete beams (of various structural
types) embedded in soils containing 10 percent soluble
sulfates.

With such a large number of material variables

to consider, it is clearly not practical to use alkalinity
level as a substantial determinant in establishing a
concrete bent's propensity for deterioration.

Water Quality Effects on Timber Bent Deterioration
Timber is generally accepted as a material that is
resistant to degradation by most chemicals, however,
research has indicated that the concentration of the
chemical, the temperature, the duration of contact, and the
species of wood all play roles in determining the degree of
deterioration due to chemical exposure.
Wood exposed to acids have been found to become more
brittle while those exposed to alkali environments tend to
soften and lose strength [Thompson 1970].

Environmental

conditions which serve to alternately expose the wood to
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alkali and acidic waters are known to cause the greatest
deterioration [Gobie 1954].
Wangaard [1966] found that a species of wood
possessing a high ratio of modulus of rupture to work-tomaximum-load ratio will possess a relatively compact cell
wall structure and a high resistance to chemical attack.
In general terms, a species of wood having a dense cell
structure (hardwoods) will be much more resistant to
chemical attack than species with large cell arrangements
(softwoods).

To complicate matters further, the ability of

a species to accept a preservative treatment (creosote) is
improved with larger cell size; thus, the relative
predilection of a large-cell species to deteriorate from
chemical exposure is partly offset when the member is
preservative treated.
There has been historical cases of advanced decay
caused by in-situ exposure to pollutants.

In the state of

Louisiana, LDOTD bridge engineers have experienced greatly
increased deterioration rates in certain timber bent piles
located a short distance from a paper mill discharge,
eventually requiring a wrap of fiberglass blankets to
shield the pile from the surrounding waters.

Still, such

instances have not been witnessed since the institution of
stricter water quality control regulations and the careful
monitoring of effluent pollutant levels.

A plot of current
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water quality data against bridge condition survey data may
reveal possible correlations.
In the same manner as before, Figure 7.3 plots the
calculated average deterioration rate of timber bent piles
against the concentration of several chemicals and chemical
compounds as well as the water acidity.

Again, the plot

reveals a great deal of scatter, reducing any prospects for
defining a consequential relationship between the factors.
Correlation coefficients (p), shown in Table 7.1, are
equally unimpressive, with values of 0.027, 0.157, 0.149,
and 0.047 for pH, chloride, sulphate, and alkalinity,
respectively.
The least-squares curves indicate weak trends in the
data as well, a product of both the resistance of the
treated woods to chemical degradation as well as the
relatively low concentrations of each of the compounds in
solution.

From these plots, it is clear that a correlation

between water quality and regression rate is inconclusive
for either individual timber bents or timber bent
populations within this survey.

Conclusions
Bridge deterioration, as a stochastic and multi
variate process, has been shown to defy attempts to uncover
indexing factors representing the predilection for
underwater deterioration due to the complex interaction of
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the many independent and paired factors found within an
individual sample.

The correlation of the rate of decay of

a given bent to any one of the many factors is a function
of both the sensitivity of the material to the given factor
as well as the ability to accurately define the variations
of that factor under field conditions.
While this chapter has shown some trends in the
scattered distribution of population data and has indicated
a marked association between estuary water quality and rate
of decay, strong correlations between chemical level and
deterioration rate for a given bent and stream remain
elusive.

To be sure, the current methodology of bridge

inspection rating (subjective evaluation) may hinder
precise definition of the types of defects caused by
chemical exposure, since many of those effects manifest
themselves in various material properties (stiffness,
ultimate strength, etc.).
However, given the current underwater bridge condition
assessment scenario, it is clear that the use of water
quality measurements as an index for establishing a bent's
propensity for underwater deterioration cannot be
confidently concluded in light of two critical
shortcomings: seasonal irregularities in the pollutant
levels and the proven sensitivity of small variations in
material consistency to the rate of decay resulting from
chronic chemical exposure.

CHAPTER EIGHT
UNDERWATER BRIDGE INSPECTION PRIORITIES

Introduction
Past research activities have focused on the need to
improve the understanding of the complex mechanisms of
material decay in field applications.

While the knowledge

gained may lead to modifications in the design and
construction practices for bridge structures in order to
improve survivability, an immediate benefit from this
research will certainly result in the development of
improved underwater bridge inspection methodologies.
Though the National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS)
require that all bridges with at least part of their
structure located in water receive periodic inspections of
those submerged elements, there exists no federal
requirement which precisely dictates the frequency and
level of underwater inspection as long as each structure is
routinely investigated at least once every five years
[USDOT/FHWA 1988].
The FHWA recommends that non-scheduled inspections,
i.e. inspections more frequent than once every five years,
should be conducted based upon the local transportation
officials' assessment of certain known conditions, which
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may include (but are not necessarily limited to) the
following [USDOT/FHWA 1988]:
(a)

Unusual floods;

(b)

Vessel impact;

(c)

Unusual ice flows;

(d)

Prop wash from vessels;

(e)

Build-up of debris at piers or abutments;

(f)

Evidence of deterioration or movement;

(g)

Adverse environmental conditions - brackish or
polluted water, water with high concentrations of
chemicals;

(b)

Critical location in the highway system.

For any given bridge structure, a measure of many of
these conditions may be found in the past underwater bridge
inspection records.

This collection of appraisals should

provide some basis for establishing a priority ranking for
inspection frequency.

As witnessed in the previous

chapters, chronic exposure to vessel impact, ice flows,
prop wash, deterioration, movement, or adverse
environmental conditions will impact the underwater rating
of a bridge structure under the present inspection routine
employed in Louisiana.

Additionally, a bridge's scour,

erosion, and debris build-up characteristics (though not
explicitly a structural defect and consequently excluded
from consideration so far in this dissertation) are
evaluated and recorded during routine underwater
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inspections, thus providing a numerical assessment of the
severity found for each of those observations.
Once established, a bridge inspection priority system
will allow the engineer to better allocate existing
inspection funding.

To be sure, a single incidence of

heavy flooding, vehicle impact, etc., may create a
situation requiring immediate investigation of the
soundness of a bridge or system of bridges.

Each of these

unusual circumstances must supersede all previously
established inspection priorities and, consequently, are
understood deviances from any routinely employed policy.
With regard to the level of effort of the inspection,
the FHWA five-year routine inspection guidelines require
that 100 percent of all underwater elements receive a
"Level I" inspection (visual, tactile, swim-by overview)
while the most distressed 10 percent of the structure
undergo a "Level II" inspection, in which the suspect areas
are cleaned and measured to determine the extent of the
damage.

The results from routine inspections may later

dictate the need for a more rigorous "Level III"
investigation, in which detailed measurements are taken and
ultrasonic, coring, in-situ hardness testing, or other non
destructive testing techniques are employed.

Still, the

federal requirements establish only minimum guidelines.
Since the higher levels of inspection are both labor and
cost intensive, a better definition of the level of effort
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of the investigation should accompany the establishment of
an inspection priority value for each bridge.

Development of Underwater Bridge Inspection Frequency
Hierarchy
For any given bridge system, a prioritization of the
underwater inspections for the system elements can be
established by considering all applicable factors and
applying the numerical assessment of those factors to each
element within the system.

Prior to summation, however,

the factors should be weighted by a value indicative of the
degree of correlation between each individual factor and
the anticipated rate of underwater deterioration
attributable to that factor.

The relationship is simply

the summation of weighted terms and, using the terminology
of bridge inspection, is hereby proposed to be described by
the basic mathematical operation:

■ E

C» * \ e

t8 *1 )

m-1

where:
Pe

= inspection priority ranking for element "e";

Cm

= weighting value for factor "m";

R

= assessment or rating for factor "m" of a total
of "n" factors, for element "e".

Not all bridges will be subject to the same rating
factors, since those rating factors are dependent upon
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material-type, etc.

Normalization of equation 8.1 is

necessary for comparison across categorical boundaries.
Thus, the prioritization ranking process proposed in
equation 8.1 becomes:

(8 .2 )
(cm)ma* * (^, 0 )

for all applicable ratings "m" for the given element,
where, in addition to the terms of equation 8.1, we have;
(C
)
' m
*max
m'

the maximum weighting coefficient for
each factor "m" of "n" factors;

(R

the maximum assessment or rating for
each factor "m" of element "e".

)

The value of the rating matrix, Rm o, may be extracted
from inspection data or other sources supplying element
particular condition information, and may be either
continuous or categorical in nature.

Evaluation of the

weighting factor, Cm, might be dependent upon an elemental
categorical definition, and the rating scale may be
peculiar to a given observation or measurement as well.
For example, the correlation of decay to a geographical
factor may be different for steel or concrete bents based
upon past experiences, hence the weight given to that
factor may be dependent on the material-type category.
For a known and definable number of ratings,
categories and subcategories (which can be seen to be the
case with underwater bridge inspections), equation 8.2 can
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be reduced to the a matrix operation using a set of
matrices with off-diagonal zero terms:
[C] [RJ

(8.3)

[Cm“ ] [Rb“ ]
where:
[C]

a diagonal matrix containing the
weighting factors for all element
types;

[RJ

a diagonal matrix containing the
ratings given to a particular bridge
element "e";

fC"ax]

a diagonal matrix of maximum weighting
values for all element types;

[Remax]

a diagonal matrix containing the
maximum possible ratings for the
element "e" type.

There are factors which apply to all elements of a
given type, location, etc.

For subcategorical weighting

and the application of these broad-based factors, equation
8.3 may be modified to include one or more general beta
weighting factors:
[C] * [RJ

* iij * J32

(8.4)

[Craax] * [Rmax]
where:
J31, 152... =

subcategorical weights or general
factors.

For example, bridges located along the coast may receive a
general 1.2 beta factor indicative of the higher likelihood
for underwater deterioration due to salt water intrusion in
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that region, resulting in a proportionately higher priority
number for elements in that subset.
The development of an inspection priority algorithm
will generally involve two basic steps.

First, the factors

that may drive the frequency and level of inspection must
be determined and the appropriate rating matrix [R]
assembled; and, second, a weighting matrix [C] must be
developed by assessing the importance of each rating in the
[R] matrix.

Development of the Rating Matrix
The factors to be included in the development of the
rating matrix have been evaluated in depth in the previous
chapters.

In assembling the [R] matrix, consideration

should be given to all factors that have been found to be
available for all (or nearly all) bridges and correlated or
logically related to the rate of underwater deterioration.
To that end, based upon this research, the [R] matrix for
the state of Louisiana must incorporate terms describing
the level, amount, or condition (as applicable) of the
element's :
a)

Age;

b)

Material type (concrete, steel, timber);

c)

Structure type (bent, pier, etc.);

d)

Overall underwater condition rating;

e)

Subcomponent ratings;
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f)

Location (latitude and longitude);

g)

Above-water assigned substructural rating;

h)

Criticality of the element to bridge network,
listed by LDOTD as "state priority points".

These terms can be simply extracted from LDOTD
database for each bridge and, with the exception of the
criticality factor, are known to influence conditional
regression.

General Comments on the Development of the fCl Matrix
The weighting factors that populate the [C] matrix are
not necessarily constants but, instead, take on a
predetermined value depending on the value of the
associated [R] term.

For example, though age is of high

importance in establishing a propensity for deterioration,
it has been shown that the typical regression of concrete
bents in Louisiana is not constant over the bent’s
lifespan.

Consequently, the priority for conducting

underwater inspections, as well as the level of the
inspections themselves, should optimally be indexed in some
manner to the age of the structure (older structures
receiving higher priority).

In effect, the weighting

matrix will be populated by a collection of functions that
establish a particular Re's contribution to the overall
priority rating, Pe, based upon the relative value of Re.
It can be seen, then, that each rating term has both a
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general importance weight as well as

a particular

significance weight based on the magnitude of the term.
In order to differentiate the importance of a factor
with the significance of the value assigned to that
particular factor, it will be beneficial to divide the
weighting matrix [C] into two separate and distinct
matrices: the importance matrix [I ], and the value
significance matrix [S],

This operation will allow the

weight allotted to any rating value used to establish the
structure's inspection priority to be a function of both
the general importance of that factor in determining the
rate of underwater

deterioration

of that particular

value.

andthe relative magnitude

Modifying equation 8.4 to reflect the concept of
importance and significance matrices results in:

P_ -

[I]

[S] [ R J

*

_

_
* J32 * • ■ •

[Imax] [Smax] [Rmax]
where, in addition to the previously defined terms:
[I]

=

1 x m assemblage of importance values
associated with each factor, R, of "m"
factors;

[S]

=

m x m diagonal matrix of significance
functions associated with each factor, R of
"m" factors;

[RJ

=

m x 1 rating value matrix for each factor
for a given structure or element "e";
(the superscript "max" indicates the
maximum values possible for each matrix).
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The interpretation of the values populating the
importance matrix must consider the degree of correlation
either explicitly determined or shown analytically in the
previous chapters.

To simplify the resolution of the

importance value consider five categories of importance for
each term in the [I] matrix:
0

:Not applicable or not important;

2

:Of minor importance in establishing the rate
underwater deterioration;

4

:Average importance. The factor is known to be a
general indicator of the rate of underwater
deterioration;

6

:High importance. The factor lias been proven
be a strong representative of the rate of
conditional regression;

8

:Extremely important. The factor is entirely
representative of the current underwater
condition and/or the rate of change in the
underwater condition of the element.

of

to

The scale is continuous with the intermediate (odd)
importance values permitted to describe a rating whose
importance falls between those specifically outlined.
In a similar manner, the terms that are assigned to
the significance matrix [S] may be objectively or
subjectively determined.

In establishing a decision

hierarchy for significance, two elements must be
considered: first, does the magnitude of the factor
indicate the structure is experiencing conditions that are
conducive to accelerated decay and, second, does the
magnitude of the factor reflect a reasonable probability
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that the structure will enter a condition requiring repair
or maintenance prior to the next normal inspection cycle
(five years).

Applying the levels of significance to a

five point scale results in the following delineation of
the significance factor:
1

:The magnitude of this factor (relative to the
range of values expected for that factor)
indicates that the factor is insignificant in
establishing a critical rate of decay and/or the
probability that the structure will enter a state
of disrepair within the following five-year
period;

3

:The magnitude of this factor (relative to the
range in values expected for that factor)
indicates that the factor holds average
significance in establishing a critical rate of
underwater decay and/or the probability that the
structure will enter a state of disrepair within
the following five-year period;

5

:The magnitude of this factor (relative to the
range in values expected for that factor)
indicates that the factor is highly significant
in establishing a critical rate of decay and/or
the probability that the structure will enter a
state of disrepair within the following five-year
period.

Again, the scale is continuous, with the intermediate
(even) values used to describe value significance levels
that fall between those specifically outlined.
The importance, significance and beta factors
generated in the remainder of this chapter are based upon
the subjective as well as objective statistical
interpretation of the inspection results from the latest
survey of underwater structures in Louisiana.

By no means

should this be considered the sole or optimal formulation
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for all instances, as the priority algorithm must exist as
a fluid equation capable of accepting specific needs and
updated data distributions.

The discussion that follows is

best viewed as a structured methodology for developing a
priority equation incorporating user-defined input and
requisite output data.

Assignment of Weighting Factor For Element AGE
The importance of age (hereafter denoted as the factor
"AGE") as a determinant of underwater condition is
logically of high importance, given the time-dependent
nature of deterioration in any form.

Regression

investigations of the previous chapters have graphically
illustrated the relationship between condition and AGE for
underwater substructures and, therefore, the importance
factor for AGE will receive the highest importance weight
for all material types:
IAGE - 8.0

(8.6)

As the structure ages, of course, the significance of
AGE in determining the probability that repair is (or will
soon be) required increases by some degree.

This

understanding is supported by the figures of Table 8.1,
which describe the percentage of bents receiving less than
an average factored overall underwater condition rating (5)
by material and age group.

By definition, a bridge with an

overall rating of four or less is recommended or required
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Table 8.1

Age Group

Percentage of bents in Louisiana requiring
immediate or near-term maintenance action
(FOVR of 5 or less) by material and age
group.
All-Materials

Concrete

Steel

Timber

All Ages

9.67

5.92

5.63

12.1

0 to 20

5.95

2.67

0.00

10.7

20 to 40

7.22

3.45

16.7

10.3

20.6

21.7

40+

*

19.7

* Insufficient data.

to receive repair or maintenance, thus these percentages
may be taken as indicative of the relative number of
structures in some degree of disrepair.
Clearly, from the review of Table 8.1, there is reason
to segregate by both age group and material when
determining the significance of AGE as a factor.

Timber

bents requiring maintenance or repair attention doubled in
amount, from 10.7% to 19.7% of the age group population,
for the early age group (0 to 20 years) as compared to the
older age group (40+).

Concrete bents, however, witness a

much greater change of nearly a ten-fold increase, from
2.67% to 21.7%, for the same age groups comparison.
light of these observations, the significance factors

In
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assigned to AGE will be described through the series of
material- and age-grouped weights, as follows:
Concrete bents;
SAGE

= 1.00

(Age < 20)

(8.7)

S age

= 2.00

(20 < Age < 4 0 )

(8.8)

SflGE

= 5.00

(Age > 40)

(8.9)

(Age < 20)

(8.10)

(20 < Age < 4 0 )

(8.11)

Steel bents:
SAGE

=1.00

SAGE

=

SAGE

=5.00

(Age > 4 0 )

(8.12)

S age

=

<A9e < 20)

(8.13)

SAGE

=3.00

S AGE

=

4.00

Timber bents:
3 -00

(20 < Age <
5 *0 0

40)

(A9e > 4°)

(8.14)
(8.15)

Assignment of Weighting Factors for Element ADR
While the factor AGE could serve as a indicator of the
probability that a structure is in need of short-term
maintenance, the average annual deterioration rate (ADR)
should serve as a measure of how the changes in the overall
rating will dictate the probability that the structure will
soon enter such a condition.
Similar to AGE, the factor explicitly describes the
rate of change the overall underwater condition rating,
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thus ADR will receive the highest importance weight for all
material-type designations:
I*dr » 8.0

(8.16)

The degree of significance allotted to the ADR will be
indexed to the magnitude of the term, with the
understanding that the value describes the likelihood that
the condition will change prior to the following inspection
cycle.

For the given five year standard cycle, a structure

would need to demonstrate an average annual deterioration
rate of 0.200 points/year in order to drop one point in
overall rating prior to the next inspection cycle.

For the

results of the latest underwater survey in Louisiana, 5.6%
of the bents exceeded this in the factored ADR.

A further

breakdown shows that 9.0% of the bents exceeded 0.150
points/year in ADR, 17.6% exceeded 0.100, and 43% exceeded
0.050.

The median ADR for Louisiana bents was 0.042

points/year.
The significance factor must assign a proportionately
higher weight to the appraisals of those bents that are
experiencing characteristically high deterioration rates,
particularly those in excess of 0.200 points/year.
Obviously, to achieve this goal, the significance value
must be indexed to a category of ADR:
SADR
_ =
ADR
S A0R

1.00 for ADR < 0.010

=

2.00 for 0.010 £

ADR £ 0.030

=

3-°0 f o r 0.030 <

ADR £ 0.075

(8.17) '

'

(8.18) '

'

(8.19)
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S,„D
= 4.00 for 0.075
ADR
SK
„ = 5.00 for ADR
ADR

<ADR s 0.200
> 0.200

(8.20)

'

•

(8.21)

'

'

Assignment of Weighting Factors for Subcomponent Ratings
When establishing an inspection priority based upon
overall underwater condition ratings, an effort should be
made to insure that single critical subcomponent ratings
are not lost in the production of the general priority.
The subcomponent ratings are considered in establishing the
overall rating, as discussed earlier, yet the ADR of the
structure will not wholly depict the deterioration rate in
any particular subcomponent rating.

The inspection

priority must insure that a "weak link" in the structural
system does not develop over the normal inspection cycle.
To account for this potential oversight, the deterioration
rate in the subcomponent, or "SDR", shall be considered a
factor in establishing an inspection priority for the
structure.
Attention will be given to only those SDR’s that
reflect degradation in the soundness of the material
itself.

For the items assessed in the Louisiana underwater

inspection program (listed on page 17), all items shall be
considered except for: scour/erosion, loss of fill, marine
growth, and debris drift.

However, as part of the general

computer code that establishes the inspection priority, all
critical subcomponent evaluations will be flagged for
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maintenance action and should be considered in establishing
the depth of inspection required for a given structure.
The SDR is a relatively strong indicator of one aspect
contributing to the rate of deterioration, but is not
wholly indicative of the condition of the overall
structure, and thus will receive a importance value of:
ISDR - 5.00

(8.22)

Following the same rationale as with the ADR factor,
the significance of SDR will follow the breakdown:
S SDR

=

1.00 for SDR < 0 .010

(8.23)

S SDR

=

2.00 for 0.010 < SDR < 0.030

(8.24)

S SDR

=

3.00 for 0.030 < SDR < 0.075

(8.25)

S SDR

=

4.00 for 0.075 < SDR < 0.200

(8.26)

S SDR

=

5.00 for SDR > 0 .200

(8.27)

Assignment of J31 Weighting Factors for Location
Chapter 5 (Table 5.4) detailed the higher incidence of
spalling, grout loss, and rustspotting in concrete bents,
marine borer and rot in timber bents, and deterioration in
steel bents for structures located along the gulf coastal
regions of Louisiana.

Given the high concentration of

bridges experiencing much higher than average deterioration
within this region, an inspection priority function must
allow for shorter inspection cycles for structures located
along the coast.
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Coastal structures will be defined as elements which,
according to LDOTD database latitude and longitude
descriptions, fall at a latitude of less than 30° north
latitude for longitudes between 91°30’ west and 94° west,
or at a latitude of less than 29°30' north for longitudes
between 89° west and 91°29'59" west.

This zone maps out an

area extending 20 to 30 miles inland from Port Arthur,
Texas, to the west, east to New Orleans.
The relative increase in the deterioration of
structures along the coast is substantial (ten times larger
in some cases) compared to similar structures located
inland, which should necessitate a decreased inspection
cycle and greater inspection priority.

Many of the

consequences of coastal decay will become evident in other
factors to be considered, such as ADR and SDR, so it is not
the purpose of the beta factor for location to totally
represent the increased propensity for deterioration.
Instead, the factor must insure that those coastal
structures not exhibiting deterioration are, none the less,
recognized for their potential of developing such
characteristics.
Consequently the beta factor for coastal structures
will increase the priority by 25% for all applicable
factors, such that:
=

1.25 for coastal structures.

(8.28)
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Assignment of R. Weighting Factors for Above-Water Assigned
Substructural Rating
Chapter six revealed a correlation between the
substructural rating assigned by the inspector performing
the biennial above-surface bridge evaluations (SSR) and the
overall underwater condition rating (OVR) assessed by the
diver for timber bent bridges.

In establishing a general

inspection priority for this class of structures, this
correlation will be represented through an appropriate beta
factor applied to the priority rating of each timber bent
in the data set.
Preferably, those elements receiving vastly differing
rates of deterioration according to one inspection method
versus the
measure

other would

become suspect

and shouldreceive a

of priority in

the inspection

process.Theratio

of SSR and OVR may thus be utilized to directly determine
the fi2 factor, such that:

R2 - .5Y?
SSR

for age-grouped timber

(8.29)

The J32 factor should only be applied if it increases
the priority rating (i.e. is greater than 1.0) and, since
the correlation between SSR and OVR was marginally
significant (recall 0.746 > p > 0.877), the factor should
be limited to a reasonable value of 1.2:
1 . 0 s B 2 sl.2

(8.30)
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Assignment of R3 Weighting Factors for Bridge Criticalitv

The contribution of a single structure to the
integrity of a bridge system is established by
transportation officials upon consideration of the bridge's
traffic volume, physical dimensions and alignment, load
rating, detour length, district priority, functional
classification, age, and prior appraisal ratings.
Utilizing a weighted point system, Louisiana DOTD engineers
determine the bridge replacement priority and record the
four digit numerical evaluation on the Structure Inventory
and Appraisal (SI&A) sheet maintained for each bridge in
the state system.
Since the replacement priority is determined
identically for all structures, there is no need to
normalize the DOTD rating; thus, the value itself will
define the Ji3 factor representing bridge criticality to the
bridge network.

To allow for the comparison of relative

priorities independent of the bridge replacement priority,
however, the computer program will output priority rankings
both inclusive and exclusive of replacement priority (Pe
and Pe’, respectively).

Retrieving the state priority

point rating from the SI&A sheet (item #64 columns 34-37),
the R3 factor may be simply established as:

Si3 - state priority rating

(8.31)
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Conclusion - Decision Flow Process for Establishing
Underwater Bridge Inspection Priorities

The sequence of operations followed in assigning the
applicable importance, significance and beta factors is
outlined in Figure 8.1 and represented in Turbo Pascal code
in Appendix IV.

Inspection data for a Louisiana DOTD

district was imported to the program, producing the sample
output given in Appendix V.

The program follows a four

step prioritization process:
1)

retrieval of electronically-stored bridge
inspection data/ descriptive information;

2)

division of the data set by
age/material/structure-type subsets;

3)

internal computation of bridge regression
behavior and the logical assignment of pertinent
weighting factors;

4)

generation of a singular underwater bridge
inspection priority value with and without the
replacement priority considerations (referred to
as the "priority rating" and "priority factor,"
respectively).

During the computational process, the system will
search for and flag unusually low rating values in addition
to priority rankings.

The value of Pe is of little

significance in itself but it does provide a standardized
measurement for comparing the deterioration of a mixed
population of bridge bents.

In combination with the

listing of critical subcomponent ratings, the priority
value will allow bridge maintenance planners to plan both
the level and interval of future underwater inspections.
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Decision flow process for establishing
underwater bridge inspection priorities.

CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSIONS

This investigation has provided insight into the
inspection, evaluation, and recording processes for
underwater bridge inspections.

Through the application of

statistical analyses on the results of a statewide
inspection of Louisiana’s bridges, the preceding chapters
have established the regression curves and factors
associated with underwater bridge structure decay in
Louisiana, and have developed a systematic methodology for
generating deterioration studies using the results of
future underwater inspection programs.

Many significant

revelations have come to light, specifically:
•

The effects of human imprecision in assigning
subjective ratings can be accounted for in the
application of fuzzy mathematical techniques.

The use

of a modified fuzzy factoring routine will generate
overall condition values in harmony with those
assigned by the inspector in the field and will allow
for the identification of recording, reporting, and/or
typographical errors in the data entries.
•

Given the current practice of inspector training and
certification, and the methods employed for selecting
the bridges to be inspected, there is significant bias
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in the underwater inspection data attributable to
company-peculiar evaluation and recording practices.
These company biases are evident in the uneven
distribution of inspection results reported by each
firm when inspecting similar bridge structures across
the state of Louisiana (Table 3.1).

This lack of

uniformity stems, in part, from redundancies in the
types of observations recorded.
A lack of uniformity in state inspection policies and
procedures creates difficulties when attempting to
compare the bridge condition status on an interstate
basis.

However, those states utilizing similar

inspection practices produced statistically comparable
results.
As a whole, the regression rate in the underwater
condition of Louisiana's bridge bent population is
comparable to regression rates for overall bridge
structures previously developed by the FHWA.
ADT (Average Daily Traffic) is an insignificant factor
for describing the rate of underwater conditional
regression while material-type and age are highly
significant factors.

In Louisiana, the factor of

climate is marginally significant for predicting the
average underwater deterioration of a bridge bent and
is highly sensitive to the physical description of the
climatic zones.

Concrete bents experience the lowest rate of
conditional regression, steel bents the greatest.
Concrete and steel bents both have multiple plateaus
in their regression curves which are best
represented by a piece-wise continuous regression
curve; timber bents decay at a relatively constant
rate.

The least-squares piece-wise continuous

regression curves provide data fit-statistics
comparable to a third-order polynomial curve matched
to the same data.
The condition of many subcomponent evaluations that
make up the overall condition rating will regress at a
rate sensitive to the geographical location of the
structure, particularly for coastal versus non-coastal
categories.
Above-water assessments of substructural condition are
a poor indicator of the underwater condition for
concrete and steel bents, yet may be used as an
index for assessing the underwater condition of timber
bents.
Although this study has shown a weak association
between water quality and underwater material
survivability, water quality measurements provide a
relatively poor indicator of the propensity for decay
in underwater structures due to the seasonal
fluctuations in the measured chemical concentrations
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and the sensitivity of the chemical resistance of the
different materials to variations in the material's
constituents.
•

A computer algorithm was developed to generate bent
inspection priorities based on the estimated
propensity for underwater deterioration.

This program

(included as Appendix IV) will yield increased
efficiency in the allocation of underwater bridge
inspection funds by using a systematic analysis of
past inspection results.

Recommended Bridge Inspection Policy Changes and Future
Research
In developing a methodology for establishing
underwater bridge inspection priorities for Louisiana's
bridge system, the process for obtaining significant and
comparable data using the present inspection strategies has
been found to possess definite shortcomings.

Certainly,

through a uniform application of a modified fuzzy factoring
system and by utilizing a set of data generated over
several inspection cycles, many of the inconsistencies may
be eliminated; yet, a change in the basic philosophy
surrounding the inspection process could generate much more
meaningful data.
Currently, the inspection procedure is designed to
determine which bridges may be in need of immediate
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attention based upon subjective evaluations by the diving
team.

A much greater benefit may be found, however, in the

development of sensible subjective measurements that may
better describe small changes in the material configuration
and allow for an improved method of prediction of the
future condition of the structure.
For example, the current procedure for rating a timber
bent would include subjective evaluations of the
structure's splitting, rot, fasteners, as well as the
presence of marine borers.

For statistical purposes,

however, actual measurements of the size, depth, and
density of splits, penetration depth of the ice pick,
number of missing/loose fasteners, number of marine borer
holes in a 12" x 12" area, as well as an overall underwater
condition rating on an "extremely poor-poor-average-above
average-excellent" sliding scale would generate numerical
and subjective evaluations that could better serve a
statistical analysis without requiring a much greater time
investment by the inspector.
Additionally, the current underwater inspection
procedure contains redundancy and ambiguity in the
selection of subcomponent evaluations.

As mentioned

earlier, the "loss-of-section" rating may be mistakenly
rated under "impact damage," "holes," or "voids," since
each of those categories may just as easily describe the
condition observed.

In some instances, the process may
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require too much specificity and categorization, as can be
seen with the multiple categories for spalls, laitance,
sulphate attack, and honeycombing.

If such detail is

required, the transportation agency must understand that a
greater degree of inspector training will be warranted to
insure proper classification of the damage.
From the experiences gained in this study, a
recommended evaluation sheet for a Level I inspection was
developed (Figure 3.3) which should minimize the number of
subjective evaluations performed by the field inspector
while allowing for a reasonable number of measurements of
dimensional parameters, extent of decayed or damaged areas,
etc.

With the objective measurements and subjective

evaluations from such a survey, a numerically generated
overall rating for the bridge structure could be produced
and much of the data incongruities and roadblocks
encountered throughout this research may be overcome.

This

revised inspection form should be adopted for use as soon
as possible in order to begin the compilation of an
extensive inspection database for future analyses.
Regardless of the inspection procedure used, there is
a pressing need for the national standardization of
underwater inspector training, bridge selection process,
and evaluation procedures employed by each state.

The

present philosophy, allowing a great deal of latitude on
the part of state officials, does not permit the
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investigation of trends in the deterioration process on an
interstate, regional, or national level due to a wide
disparity in bridge selection and underwater evaluation
procedures.
To force consistency in the type of structure
investigated, this study has concentrated only on bent-type
structures - piers and abutments were removed from the data
base at the outset.

It may be assumed that the other

structural types will behave in a similar manner; however,
future research should investigate the regression of piers
and abutments using the methodology presented in this
dissertation.
Similarly, the effects of scour and erosion were
omitted from the survey since those factors are essentially
non-structural in nature.

Of course, the effects of scour

and erosion impact the stability of the overall structure
and could be investigated using a methodology similar to
that employed in this research.

Using stream descriptive

data currently produced during each underwater inspection'
(such as stream bottom profile, stream bed material, and
velocity of flow), a statistical analysis could be
performed to develop models designed to predict the
propensity of a given stream for developing scour problems.
Used in conjunction with the inspection priority
algorithms, these scour prediction equations would further
enhance the development of bridge inspection strategies.
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APPENDIX I
UNDERWATER BRIDGE INSPECTOR SURVEY

The following is one page of a four page survey given
to a group of divers participating in the Louisiana
underwater bridge inspection program.

The diver was asked

to indicate (by circling the appropriate asterisk) the
significance given to each of the subcomponent evaluations
in determining an overall underwater condition rating for
that bent given that the subcomponent has received a "very
poor" appraisal.

Three additional sheets assessed the

weight given to each subcomponent assuming it had received
a "poor," "good," and "very good" rating.
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If each of the factors listed were each individually graded
as very poor (say a "0" or a "1" rating), how much would
you consider its significance in deciding on the overall
underwater condition rating for the bent, pier or abutment
you just inspected?

VOIDS

Not Significant------- > Very Significant
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

HOLES

*

IMPACT DAMAGE

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

LOSS OF SECTION

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

DISPLACEMENT

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

MISSING ELEMENTS

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SCOUR/EROSION

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

MARINE GROWTH

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

DEBRIS DRIFT

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

for timber bridges....
SPLITTING

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

MARINE BORER
r OT

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

FASTENERS

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

for concrete bridges...
CRACKS
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SPALLS

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

EXPOSED REINFORCEMENT

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

LAITANT CONCRETE

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SULPHATE ATTACK

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

HONEYCOMBING

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

RUSTSPOTS

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

GROUT LOSS

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

for steel bridges...
DETERIORATION

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CONNECTIONS

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

APPENDIX II
FUZZY FACTORING PASCAL CODE
The following Turbo Pascal code imports Louisiana DOTD
underwater bridge inspection data and produces a factored
overall
imported.

condition

rating

(FOVR)

for

each

line

of

data

The code uses an assembly of importance factors

produced through a poll of divers from one of the companies
participating in the Louisiana underwater inspection program
(see Chapter II).
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PROGRAM FUZZY(INPUT, OUTPUT, FUZZIN, FUZZOUT);
LABEL 999;
VAR FUZZIN,FUZZOUTITEXT;
{DEFINE THE FUZZY FACTORS, Fxxx#)
FVO,FHO,FID,FLSfFDI,FME,FSE,{FMG,FDE,}FSL,FMB,FRO,FFAlINTEGER;
FCR,FSP,FER,FLC,FSU,FHC,FRS,FGL,FDT,FCNIINTEGER;
FV01,FH01,FIDI,FLS1,FDI1,FME1,FSEI,{FMG1,FDE1,)FSL1,FMB1,FR01,FFAlIINTEGER;
FCRl,FSPl,FERl,FLCl,FSUl,FHCl,FRSl,FGLl,FDTl,FCNliINTEGER; {CASE 1>
FV02,FH02,FID2,FLS2,FDI2,FME2,FSE2,{FMG2,FDE2,>FSL2,FHB2,FR02,FFA2IINTEGER;
FCR2,FSP2,FER2,FLC2,FSU2,FHC2,FRS2,FGL2,FDT2,FCN2IINTEGER; {CASE 2)
FV03,FH03,FID3,FLS3,FDI3,FME3,FSE3,{FMG3,FDE3,}FSL3,FHB3,FR03,FFA31INTEGER;
FCR3,FSP3,FER3,FLC3,FSU3,FGC3,FRS3,FGL3,FDT3,FCN3tINTEGER; {CASE 3>
FV04,FH04,FID4,FLS4,FDI4,FHE4,FSE4,{FHG4,FDE4,>FSL4,FHB4,FR04,FFA4IINTEGER;
FCR4,FSP4,FER4,FLC4,FSU4,FHC4,FRS4,FGL4,FDT4,FCN4IINTEGER; {CASE 4>
ERRORI INTEGER;
FOVRt REAL;
AGEi STRING[4 ];XWPH *STRING[3];XMD:STRING[4 ];XWS:STRING{3];
XBEI STRING[4];XPEISTRING[4);XBEtSTRING[3];
SNi STRING[14];DCi STRING[5];ST,TLi STRING[6};SR,XSRi STRING[1};
UTi STRING[4];UH1I STRING!lj;NP,WT: STRING[2];SB: STRING[4];
VO,HO,ID,LS,DI,HE,PR,SE,LF,MG,DE,CR,SP,ERi STRING[1];
LC,SU,HC,RS,GL,SL,MB,RO,FA,DT,CN,PI,CO,FO,SC,EE,EP,CH,OVi STRING[1];
LAT,LNGl STRING[5];
ClI STRING!1]; {COMMA}
NSR,NVO,NHO,NID,NLS,NDI,NME,NPR,NSE,NLF,{NMG,NDE,>NCR,NSP,NERl INTEGER;
NLC,NSU,NHC,NRS,NGL,NSL,NHB,NRO,NFA,NDT,NCN,NPI,NCO,NFO,NSC,NEB,NEP,NCH,NOVIINTEGER
BNSR,BNVO,BNHO,BNID,BNLS,BNDI,BNME,BNPR,BNSE,BNLF{,BNMG,BNDE }I INTEGER;
BNCR,BNSP,BNER,BNLC,BNSU,BNBC,BNRS,BNGL,BNSL,BNMB,BNRO,BNFAI INTEGER;
BNDT,BNCN,BNPI,BNCO,BNFO,BNSC,BNEE,BNEP,BNCH,BNOV: INTEGER;
TDENOM,CDBNOM,SDENOHt INTEGER;

PROCEDURE TIMBER; {PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING FOVR FOR TIMBER BRIDGES}
BEGIN
{FIRST, IF A REQD. VALUE IS NONEXISTENT SET IT EQUAL TO THE OVERALL RATING}
IF NSL ■0 THEN NSL:=NOV;
IF NMB -0 THEN NMBl-NOV;
IF NRO -0 THEN NRO:«NOV;
IF NFA «0 THEN NFA:«NOV;
{ASSIGN APPROPRIATE BINARY FACTORING VALUES}
IF NSL < 7 THEN BNSLi=l
ELSE BNSLi-0;
IF NMB < 7 THEN BNMB:cl
ELSE BNMBloO;
IF NRO < 7 THEN BNRO:-l
ELSE BNROtaO;
IF NFA < 7 THEN BNFAl-1
ELSE BNFAiaO;
{ASSIGN APPROPRIATE FACTORING VALUES}
IF (NSL a 0) OR (NSL a 1) THEN FSL:aFSL4;
IF (NSL a 2) OR (NSL a 3) THEN FSLl»FSL3
IF (NSL a 4) OR (NSL a 5) THEN FSLtaFSL2
IF (NSL - 6) OR (NSL a 7) THEN FSLlaFSLl
IF (NMB « 0) OR (NMB - 1) THEN FMBI-FMB4
IF (NMB a 2) OR (NMB a 3) THEN FMBlaFMB3
IF (NMB a 4) OR (NMB a 5) THEN FMB:-FMB2
IF (NMB - 6) OR (NMB - 7) THEN FMBiaFMBl
IF (NRO a 0) OR (NRO a 1) THEN FRO:aFR04
IF (NRO a 2) OR (NRO a 3) THEN FR0laFR03
IF (NRO - 4) OR (NRO - 5) THEN FR0:-FR02
IF (NRO a 6) OR (NRO - 7) THEN FROiaFROl
IF (NFA - 0) OR (NFA a 1) THEN FFA1-FFA4
IF (NFA a 2) OR (NFA a 3) THEN FFAlaFFA3
IF (NFA a 4) OR (NFA ■ 5) THEN FFA:«FFA2
IF (NFA - 6) OR (NFA a 7) THEN FFAlaFFAl

{DETERMINE FACTORED RATING FOR TIMBER)
TDEN0Hi b (FV0*BNVO4-FH0*BNHO4-FID*BNID+FLS*BNLS
+FDI*BNDI+FME*BNME+FSE*BNSE+{FMG*BNMG
+FDE*BNDE+)FSL*BNSL+FHB*BNMB+FRO*BNRO
+FFA*BNFA);
IF TDENOM « 0 THEN FOVR:-7
ELSE
FOVRl- (FVO*NVO*BNVO+FHO*NHO*BNHO+FID*NID*BNID
+FLS*NLS*BNLS+FDI*NDI*BNDI+FME*NME*BNME
+FSE *NSE *BNSE{+FMG*NMG*BNMG+FDE *NDE *BNDE >
+FSL*NSL*BNSL+FMB*NMB*BNKB+FRO*NRO*BNRO
+FFA*NFA*BNFA)/TDENOM;
END; {TIMBER)
PROCEDURE CONCRETE; {PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING FOVR FOR CONCRETE BRIDGES)
BEGIN
{FIRST, IF A REQD. VALUE IS NONEXISTENT, SET IT EQUAL TO THE OVERALL RATING}
IF NCR «0 THEN NCR:*NOV;
IF NSP -0 THEN NSPi-NOV;
IF NER -0 THEN NERI-NOV;
IF NLC *0 THEN NLCi-NOV;
IF NSU -0 THEN NSUx-NOV;
IF NHC -0 THEN NHCt-NOV;
IF NRS «0 THEN NRS:-NOV;
IF NGL »0 THEN NGL:-NOV;
{ASSIGN APPROPRIATE BINARY FACTORING VALUES)
IF NCR < 7 THEN BNCR:=1
ELSE BNCRi-O;
IF NSP < 7 THEN BNSPi-l
ELSE BNSPtnO;
IF NER < 7 THEN BNERt eel
ELSE BNERi-0;
IF NLC < 7 THEN BNLC:« 1
ELSE BNLCx-O;
IF NSU < 7 THEN BNSU:«1
ELSE BNSUinO;
IF NHC < 7 THEN BNHC:-1
ELSE BNHCtttO;
IF NRS < 7 THEN BNRSi-1
ELSE BNRSiaO;
IF NGL < 7 THEN BNGLtol
ELSE BNGLtaO;
{ASSIGN APPROPRIATE FACTORING VALUES)
THEN FCRI-FCR4
IF (NCR - 0) OR (NCR IF (NCR - 2) OR (NCR « 3 THEN FCRi=FCR3
5 THEN FCR:=FCR2
IF (NCR - 4) OR (NCR
IF (NCR O 6) OR (NCR = 7 THEN FCR:-FCR1
IF (NSP - 0) OR (NSP - 1 THEN FSPX-FSP4
IF (NSP « 2) OR (NSP B 3 THEN FSPX-FSP3
4) OR (NSP » 5 THEN FSP:b FSP2
IF (NSP
OR (NSP B 7 THEN FSPx-FSPl
IF (NSP THEN FERl-FER4
IF (NER B 0) OR (NER B
IF (NER » 2) OR (NER B 3 THEN FER ib FER3
IF (NER - 4) OR (NER - 5 THEN FER sb FER2
IF (NER - 6) OR (NER B 7 THEN FERl-FERl
IF (NLC - 0) OR (NLC - 1 THEN FLO-FLC4
IF (NLC - 2) OR (NLC B 3 THEN FLCI-FLC3
IF (NLC - 4) OR (NLC B 5 THEN FLCI-FLC2
IF (NLC - 6) OR (NLC - 7 THEN FLCin-FLCl
IF (NSU *3 0) OR (NSU - 1 THEN FSUI-FSU4
IF (NSU m 2) OR (NSU - 3 THEN FSUi«FSU3
IF (NSU - 4) OR (NSU B 5 THEN FSUI-FSU2
IF (NSU - 6) OR (NSU B 7 THEN FSUsb FSUI
IF (NHC - 0) OR (NHC B I THEN FHC j—FHC4
IF (NHC B 2) OR (NHC <3 3 THEN FHCX-FHC3
IF (NHC - 4) OR (NHC B 5 THEN FHCI-FHC2
IF (NHC - 6> OR (NHC B 7 THEN FHCI-FHC1
IF (NRS « 0) OR (NRS - 1 THEN FRSi«FRS4

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IP

(NRS
(NRS
(NRS
(NGL
(NGL
(NGL
(NGL

M
—
«

OR
OR
OR
OR
2) OR
4) OR
6) OR
2)
4)
6)
0)

(NRS
(NRS
(NRS
(NGL
(NGL
(NGL
(NGL

«
-

3)
5)
7)
1)
3)
5)
- 7)

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

FRS:-FRS3;
FRSI-FRS2;
FRSi-FRS1;
FGLI-FGL4;
FGLJ-FGL3;
FGLt-PGL2;
FGLicFGLI;

{DETERMINE FACTORED RATING FOR CONCRETE)
CDENOM:»(FVO*BNVO+FHO*BNHO+FID*BNID+FLS*BNLS+FDI*BNDI+FME*BNME+FSE*BNSE
{+FMG*BNMG+FDE*BNDE)+FCR*BNCR+FSP*BNSP+FER*BNER+FLC*BNLC+FSU*BNSU
+FHC*BNHC+FRS*BNRS+FGL*BNGL);
IF CDENOM - 0 THEN FOVR:-7
ELSE
FOVRI* (FVO*NVO*BNVO+FHO*NHO*BNHO+FID*NID*BNID+FLS*NLS*BNLS+FDI*NDI*BNDI
+FME*NME*BNME+FSE*NSE*BNSE{+FMG*NMG*BNMG+FDE*NDE*BNDE)+FCR*NCR*BNCR
+FSP*NSP*BNSP+FER*NER*BNER+FLC*NLC*BNLC+FSU*NSU*BNSU+FHC*NHC*BNHC
+FRS*NRS*BNRS+FGL*NGL*BNGL)/CDENOM;
END; {CONCRETE)
PROCEDURE STEEL; {PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING FOVR FOR STEEL BRIDGES)
BEGIN
{FIRST, IF A REQD. VALUE IS NONEXISTENT, SET IT EQUAL TO THE OVERALL RATING)
IF NDT - 0 THEN NDTI-NOV;
IF NCN « 0 THEN NCN:-NOV;
{ASSIGN APPROPRIATE BINARY FACTORING VALUES)
IF NDT < 7 THEN BNDTi-1
ELSE BNDT:-0;
IF NCN < 7 THEN BNCNi-1
ELSE BNCNj-O;
{ASSIGN APPROPRIATE FACTORING VALUES)
IF (NDT - 0) OR (NDT - 1) THEN FDT j-FDT4;
IF (NDT
2) OR (NDT - 3) THEN FDTI-FDT3;
IF (NDT - 4) OR (NDT — 5) THEN FDT:-FDT2;
IF (NDT - 6) OR (NDT - 7) THEN FDTi-FDTl;
IF (NCN » 0) OR (NCN - 1) THEN FCNI-FCN4;
IF (NCN - 2) OR (NCN — 3) THEN FCN:-FCN3;
IF (NCN - 4) OR (NCN - 5) THEN FCNI-FCN2;
IF (NCN - 6) OR (NCN - 7) THEN FCNi-FCNl?
{DETERMINE FACTORED RATING FOR STEEL)
SDENOM:- (FVO*BNVO+FHO*BNHO+FID*BNID+FLS*BNLS+FDI*BNDI
+FME*BNME+FSE*BNSE{+FMG*BNMG+FDE*BNDE)+FDT*BNDT+FCN*BNCN);
IF SDENOM - 0 THEN FOVR:-7
ELSE
POVRl- (FVO*NVO*BNVO+FHO*NHO*BNHO+FID*NID*BNID+FLS*NLS*BNLS+FDI*NDI*BNDI
+FME*NME*BNME+PSE*NSE*BNSE{+FMG*NMG*BNMG+FDE*NDE*BNDE)+FDT*NDT*BNDT
+FCN*NCN*BNCN)/Sl)ENOM;
END; {STEEL}

BEGIN(FUZZY)
ASSIGN(FUZZIN, *BRIJOUT.TXT‘);
ASSIGN(FUZ20UT, ‘FUZZOUT.TXT*);
RESET(FUZZIN);
REWRITE{FUZZOUT);

{INPUT OF FUZZY FACTORS)
{COMMON FACTORS)

FVOl:-8;FV02 i«8;FV03l»8;FV041-8 ;{VOIDS)
FHOXi-7;FH02I-8;FH031-0;FH041-8;{HOLES}
FIDl:-6;FID2:-6;FID3i-7;FID4l-7;{IHPACT DAMAGE)
FLS1:-B;FLS2:-8;FLS3:-B;FLS4:«8;{LOSS OF SECTION)
FDI11-7;FDI2:-7;FDI3:-B;FDI4:-8;{DISPLACEMENT}
FME1I-7JFME21-7;FHE3l-6;FME4i-6;{MISSING ELEMENTS)
FSE11-5 ;FSE2I-6;FSE3I-7 ?FSE4I-8;{SCOUR/EROSION}
{FHG1I«1;FMG2I-1;FMG3I-1;FMG4*-1;>{MARINE GROWTH}
{FDE1I-1;FDE2t-2;FDE3t-4;FDE4i-4;){DEBRIS DRIFT)

{TIMBER BRIDGE FACTORS)
FSL1:-8;FSL2i-0;FSL3: ; FSL4i-0;{SPLITTING}
FMBli-6;FMB2i-6;PMB3*-6?FMB4i-6; {MARINE BORER}
FR01i-8;FR02i»8;FR03i-8;FR04i-B;{ROT}
FFAlI-6;FFA2I-6;FFA3I-6;FFA4*-6;{FASTENERS}
{CONCRETE BRIDGE FACTORS}
FCR1i-8;FCR2i-8;FCR3I-8;FCR4I-8;{CRACKS}
FSPl:-8;FSP2l«8;FSP3t«6;FSP4i-7;{SPALLS}
FERli-8;FER2t-8;FER3I-8;FER4*-8;{EXPOSED REINFORCEMENT)
FLClio4;FLC2t-4;FLC3l-4;FLC4i-4;{LAITANCE}
FSU11* 3;FSU2I»3;FSU3 I-3;FSU4I-3;{SULPHATE ATTACK}
FHC1:-2 ?FHC2 *«4;FHC3i -3;FHC4i «3 ;{HONEYCOMBING}
FRS1:«=2;FRS2 I«4 ?FRS3 i«4; FRS4 i«5 ; {RUST SPOTS}
FGLl:-6;FGL2t «6;FGL3I-6;FGL4**7;{GROUT LOSS}
{STEEL BRIDGE FACTORS}
FDT1tad;FDT2 *«6 ;FDT3 1«8?FDT4**8 ?{DETERIORATION}
FCN1(-6;FCN2I-7;FCN3i-8;FCN4:-8;{CONNECTIONS}

WHILE NOT EOF(FUZZIN) DO
BEGIN
999iREAD(FUZZIN,SN,Cl,DC,Cl,AGE,Cl,ST,Cl,TL,Cl,SR,Cl,UT,Cl,UMl,Cl,NP,Cl)
READ(FUZZIN,WT,C1,XWPH,C1,XMD,C1,XWS,C1,SB,C1,XBE,C1,XPE,C1,XHE,C1);
READ(FUZZIN,VO,C1,HO,C1,ID,C1,LS,C1,DI,C1,ME,C1,PR,C1,SE,C1,LF,C1);
READ(FUZZIN,MG,C1,DE,C1,CR,C1,SP,C1,ER,C1,LC,C1,SU,C1,HC,Cl,RS,Cl);
READ(FUZZIN,GL,C1,SL,C1,MB,C1,RO,Cl,FA,C1,DT,C1,CN,C1,PI,C1,C0,C1);
READ(FUZZIN,FO,Cl,SC,Cl,EE,Cl,EP,Cl,CH,Cl,OV,Cl,LAT,Cl,LNG);
READLN(FUZZIN);
VAL(SR,NSR,ERROR); {THE NSR IS ON A 9-POINT SCALE}
VAL(OV,NOV,ERROR); {THE OVERALL RATING IS ON A 7-POINT SCALE}
{ IF NOV « 0 THEN GOTO 999;} {LOOPS BACK TO READ STATEMENT IF OV - 0.00}
{ IP SE « 1 * THEN GOTO 999;)
{VAL(SE,NSE,ERROR);
IF NSE <4 THEN GOTO 999;
IF NSE «5 THEN GOTO 999;
IF NSE «6 THEN GOTO 999?}
{CONVERT STRING TERMS INTO NUMBERS, ACCOUNT FOR MISSING VALUES & ASSIGN
APPROPRIATE BINARY FACTORS)
IF VO - * ' THEN VOr-OV;
VAL(VO,NVO,ERROR);
IF NVO < 7 THEN BNVOi-1
ELSE BNVOtut);
IF HO - 1 * THEN HO:=OV;
VAL(HO,NHO,ERROR);
IF NHO < 7 THEN BNHO:»l
ELSE BNHO:-0;
IF ID « • • THEN IDIb OV;
VAL(ID,NID,ERROR);
IF NID < 7 THEN BNID:=1
ELSE BNIDi-0;
IF LS - • • THEN LSi-OV;
VAL(LS,NLS,ERROR);
IF NLS < 7 THEN BNLS:«1
ELSE BNLSi-0;
IF DI « • • THEN DIi-OV;
VAL(DI,NDI,ERROR);
IF NDI < 7 THEN BNDI:=1
ELSE BNDIl-O;
IF ME - * ■ THEN ME:=OV;
VAL(ME,NME,ERROR);
IF NME < 7 THEN BNMEi-1
ELSE BNMEi-0;

IP SB - ' * THEN SE:*OV;
{VAL(SE,NSE,ERROR);
IF NSE < 7 THEN BNSBi-1
ELSE BNSEl-0;)
BNSEse 0;
{IF MG - ' ■ THEN KGi»OV;
VAL(MG,NMG,ERROR);
IF NMG < 7 THEN BNMGt-1
ELSE BNMG:-0;

IP DE ■ • ' THEN DEs-OV;
VAL(DE,NDE,ERROR);
IF NDE < 7 THEN BNDE:«1
ELSE BNDEi-0;)
VAL(CR,NCR,ERROR);
VAL(SP,NSP,ERROR);
VAL(ER,NER,ERROR);
VAL(LC,NLC,ERROR)y
VAL(SU,NSU,ERROR);
VAL(HC,NHC,ERROR);
VAL(RS,NRS,ERROR);
VAL(GL,NGL,ERROR);
VAL(SL,NSL,ERROR);
VAL(MB,NMB,ERROR);
VAL(RO,NRO,ERROR);
VAL(FA,NFA,ERROR);
VAL(DT,NDT,ERROR);
VAL <CN,NCN,ERROR);
FOVR:» NOV/1; {DEFAULTi SET THE FACTORED RATING TO THE UNFACTORED RATING)
{ASSIGN APPROPRIATE FACTORING VALUES)
IF (NVO b 0) OR (NVO B
THEN FV0»b FV04
IF (NVO - 2) OR (NVO B 3 THEN FV0|b FV03
IF (NVO B 4) OR (NVO B 5 THEN FVO ib FV02
IF (NVO b 6) OR (NVO B 7 THEN FVOl-FVOl
IF (NHO m 0) OR (NHO B 1 THEN FH0 ib FH04
THEN FH0Ib FH03
IF (NHO
2) OR (NHO «
IF (NHO B 4) OR (NHO B 5 THEN FH0!b FH02
IF (NHO B 6) OR (NHO « 7 THEN FHOIb FHOI
IF (NID B 0) OR (NID B 1 THEN FIDI-FID4
IF (NID B 2) OR (NID B 3 THEN FIDi -FID3
IF (NID B 4) OR (NID - 5 THEN FID* »FID2
IF (NID B 6) OR (NID - 7 THEN FIDi-FIDl
IF (NLS B 0) OR (NLS B 1 THEN FLS ib FLS4
IF (NLS B 2) OR (NLS B 3 THEN FLSI-FLS3
IF (NLS B 4) OR (NLS B 5 THEN FLSI-FLS2
IF (NLS B 6) OR (NLS B 7 THEN FLS:b FLS1
IF (NDI B 0) OR (NDI B 1 THEN FDH-FDI4
IF (NDI B 2) OR (NDI - 3 THEN FDIib FDI3
IF (NDI B 4) OR (NDI B 5 THEN FDH-FDI2
IF (NDI B 6) OR (NDI - 7 THEN FDII-FDI1
IF (NME B 0) OR (NME - 1 THEN FHE ib FME4
IF (NME B 2) OR (NME - 3 THEN FMEi«FME3
IF (NME B 4) OR (NME B 5 THEN FMEl-FME2
IF (NME B 6) OR (NME B 7 THEN FMEi-FMEl
IF (NSE B 0) OR (NSE - 1 THEN FSE ib FSE4
IF (NSE B 2) OR (NSE B 3 THEN FSEI-FSE3
IF (NSE B 4) OR (NSE - 5 THEN FSEI-FSE2
IF (NSE B 6) OR (NSE - 7 THEN FSE sb FSBI
{DETERMINE FOVR, DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF BRIDGE MATERIAL)
IF UM1
- *T* THEN TIMBER;
IF UM1
- 'S' THEN STEEL;
IF UM1
-»C» THEN CONCRETE;
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WRITE(FUZZOUT,SN,•,*,DC,', *rAGE,•,•,ST,•,•,TL,•,•,SR,',•,UT,«,•,UM1,•,•,
NP,•,•,WT,•,•,XWPU,',■
WRITE(FUZ ZOUT,XMD,',•,XWS,•,•,SB,',•,XBE,•,•,XPE,•,*,XHE,•,*,>VO,',•,HO,•,•,ID,■,',LS,',•,DI,*,•);
WRITE(FUZZOUT,ME,•,',PR,*,•,SE,•,*,LF,•,•,MG,■,',DE,1,•,CR,*,■,SP,*,*,ER,',•,LC,•,•,8U,•,*,HC,•,•,
RS,',',GL,*,');
WRITE(FUZZOUT,5L,',•,MB,',',RO,•,•,FA,■,•,DT,•,',CN,*,•,PI,*,',CO,•,•,FO,•,•,SC,•,•,EE,•,•,EP,■,•,
c h ,*,*,ov,•,*);
WRITE(FUZ ZOUT,LAT,',•,LNG,',*,FOVRi3i2);
WRITELN(FUZ ZOUT);
END;
CLOSE(FUZ ZIN);
CLOSE(FUZZOUT);
END. (FUZZY)

APPENDIX III
DEFINITION OF REVISED INSPECTION CODE RATINGS

The following sheets explain the unit descriptive
parameters and rating scale breakdown for the recommended
revised underwater inspection form discussed in Chapter III
and referenced in Figure 3.3, page 65.
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STRUCTURE NUMBER:
Input the numeric 14-digit DOTD Structure Number for the
bridge.
LOCATION:
Input the number and/or name of the roadway served by the
structure.
FEATURE CROSSED:
Input up to 25 alphanumeric digits for Stream Name.
UNIT INSPECTED:
Code the identification number of the unit being inspected.
This information is available on the plans.
EXAMPLE:
Abutment Number 1
Bent Number 2
Pier Number 3
MATERIAL:

CODE
AO01
B002
P003

Note: this item is for BENTS and ABUTMENTS ONLY.

Code the type of material and the dimensions of the element
being inspected (above the footing) according to the
following table:
Concrete piling round with dimensions
Concrete piling square with dimensions
Steel piling round with dimensions
Steel piling square with dimensions
Timber piling with dimensions

CR
CS
SR
SS
TR

EXAMPLES:
36" dia. round concrete piling: CR36
24" square concrete piling: CS24
18" round timber piling: TR18
NUMBER OF PILES:
Code the 2-digit number of piles in this unit.
STREAM SCOUR/EROSION:
Rating
Criteria
1
Denotes a major loss of material with the
footing exposed and undermined and with
pilings, if present, exposed. The diver
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should be able to reach under the footing
and locate piles.
Denotes a significant loss of material
around the unit, although the piling are not
exposed. The difference in the elevations
at one end and the other, or the channel and
the unit, are within 4 to 5 feet.
Reflects that scour is minor and does not
appear to pose a threat to the stability of
the unit.
No scour or erosion activity at the unit.
LOSS OF FILL;
Rating
1

Criteria
Major loss of fill resulting in the collapse
of the ground behind the unit being
inspected leading to major settlement of the
roadway. Continued loss of material from
the area is occurring and threatening the
unit if not stopped quickly.

3

Significant loss of fill that does not
immediately threaten the unit, although
there is collapse of soil in the area.
Repair suggested in the next few years to
avoid future problems.

5

Minor loss of fill without signs of collapse
of soil behind the unit being inspected.
Probings reveal no major cavities due to
missing material.

7

No loss of fill at the unit.

DEBRIS/DRIFT:
Rating
1

3

Criteria
Extensive amount of debris covering the
bottom of the waterway in the area of the
unit. Debris in the surrounding area would
hinder attempts to excavate for forms, etc.,
should repairs be needed, and hinders the
stream flow.
Significant debris located near the unit.
Only part of the units area has debris.
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Minor amounts of debris around the unit.
Much of the debris will be capable of being
moved by the diver.
No debris around the unit.
EMBANKMENT EROSION; Note: Rate only for unit near bank.
Rating
Criteria
1
CRITICAL - Recommend closing bridge until
repaired.
3

POOR - Recommend restricting loads on bridge
and/or immediate repair.

5

FAIR - Still performing function intended
and/or recommend maintenance.

7

EXCELLENT - Like new condition, no
maintenance required.

EMBANKMENT PROTECTION: Note: Rate only for unit near bank.
Rating
Criteria
1
CRITICAL - Recommend closing bridge until
repaired.
3

POOR - Recommend restricting loads on bridge
and/or immediate repair.

5

FAIR - Still performing function intended
and/or recommend maintenance.

7

EXCELLENT - Like new condition, no
maintenance required.

CHANNEL OBSTRUCTIONS:
Rating
Criteria
1
CRITICAL - Recommend closing bridge until
repaired.
3

POOR - Recommend restricting loads on bridge
and/or immediate repair.

5

FAIR - Still performing function intended
and/or recommend maintenance.

7

EXCELLENT - Like new condition, no
maintenance required.
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UNIT'S OVERALL WATERWAY RATING;
Rating
Criteria
1
CRITICAL - Waterway in area of unit shows
heavy scour/debrisbuild-up threatening the
structure itself. Recommend closing bridge
until repaired.

POOR - Some scour and erosion noted around
unit, showing signs of rapidly deteriorating
condition. Possible significant debris
build-up which affects stream flow.
Recommend immediate repair.
FAIR - Light to moderate debris and/or
scour, not directly affecting streamflow or
performance of the structure at this time.
Recommend maintenance.
EXCELLENT - No scour/erosion noted and no
debris build-up at this unit.
No
maintenance required.
IMPACT DAMAGE;
Rating
Criteria
1
Major impact damage with settlement of
portions of the unit. The unit does not
function as designed. If a fender system,
the piles are cracked through or severed and
would not protect the structural unit. If a
structural unit, major damage exists with
possible settlement and failure of the
structural unit.
3

Significant impact damage to limit the
effectiveness of the unit. In a fender
system, this may reflect some cracked and
broken piles, but no settlement and the
protection is still available to the
structural unit. In a structural unit,
possibly loss of material and/or fallen
blocks exist, with an obvious condition that
would warrant monitoring and possible
repairs within the next two years.

5

Impact damage is present and one or two
members have signs of damage, but the unit
is not significantly affected. A splintered
fender system, or cracked members on
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structural units are examples of this
rating.
No impact damage present.
DISPLACEMENT;
Rating
1

Criteria
Displacement of members of the unit, or the
entire unit, that is significant enough to
allow continued movement and potential
collapse of the unit, e.g. downward crushing
of supports due to loss of cross-section.

3

Displacement of members of the unit, or the
entire unit, that are moderate and do not
appear to be capable of continuing.

5

Displacement of members of the unit, or the
entire unit, that do not appear to be
changing and do not pose a serious threat to
the stability of the unit.

7

No displacement has occurred.

MISSING ELEMENTS;
Rating
Criteria
1
Many missing elements or members or a single
missing element or member in a critical
location which results in a serious loss of
ability to support the unit as initially
designed as well as possible settlement and
shifting of the unit.
3

Moderate loss of
does not cause a
structural unit,
of a multimember

element(s) or members that
major effect on the
e.g. the loss of a member
fendered system.

5

Minor loss of element(s) or loss of a minor
member that does not have a significant
effect on the units ability to function as
designed.

7

No missing elements.
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CRACKS:
Rating

1

Criteria
Major, deep cracks through the unit, usually
combined with displacement of the sections,
which cause major concern for the structural
integrity of the unit.
Significant set of cracks, possibly
extensive or deep, which do not jeopardize
the integrity of the unit to the point of
possible failure. Damage may consist of
minor cracks or a few major cracks which
would not be in a critical location.
Minor set of cracks that are wide enough to
note but do not compromise the structural
integrity. Cracks rated 5 should not be
larger than hair-line cracks.
No cracks present in the concrete/masonry
unit.

SLOUGHING:
Rating

1

Criteria
Extensive loss of material around the outer
perimeter or corners of the unit to a depth
of one or more inches. Sloughing continues
around reinforcing allowing the reinforcing
to be totally exposed.
Loss of the concrete outer layer at depths
up to 1/2-inch, at reinforcing bars and/or
at corners. Exposed reinforcing in spalls,
possibly with some loss of section. Loss of
concrete is structurally significant, but
does not threaten integrity of the unit to
point of possible failure.
Loss of outer concrete to the extent that
reinforcing is exposed, but not
deteriorated. Loss of material is not yet
structurally significant.
No sloughing present.

EXPOSED REINFORCEMENT:
Rating
Criteria
1
Ten or more reinforcing
more than 50 percent of

bars exposed, with
each bar exposed.
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Possibly several bars that are totally
exposed for some of the length.
3

Five to nine reinforcing bars exposed less
than 50 percent, or fewer bars that are
exposed more than 50 percent, but not for
long distances.

5

One to four reinforcing bars exposed with
significant exposures, or some minor
exposure where the bar is just visible for
an inch or so.

7

No reinforcing bars exposed.

RUST SPOTS:
Rating
1

Criteria
Unit has over 20 major rust spots.

3

Unit has between 10 and 20 major rust spots.

5

Unit has less than 10 rust spots that are
major and many minor rust spots that are
only a discoloration of the surface.

7

No rust spots on the unit.

GROUT LOSS;
Rating
1

Criteria
Extensive loss of grout in joints and/or
granite blocks fallen due to loss of grout
between rows of blocks. Several sections
with loss of grout of more than 50 percent.
Possibility of granite blocks falling from
the unit due to the lack of binding grout to
them.

3

Loss of grout in many locations, although
the depth of the loss is less than 50
percent of the depth of the block and/or the
loss is limited to a narrow bank, such as
the lower tidal zone, possibly only one
horizontal joint.

5

Loss of grout is noted in several locations,
but extent of loss is minor, with shallow
depths and overall linear footage limited.

7

No loss of grout in masonry unit.
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LOSS OF CROSS-SECTION:
Rating
Criteria
1
Extensive loss of section on supporting
members of the unit or the substructure of
the unit with possibly signs of collapse or
settlement which would require immediate
repair. Loss of section may be a
combination of several other conditions, but
ratings under this item should be limited to
the actual loss of section in the range of
80 to 100 percent.
3

Significant loss of section, possibly
allowing some settlement in the next five
years if uncorrected. The section loss
would be between 40 and 60 percent.

5

Minor to moderate loss of section with the
unit not in structural danger, but loss is
present and continues. The section loss
would be between 10 and 20 percent.

7

No loss of original cross sectional area.

SPLITTING;
Rating
1

Criteria
Severe splitting of the pile or timber that
causes the member to no longer carry a load
or just a small fraction of their design
load.

3

Splitting condition that affects the
performance of the member, but does not
reduce the area by more than 30 percent or
does not rule fasteners ineffective.

5

Minor splitting in the tidal zone due to ice
action. Possibly minor impact damage on a
fender system. The condition does not
jeopardize the effectiveness of the unit at
this time, but the condition does exist and
is noteworthy.

7

No splitting of timber members in unit.

Criteria
Severe borer attack in the tidal zone and
loss of section of the timber member,
affecting the ability of the member to
operate as designed.
Several signs of marine borers in the tidal
zone, or below, with some loss of section,
but no major effect on the function of the
members.
A few signs of marine borer activity, but no
signs of major infestation and no
significant loss of section at the tidal
zone.
No signs of marine borers in the timber
members.

Criteria
Severe rot of timber piles or planking that
reduces the effective area of the members to
less than 60 percent of the original member.
Rot could be in the upper areas of the
timber, caused by rain build-up, or in the
tidal zone, due to improper treatment or
lack of treatment.
Significant rot noted in the members, with
loss of section and reduction in the ability
of the members to function as designed,
although no structural problems. Not all
members have rot, and not all members
supporting a section of the unit have
significant rot.
Some signs of rot in members, with no
significant loss of the members
function. Usually just the outer inch of
material is softer than a new pile, but
still very solid.
No signs of rot in the timber.
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FASTENERS;
Rating
1

Criteria
Seriously deteriorated or missing fasteners
that allow the timber members to carry
little load.

3

Significant number of deteriorated or
missing fasteners which reduce the capacity
up to 50 percent.

5

Small number of deteriorated or missing
fasteners with no significant loss of
capacity.

7

No signs of fastener loss or deterioration.

SURFACE RUST:
Rating
1

Criteria
Heavy surface corrosion and scaling with
loss of section for most of the unit, and
possible signs of failure. Major loss in
cross-section due to surface scaling.
Complete failure of corrosion inhibiting
treatments and signs of continued distress.

3

Moderate surface corrosion of the metal with
heavy some pitting and hollows on up to half
of the surface area, but no major loss of
cross-section loss.

5

Corrosion and oxidation on the steel surface
in localized areas, but only mild flaking of
the outer layer of the steel. Corrosion
preventative treatment is generally
controlling the spread of the corrosion, but
no holes and no significant section loss.

7

No deterioration of steel members of the
unit.

RUST PERFORATION;
Rating
Criteria
1
Heavy corrosion with loss of section and
possible signs of failure. Holes greater
than 1/2-inch diameter where the steel has
been rusted through the flange or web areas.
3

Moderate corrosion of the metal with heavy
some holes of less than 1/2-inch diameter
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present, but no major holes.
section loss.

Only minor

5

Corrosion and oxidation on the steel
surface, but only mild pitting or evidence
of the beginning of hole formation, but no
holes and no significant section loss.

7

No deterioration of steel members of the
unit.

CONNECTIONS:
Rating
1

Criteria
Missing or seriously deteriorated bolts or
heavy section loss in the welds.
Effectiveness of the connector is seriously
questioned. Splice welds in the pile would
also be considered at this time.

3

Moderate deterioration of connectors or
welds, with members still functioning, but
capacity of the connector questioned.

5

Some minor rusting of bolts, no section
loss. Welds show signs of rusting, but no
section loss found.

7

No deterioration of connectors or welds.

UNIT’S OVERALL UNDERWATER CONDITION RATING:
Rating
Criteria
1
CRITICAL - Recommend closing bridge until
repaired.
3

POOR - Recommend restricting loads on bridge
and/or immediate repair.

5

FAIR - Still performing function intended
and/or recommend maintenance.

7

EXCELLENT - Like new condition, no
maintenance required.

APPENDIX IV
TURBO PASCAL BRIDGE INSPECTION PRIORITIZATION PROGRAM

The following is a Turbo Pascal program code that
accepts underwater inspection data and bridge descriptive
parameters in order to produce a listing of bridge units
and their associated inspection prioritization value.

The

code performs a comparative analysis of bridge behavioral
trends, following the logical sequence outlined in Figure
8.1 and resolves the inspection priority rating using the
weighting values listed therein.
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PROGRAM ZABRIDGE (INPUT, OUTPUT, FILEIN, PILEOUT);
USES CRT,PRINTER;
LABEL 1500,4500,9999;
VAR FILEIN,FILEOUT,DATAOUT,SEARCHIN,SEARCHOUT*TEXT;
INNAME,OUTNAME tSTRING[20];
FVO,FHO,FID,FLS,FDI,FME,FSL,FMB,FRO,FFAlINTEGER;
FCR,FSP,FER, FLC,FSU,FHC,FRS,FGL,FDT,FCNIINTEGER;
IVO,IHO,IID,ILS,IDI,IME,ISL,IMB,IRO,IFAlSTRING[1];
ICR,ISP,IER,ILC,ISU,IHC,IRS,IGL,IDT,ICNiSTRING[1];
ERRORi INTEGER;
FOVR: REAL;
SNi STRING[14]; {STRUCTURE NUMBER}
LOOK4A: STRING[1]; LOOK4B: STRING[13];
DC1,DC2l STRING[2]; {DATE COMPLETE, MONTH AND YEAR)
XDC1,XDC2,FXDC1I REAL;
LAT,LNGt STRING[5 j; {LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE}
XLAT,XLNG: REAL;
STATE* STRING[4j; {STATE BRIDGE PRIORITY RATING}
XSTATE* REAL;
PRESMO,PRESYR* INTEGER; {MONTH AND YEAR OF DATA COLLECTION}
MONTH*STRING[9];
PRESYEAR* REAL;
JUNK1: STRING[5];
JUNK2: STRING{99];
ANSWER1,ANSWER2,ANSWER3,ANSWER4,ANSWERS,LETTER,CONTINUE ISTRING[1];
PD1i REAL;
BRIJAGEl REAL;
SAGE,SADR,SSDRl REAL;
IAGE,IADR,ADR,ISDR,SDRl REAL;
PRIORITYl,PRIORITY2* REAL;
MAX,TOP* REAL;
SSDRVO,SSDRHO,SSDRID,SSDRLS,SSDRDI,SSDRME,SSDRCR,SSDRSP tREAL;
SSDRER,SSDRLC,SSDRSU,SSDRHC,SSDRRS,SSDRGL,SSDRSL,SSDRMBIREAL'
SSDRRO,SSDRFA,SSDRDT,SSDRCN1REAL;
6DRVO,SDRHO,SDRID,SDRLS,SDRDI,SDRME,SDRCR,SDRSP *REAL;
SDRER,SDRLC,SDRSU,SDRHC,SDRRS,SDRGL,SDRSL,SDRMB* REAL;
SDRRO,SDRFA,SDRDT,SDRCN *REAL ;
BETA1,BETA2,BBTA3IREAL;
ST* STRINGf6};
SR: STRING[1];
XSR* REAL;
UT* STRING!4); {UNIT TYPE}
UM1: STRING!1]; {UNIT MATERIAL}
VO,HO,ID,LS,DI,HE,PR,6E,LF,MG,DE,CR,SP,ER* STRING!1];
LC,SU,HC,RS,GL,SL,MB,RO,FA,DT,CN,PI,CO,FO,SC,EE,EP,CH,OV*STRING!1];
C 1 *STRING[1]; {COMMA}
NSR,NVO,NHO,NID,NLS,NDI,NME,NPR,NSE,NLF,NHG,NDE,NCR,NSP,NERi INTEGER;
NLC,NSU,NHC,NRS,NGL,NSL,NMB,NRO,NFA,NDT,NCN,NPl,NCO,NFO,NSC* INTEGER;
NEE,NEP,NCH,NOVIINTEGER;
BNSR,BNVO,BNHO,BNID,BNLS,BNDI,BNME,BNPR,BNSE,BNLF,BNMG,BNDEI INTEGER;
BNCR,BNSP,BNER,BNLC,BNSU,BNHC,BNRS,BNGL,BNSL,BNMB,BNRO,BNFA* INTEGER;
BNDT,BNCN,BNPI,BNCO,BNFO,BNSC,BNEE,BNEP,BNCH,BNOV * INTEGER;
TDENOM,CDENOM,SDENOM,RECORDCOUNTl INTEGER;
ALLSTRING *STRING [72 ],*
P 1MAX,P1MIN,P2MAX,P2MIN IREAL; SNMAX1,SNMAX2 iSTRING! 14 ];
JUNKA *STRING[1];JUNKBISTRING[13];JUNKC:STRING[12 0];
FOVRTOTE,PRIORITY1TOTE,PRIORITY2TOTE,FOVRAVE,PRIORITY1AVE,PRIORITY2AVE *REAL;
FOVRTOTE1,FOVRTOTE 2, FOVRTOTE 3, FOVRTOTE 4,FOVRTOTE 5, FOVRTOTE 6, FOVRTOTE 7 *INTEGER ;
WHATFILEI STRING[20];
PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS;
BEGIN
CLRSCR;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
GOTOXY(1,2);
WRITELN('Louisiana Bridge Record & Inspection Data General Evaluation - LA BRIDGE - is a')
WRITELN(•fully automated program allowing for the systemized analysis of a largo set of1);
WRITELN('underwater bridge inspection data while numerically establishing the priority*);
WRITELN('for scheduling future underwater inspection activities for a bridge or group of*)

WRITELN('bridges in the state of Louisiana. The program develops an inspection priority')
WRITELN('using a process of statistical comparison of calculated regression character-')j
WRITELN(»ietics in combination with a routine which determines of the propensity for');
WRITELN('increased deterioration based upon the presence of decay-accelerating*);
WRITELN(•indicators found in the sample group.');
WRITELN;
WRITELN('Comparisons are based upon the average deterioration rate for the structure.*);
WRITELN('The average deterioration rate is calculated as the average yearly change in');
WRITELN('rating for each observed underwater condition (CRACKS, SPLITTING, etc.), as*);
WRITELN('well as for the FACTORED OVERALL UNDERWATER CONDITION RATING (FOVR). The FOVR');
WRITELN('for each bridge or bridge element is found through the weighted averaging of*);
WRITELN(* each of the observed underwater conditions for that particular element. The');
WRITELN('weighting factors resident in LA BRIDGE were found through a poll of divers');
WRITELN('and inspectors conducted in 1992. The user may choose to use these default');
WRITELN(*importance weights or may wish to alter the values to suit a particular');
WRITELN('application. Select the "Change Importance Weights" option from the MAIN MENU');
WRITELN('if you would like to make such changes.*);
GOTOXY(1,24);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN('
ENTER: Continue');
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE>;
READLN(CONTINUE);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND ?
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(1,2);
WRITELN(’The input file must contain underwater inspection data and bridge descriptive');
WRITELN('parameters in a fixed-format file. See the MAIN MENU option "Review Input File')
WRITELN('Format" for further instructions concerning the input file. ');
WRITELN;
WRITELN('LA BRIDGE automatically creates an output file called LAB.OUT (or any name');
WRITELN(•assigned by the user) for storing the bridge inspection priority data. Each*);
WRITELN('time the program is run the contents of the ouput file are overwritten - data');
WRITELN('that must be saved should be copied to a file of another name prior to each run')
WRITELN(•of LA BRIDGE. Choose the MAIN MENU option "Save Output File" to copy files.1);
WRITELN;
WRITELN('The output file may be viewed on-screen by selecting the "Review Output File"');
WRITELN('option from the MAIN MENU, or printed by selection of the appropriate "Print1);
WRITELN('Output File" command.');
WRITELN;
WRITELN('The output file will include the STRUCTURE NUMBER, the UNIT type, the MATERIAL’);
WRITELN('type (concrete, steel, or timber), the FACTORED UNDERWATER CONDITION RATING1);
WRITELN(*(on a 7-point scale), the BASE PRIORITY RATING (the inspection priority');
WRITELN('independent of the etate-aBsigned priority points), the INDEXED PRIORITY RATING')
WRITELN('(the base rating timee the state priority points), and, finally, a listing of');
WRlTELN('all categories receiving LOW EVALUATIONS (categoies receiving ratings less than')
WRITELN(* 5 points on a 7-point scale).');
GOTOXY(1,24);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN(•
ENTER: Return to MAIN MENU’);
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
END;{INSTRUCTIONS)
PROCEDURE INPUTINFO;
BEGIN
CLRSCR;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
GOTOXY(1,2);
WRITELN(•In order to determine bridge inspection priorities, LA BRIDGE requires that');
WRITELN('the inspection data be pre-assembled in an ordered data formatted input file.');
WRITELN('LA BRIDGE searches for and receives data from the Louisiana Department');
WRITELN('of Transportation and Development bridge data inventory in the form of an ');
WRITELN('ASCII fixod-field text file as named by the user. The progam will then create');
WRITELN('an output file entitled LAB.OUT (or name chosen by the user) to store');
WRITELN('the processed inspection prioroty data. Existing data in the output file');
WRITELN('will be overwritten therefore previous output files should be copied to another')
WRITELN(•file with a different name if those output data files are to be saved.*);
WRITELN;

WRITELN('The data in the input file MUST be formatted such that each line of the file');
WRITELN('containa certain information regarding the condition assessment of a bridge or1);
WRITELN('bridge component (bent, pier, abutment, etc.). The rating system should follow')
WRITELN('the standard 7-point underwater evaluation scale developed by the New York ')?
WRITELN('Department of Transportation.');
GOTOXY(1,24);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN('
ENTER: Continue');
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE)j
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(1,1);
WRITELN('Each data line MUST include the following data in the listed length & order:');
WRITELN;TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
COMMENTS');
LENGTH OF FIELD
WRITELN('REQUIRED INFORMATION
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
14 Characters' );
WRITELN('Structure Number
Number from 1 to 12. ');
2 Characters
WRITELN('Month of Build
Last two digits of year.');
Characters
WRITELN('Year of Build
Characters')
WRITELN('State Priority Points
;
Ex. of Lat 6 Long input:*);
Characters
WRITELN('Bridge Latitude
36 deg 54.5 min - 36545');
Characters
WRITELN('Bridge Longitude
Based on a 9-point scale.')
Character
WRITELN('Above Water Substructural Rating
B001,P001,A002,etc.•);
Characters
WRITELN('Unit Type
CiConcr SiSteel TiTimber*);
Character
WRITELN('Unit Material
Character' )
WRITELN('VOIDS Rating (VO)
Character’)
WRITELN('HOLES Rating (HO)
Character')
WRITELN(’IMPACT DAMAGE Rating (ID)
Character’)
WRITELN('LOSS OF SECTION Rating (LS)
Character*)
WRITELN('DISPLACEMENT Rating (DI)
Character')
WRITELN('MISSING ELEMENTS Rating (ME)
Character*)
WRITELN('PRIOR REPAIRS Rating (PR)
Character')
WRITELN('SCOUR fi EROSION Rating (SE)
Character')
WRITELN('LOSS OF FILL Rating (LF)
Character*)
WRITELN('MARINE GROWTH Rating (MG)
Character*)
WRITELN(•DEBRIS Rating (DE)
GOTOXY(1,24);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
ENTER: Continue');
WRITELN('
TEXTCOLOR <WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
GOTOXY(1 1);TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
COMMENTS•);
LENGTH OF FIELD
WRITELN( REQUIRED INFORMATION
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
Concrete bridges only.
Character
WRITELN CRACKS Rating (CR)
Concrete bridges only.
Character
WRITELN SPALLS Rating (SP)
Concrete bridges only.
Character
WRITELN EXPOSED REINFORCEMENT Rating <ER)
Concrete bridges only.
Character
WRITELN LAITANT CONCRETE Rating (LC)
Concrete bridges only.
Character
WRITELN SULPHATE ATTACK Rating (SU)
Concrete bridges only.
Character
WRITELN HONEYCOMBING Rating (HC)
Concrete bridges only.
Character
WRITELN RUSTSPOTS Rating (RS)
Concrete bridges only.
Character
WRITELN GROUT LOSS Rating (GL)
Timber bridges only.');
Character
WRITELN SPLITTING Rating (SP)
Timber bridges only.');
Character
WRITELN MARINE BORER Rating (MB)
Timber bridges only.');
Character
WRITELN ROT Rating (RO)
Timber bridges only.');
Character
WRITELN FASTENERS Rating (FA)
Steel bridges only.');
Character
WRITELN DETERIORATION Rating (DT)
Steel bridges only.');
Character
WRITELN CONNECTIONS Rating (CN)
Character*
WRITELN PILINGS Rating (PI)
Character1
WRITELN COLUMNS Rating (CO)
Character’
WRITELN FOOTINGS Rating (FO)
Character'
WRITELN SCOUR Rating (SC)
Character'
WRITELN EMBANKMENT EROSION Rating (EE)
Character1
WRITELN EMBANKMENT PROTECTION Rating (EP)
Character'
WRITELN CHANNEL OBSTRUCTION Rating (CH)
Field assigned value1);
Character
WRITELN OVERALL UNDERWATER CONDITION (OV)
GOTOXY(1 24);

TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN(■
ENTERS Continue');
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(1,2);
WRITELN('If the data field in not applicable to the bridge structure in question, ROT in')
WRITELN('a concrete bridge for example, that data field should be left blank or replaced')
WRITELN('with any character as a place holder. LA BRIDGE will ignore any data not');
WRITELN('pertinent to the bridge material type in question. Required but missing data');
WRITELN('will be assigned a default value equal to the OVERALL UNDERWATER CONDITION');
WRITELN('rating (OV).');
WRITELN;
WRITELN('An example line of data input for a concrete bridge bent built in November');
WRITELN(*1956, may appear as the string of numbers*');
WRITELN;TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN('P07322059300011156097340235891558B009C7766777677667777777
6' );
WRITELN;TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
WRITELN(•In this data string, the first 14 characters represent the structure number,');
WRITELN(’the next two represent the month of build, the next two the year of build, and');
WRITELN('so on in accordance with the descriptions given on the previous pages. The');
WRITELN('blank areas represent data field that are not applicable to a concrete bent');
WRITELN(•bridge. Bach line of data MUST be 71 characters long since LA BRIDGE assigns');
WRITELN('values to the variables based upon the position in the data string.');
GOTOXY(1,24);
TE XTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN(•
ENTER: Return to MAIN MENU');
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
END; (INPUTINFO)
PROCEDURE MAKEREAL;
BEGIN
{ IF OV MISSING, SET EQUAL TO SR, BUT LESS THAN 7 )
VAL(SR,NSR,ERROR);
IF NSR > 7 THEN SRt-*7*;
IF OV o * ' THEN OVloSR;
VAL(OV,NOV,ERROR);
IF VO « • ' THEN VO:»OV;
VAL(VO,NVO,ERROR);
IF NVO < 7 THEN BNVO:=l
ELSE BNVO:«0;
IF HO « • ' THEN HO ib OV;
VAL(HO,NHO,ERROR);
IF NHO < 7 THEN BNHO:=l
ELSE BNHOib O;
IF ID ■ * • THEN ID:-OV;
VAL<ID,NID,ERROR);
IF NID < 7 THEN BNID«-1
ELSE BNID:»0;
IF LS « • ’ THEN LSi-OV;
VAL(LS,NLS,ERROR);
IF NLS < 7 THEN BNLS:«1
ELSE BNLStaO;
IF DI ■ ' ' THEN DIt-OV;
VAL(DI,NDI,ERROR);
IF NDI < 7 THEN BNDI:«1
ELSE BNDIt-0;
IF ME - * ' THEN KEi-OV;
VAL(ME,NME,ERROR);
IF NME < 7 THEN BNME:=1
ELSE BNME1*0;
VAL(PR,NPR,ERROR);VAL(SE,NSErERROR);VAL(LF,NLF,ERROR);VAL(HG,NMG,ERROR);
VAL(DE,NDE,ERROR);VAL(CR,NCR,ERROR);VAL(SP,NSP,ERROR);VAL(ER,NER,ERROR);
VAL(LC,NLC,ERROR);VAL(SU,NSU,ERROR);VAL(HC,NHC,ERROR);VAL(RS,HRS,ERROR);
VAL (GL,NGL,ERROR );VAL (SL,NSL ,ERROR);VAL (MB,NMB ,ERROR);VAL (RO,NRO ,ERROR);
VAL(FA,NFA,ERROR);VAL(DT,NDT,ERROR);VAL(CN,NCN,ERROR);

END; {MAKEREAL)
PROCEDURE ATTENTION;
BEGIN
ALLSTRING8
t
IF (NVO < 5) AND (NVO > 0) THEN ALLSTRINGI-ALLSTRING + •VO
IF (NHO < 5) AND (NHO > 0) THEN ALLSTRINGs-ALLSTRING + ■HO
IF (NID < S) AND (NID > 0) THEN ALLSTRINGi-ALLSTRING + •ID
IF (NLS < 5) AND (NLS > 0) THEN ALLSTRINGI-ALLSTRING + •LS
IF (NDI < 5) AND (NDI > 0) THEN ALLSTRINGI-ALLSTRING + •DI
IF (NME < 5) AND (NME > 0) THEN ALLSTRING1-ALLSTRING + •ME
IF (NPR < 5) AND (NPR > 0) THEN ALLSTRING1-ALLSTRING + •PR
IF (NSE < 5) AND (NSE > 0) THEN ALLSTRING1-ALLSTRING + •SB
IF (NMG < 5) AND (NMG > 0) THEN ALLSTRING t-ALLSTRING + •MG
IF (NDE < 5) AND (NDE > 0) THEN ALLSTRINGI-ALLSTRING + •DE
IP UM1 - 'C THEN
BEGIN
IF (NCR < 5) AND (NCR > 0) THEN ALLSTRING t-ALLSTRING •f •CR
IF (NSP < 5) AND (NSP > 0) THEN ALLSTRING1-ALLSTRING + ■SP
IF (NER < 5) AND (NER > 0) THEN ALLSTRING t-ALLSTRING + •ER
IF (NLC < 5) AND (NLC > 0) THEN ALLSTRING t-ALLSTRING + •LC
IF (NSU < 5) AND (NSU > 0) THEN ALLSTRING *-ALLSTRING + •su
IF (NHC < 5) AND (NHC > 0) THEN ALLSTRINGi-ALLSTRING + ■HC
IF (NRS < 5) AND (NRS > 0) THEN ALLSTRING :-ALLSTRING •f •RS
IF (NGL < 5) AND (NGL > 0) THEN ALLSTRINGi-ALLSTRING + •GL
END;
IF UM1 - •IV THEN
BEGIN
IF (NSL < 5) AND (NSL > 0) THEN ALLSTRING:-ALLSTRING + •SL
IF (NMB < 5) AND (NMB > 0) THEN ALLSTRING1-ALLSTRING + •MB
IF (NRO < 5) AND (NRO > 0) THEN ALLSTRING:-ALLSTRING + •RO
IF (NFA < 5) AND (NFA > 0) THEN ALLSTRING:-ALLSTRING + •FA
END•;
IF UM1 - •S' THEN
BEGIN
IF (NDT < 5) AND (NDT > 0) THEN ALLSTRING:-ALLSTRING + 'DT
IF (NCN < 5) AND (NCN > 0) THEN ALLSTRING:-ALLSTRING ■f •CN
END;
IF (NPI < 5 ) AND (NPI > 0) THEN ALLSTRING«-ALLSTRING + 'PI
IF (NCO < 5 ) AND (NCO > 0 ) THEN ALLSTRING:-ALLSTRING + 'CO
IF (NFO < 5 ) AND (NFO > 0 ) THEN ALLSTRING:-ALLSTRING + 'FO
IF (NSC < 5 ) AND (NSC > 0 ) THEN ALLSTRING:-ALLSTRING + 'SC
IF (NEE < 5 ) AND (NEE > 0) THEN ALLSTRING:-ALLSTRING + 'EE
IF (NEP < 5 ) AND (NEP > 0) THEN ALLSTRING1-ALLSTRING + 'EP
IF (NCH < 5 ) AND (NCH > 0) THEN ALLSTRING:-ALLSTRING + *CH
IF (NOV < 5 ) AND (NOV > 0) THEN ALLSTRING:-ALLSTRING + 'OV
END; {ATTENTION)
PROCEDURE DEFAULT;
BEGIN
FVO:-8;FHO:-7;FID:-6;FLS:-8;FDIi=7;FME:=7;FSL:-8;FMB:-6;FRO:-8;FFAr-6;
FCR:-8;FSP:«8/FBRt-8;FLCl-4;FSU:-3;FHCi-2;FRSi-2;FGL:-6;FDT:-8;FCNi-6;
END; {DEFAULT)
PROCEDURE INPUT;
LABEL 10,110,120,130,140,150,160,170,180,190;
LABEL 200,210,220,230,240,250,260,270,280,290,300;
LABEL 1000,1110,1120,1130,1140,1150,1160,1170,1180,1190,1200,1210,1220,1230;
LABEL 1240,1250,1260,1270,1280,1290,1300;
BEGIN
CLRSCR;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
GOTOXY(1,2);
WRITELN('Evaluate the significance of the following observations in developing the');
WRITELN('FACTORED OVERALL UNDERWATER CONDITION RATING for a given bridge structure. An');
WRITELN('observed condition that you feel is "not significant” should be given a weight*)
WRITELN('of 1, while a condition that is, in your estimation, ”very significant” should');
WRITELN('be given a weight of ”8* as indicated on the scale below...');
WRITELN;WRITELN;WRITELN;
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TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
SIGNIFICANCE SCALE •);
WRITELN(•
WRITELN;
6
WRITELN (......... 3
WRITELN;
SIGNIFICANT
VERY SIGNIFICANT*);
WRITELN(* NOT SIGNIFICANT
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
WRITELN;WRITELN;
WRITELN(•For example: If you would consider CRACKS to be a highly aignifleant*);
WRITELN('factor to be considered in determining the OVERALL UNDERWATER CONDITION RATING*);
WRITELN(*of a structure you may wish to give the condition a weight of 7 or 6. If');
WRITELN('cracking is, in your opinion, only moderately significant, you may wish to');
WRITELN(•give the condition a 4 or 5 weight. If you choose to not change a weight,*);
WRITELN('the program will assign the indicated default weight to that factor.1);
GOTOXY(1,24);
TEXTCOLOR <YELLOW);
WRITELN(•
ENTER: Continue');
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE >;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;
10:GOTOXY(1,2);
L E T T E R : *;
WRITELN(’The current values for the importance weights used in calculating the FACTORED');
WRITELN('OVERALL UNDERWATER CONDITION RATING are listed below. A value may be changed');
WRITELN(•by selecting the appropriate letter, A thru T. When all the values are’);
WRITELN('acceptable press ENTER.');
WRITELN;
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN(•
Enter letter of observation:1);
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
WRITELN;
B) Holes a •,FH0);
A) Voids = *,FVO,'
WRITELN(•
D) Loss of Section * 1,FLS);
C) Impact Damage * •,FID,•
WRITELN(•
P) Hissing Elements - *,FHE);
E) Displacement «# ',FDI,'
WRITELN(•
G) Splitting « *,FSL,•
B) Marine Borer « ',FMB);
WRITELN(*
I) Rot «* ',FRO, •
J) Fasteners « ',FFA);
WRITELN(*
K) Cracks * •,FCR,•
L) Spalls * •,F6P);
WRITELN(•
N) Laitance - ',FLC);
M) Exposed Reinforcement * •,FER,
WRITELN('
O) Sulphate Attack * ',FSU,'
P) Honeycombing ■ ',FHC);
WRITELN('
R) Grout Loss - •,FGL);
Q) Rust Spots - •,FRS,'
WRITELN(■
T) Connections > ',FCN);
WRITELN(•
S) Deterioration
',FDT,
WRITELN;WRITELN;
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
SIGNIFICANCE SCALE •);
WRITELN('
WRITELN;
WRITELN(........
•);
WRITELN;
SIGNIFICANT
VERY SIGNIFICANT');
WRITELN(' NOT SIGNIFICANT
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(54,6);
READLN(LETTER);
IF LETTER ■ '' THEN GOTO 1000;
IF (LETTER - 'A') OR (LETTER * 'a* THEN GOTO 110
IF (LETTER B 'B* OR (LETTER B -b' THEN GOTO 120
IF (LETTER - *C* OR (LETTER n »c* THEN GOTO 130
IF (LETTER B 'D' OR (LETTER b *d' THEN GOTO 140
IF (LETTER - *E ' OR (LETTER b *e' THEN GOTO 150
IF (LETTER « *F ' OR (LETTER B 'f' THEN GOTO 160
IF (LETTER a *G* OR (LETTER b *g* THEN GOTO 170
IF (LETTER - *H* OR (LETTER - »h* THEN GOTO 180
IF (LETTER B »I« OR (LETTER - -i* THEN GOTO 190
IF (LETTER . *J* OR (LETTER B *j* THEN GOTO 200
IF (LETTER - 'K' OR (LETTER - 'k' THEN GOTO 210
IF (LETTER - *L* OR (LETTER B *1* THEN GOTO 220
IF (LETTER « •«’ OR (LETTER • *m* THEN GOTO 230
IF (LETTER - 'N* OR (LETTER > *n* THEN GOTO 240
IF (LETTER B 'O' OR (LETTER a 'O' THEN GOTO 250
IF (LETTER B 'pi OR (LETTER a *p* THEN GOTO 260
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IF (LETTER - •0*) OR
IF (LETTER m *R') OR
IF (LETTER - •S') OR
IF (LETTER m •T’) OR
110iGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1110:WRITBLN(•

(LETTER
(LETTER
(LETTER
(LETTER

-

•q‘)
1r •)
•s’)
■f)

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

GOTO
GOTO
GOTO
GOTO

270;
200;
290;
300;

Enter the reviaed importance weight for VOIDSi

');

TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);

GOTOXY(57,6);
READLN(FVO);
IF FVO > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTIONiFactor MUST be between 1 and 8 I’)/
GOTO 110;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
12 0 tGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1120iWRITELN(•
Enter the revised importance weight for HOLES:
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(57,6);
READLN(FHO);
IF FHO > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTION: Pactor MUST be between 1 and 6 !•);
GOTO 120;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
130:GOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1130:WRITELN(*
Enter the revised importance weight for IMPACT DAMAGE:
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(65,6);
READLN(FID);
IF FID > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTION:Factor MUST be between 1 and 8 I*)?
GOTO 130;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
140iGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1140:WRITELN(•
Enter the revised importance weight for LOSS OF SECTION:
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(67,6);
READLN(FLS);
IF FLS > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTION:Factor MUST be between 1 and 8 I*);
GOTO 140;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
150iGOTOXY(1,6);

*);

');

•);
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TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1150:WRITELN('
Enter the revised importance weight for DISPLACEMENT*
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(64,6);
READLN(FDI);
IF FDI > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN('
CAUTION*Factor MUST be between 1 and 8 1');
GOTO 150;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
160* GOTOXY(1# 6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1160*WRITELN(1
Enter the revised importance weight for MI6SING ELEMENTS*
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(66,6);
READLN(FME);
IF FME > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTION*Factor MUST be between 1 and 0 1');
GOTO 160;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
170iGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1170tWRITELN('
Enter the revised importance weight for SPLITTING!
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(61,6);
READLN(FSL);
IF FSL > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTION*Factor MUST be between 1 and 8 I');
GOTO 170;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
160iGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1180:WRITELN('
Enter the revised importance weight for MARINE BORER:
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(64,6);
READLN(FM3);
IF FMB > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTION:Factor MUST be between 1 and 6 I');
GOTO 180;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
190iGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1190*WRITELN(•
Enter the revised importance weight for ROT*
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(55,6);
READLN(FRO);

■);

*);

*);

');

•);
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IF FRO > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1*7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(‘
CAUTION:Factor MUST be between 1 and 8 !•)?
GOTO 190;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
200iGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1200:WRITELN('
Enter the revised importance weight for FASTENERS:
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(61,6);
READLN(FFA);
IF FFA > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1f7) ;
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTION:Factor MUST be between 1 and 8 I');
GOTO 200;
END;
CLRSCR;SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
210iGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1210:WRITELN('
Enter the revised importance weight for CRACKS:
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(58,6);
READLN(FCR);
IF FCR > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1i7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY<200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTIONiFactor MUST be between 1 and 8 I')?
GOTO 210;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
220:GOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1220:WRITELN('
Enter the revised importance weight for SPALLS:
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(58,6);
READLN(FSP);
IF FSP > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(*
CAUTION:Factor MUST be between 1 and 8 I');
GOTO 220;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
230:GOTOXY(1*6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1230:WRITELN(•
Enter the revised importance weight for EXPOSED REINFORCEMENT:
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(73/6)?
READLN(FER);
IF FER > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1f7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;

•);

•);

•);

•)#
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WRITELN(’
CAUTION*Factor MUST be between I and 8 I');
GOTO 230;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
240 iGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1240:WRITELN(•
Enter the revieed importance weight for LAITANCEt
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(60,6);
READLN(FLC);
IF FLC > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTION:Factor MUST be between 1 and 8 I*);
GOTO 240;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND?
CLRSCR;GOTO 10?
250iGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1250:WRITELN(•
Enter the revieed importance weight for SULPHATE ATTACK*
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(67,6);
READLN(FSU);
IF FSU > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(If 7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTION:Factor MUST be between 1 and 8 t<);
GOTO 250;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
260:GOTOXY(1*6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1260:WRITELN('
Enter the revieed importance weight for HONEYCOMBING;
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(64,6);
READLN(FHC);
IF FHC > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1*7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTIONiFactor MUST be between 1 and 8 !');
GOTO 260;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
270 tGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1270:WRITELN(•
Enter the revieed importance weight for RUST SPOTS:
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(61|6);
READLN(FRS);
IF FRS > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN('
CAUTION:Factor MUST bo between 1 and 8 I');
GOTO 270;
END;
60UND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;

*);

')#

•);

•);

2801GOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1280:WRITELN('
Enter the revioed importance weight for GROUT LOSSs
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(62,6);
READLN(FGL);
IF FGL > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND<3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN('
CAUTIONiFactor MUST be between 1 and 8 I')/
GOTO 280;
END;
60UND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
290 iGOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1290iWRITELN(•
Enter the revieed importance weight for DETERIORATION!
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(65,6);
READLN(FDT);
IF FDT > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTION:Factor MUST be between 1 and 8 !•);
GOTO 290;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
300:GOTOXY(1,6);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
1300sWRITELN('
Enter the revised importance weight for CONNECTIONS:
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(63,6);
READLN(FCN);
IF FCN > 8 THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY(1,7);
TEXTCOLOR(RED);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;SOUND(1000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(•
CAUTION:Factor MUST be between 1 and 8 I’)7
GOTO 300;
END;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;GOTO 10;
1000:GOTOXY(1,19);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN(‘NOTICE: The current session of LA BRIDGE will use the importance factors')
WRITELN(•
described above. If the system is rebooted, however, LA BRIDGE1);
WRITELN(•
will reset the factors to the original default values.1);
WRITELN('
GOTOXY(1,24);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN(•
ENTER: Return to MAIN HENU
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
END; {INPUT)
PROCEDURE HOWOLD;
BEGIN
PRESYEARI■PRESYR/1+PRESMO/12;
IF DC1 • 'ES‘ THEN DCll-'Oe*;
VAL(DC1,XDC1,ERROR);
VAL(DC2,XDC2,ERROR);
FXDC1 t**XDCl/12 ?

XDC2:b XDC2+FXDC1;
BRIJAGE:«PRESYEAR-XDC2;
END; {HOWOLD}
PROCEDURE SI; {SAGE}
BEGIN
SAGESnl.OO;
IP UM1 - 'C* THEN
BEGIN
IF BRIJAGE < 20 THEN SAGE:-1.00;
IF (BRIJAGE >■ 20) AND (BRIJAGE <* 40) THEN SAGEin2.00;
IF BRIJAGE > 40 THEN 6AGE:-5.00;
END;
IF UMI - 'T* THEN
BEGIN
IF BRIJAGE < 20 THEN SAGEi«1.00;
IF (BRIJAGE >» 20) AND (BRIJAGE <*» 40) THEN SAGE:«4.00;
IF BRIJAGE > 40 THEN SAGEI-5.00;
END;
IF UMI « *S* THEN
BEGIN
IF BRIJAGE < 20 THEN SAGE*s3.00;
IF (BRIJAGE >« 20) AND (BRIJAGE <« 40) THEN SAGE:=3.00;
IF BRIJAGE > 40 THEN SAGE:-5.00;
END;
END; (SI)
PROCEDURE S2; {SADR}
BEGIN
ADR* *(7-FOVR)/BRIJAGE;
SADRi-1.00;
IF ADR < 0.010 THEN SADR:=»1;
IF (ADR >0.010)
AND(ADR<«
0.030)THEN
SADR*»2.00;
IF (ADR >0.030)
AND(ADR<«
0.075)THEN
SADRi-3.00;
IF (ADR >*
0.075)
AND(ADR<-0.200)THEN
SADRi-4.00;
IF ADR > 0.200 THEN SADR:*5.00j
END; {S2}
PROCEDURE S3; {SSDR}
BEGIN
SDRVO:o (7-NVO)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRVO < 0.010 THEN SSDRVO:«1.00;
IF (SDRVO >- 0.010) AND (SDRVO <« 0.030) THEN SSDRVOi-2.00
IF (SDRVO > 0.030) AND (SDRVO <« 0.075) THEN SSDRVO:*3,00;
IF (SDRVO > 0.075) AND (SDRVO <= 0.200) THEN SSDRVOi-4.00;
IF SDRVO > 0.200 THEN SSDRVOi-5.00;
SDRHO:- (7-NHO)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRHO < 0.010 THEN SSDRHO:-1.00;
IF (SDRHO >- 0.010) AND (SDRHO <= 0.030) THEN SSDRHO:«2.00
IF (SDRHO > 0.030) AND (SDRHO <» 0.075) THEN SSDRHO:-3.00;
IF (SDRHO > 0.075) AND (SDRHO <« 0.200) THEN SSDRHO:s4.00;
IF SDRHO > 0.200 THEN SSDRHOt»5.00;
SDRID:- (7-NID)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRID < 0.010 THEN SSDRID:si.00;
IF (SDRID >= 0.010) AND (SDRID <« 0.030) THEN SSDRID:=2.00
IF (SDRID
>
0.030)AND(SDRID
<-0.075)THENSSDRID:=3.00;
IF (SDRID
>
0.075)AND(SDRID
<-0.200)THENSSDRID:«4.00;
IF SDRID > 0.200 THEN SSDRID:-5.00;
SDRLSi« (7-NLS)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRLS < 0.010 THEN SSDRLS:*1.00;
IF (SDRLS >» 0.010) AND (SDRLS <- 0.030) THEN SSDRLS:-2.00
IF (SDRLS
>
0.030)AND(SDRLS
<-0.075)THENSSDRLS:-3.00;
IF (SDRLS
>
0.075)AND(SDRLS
<-0.200)THENSSDRLS:»4.00;
IF SDRLS > 0.200 THEN SSDRLSl-5.00;
SDRDI i- (7-NDI)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRDI < 0.010 THEN SSDRDII-1.00;
IF (SDRDI >» 0.010) AND (SDRDI <= 0.030) THEN SSDRDI:-2.00
IF (SDRDI
>
0.030)AND(SDRDI
<=0.075)THENSSDRDI1=3.00;
IF (SDRDI
>
0.075)AND(SDRDI
<=0.200)THENSSDRDI:-4.00;
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IF SDRDI > 0.200 THEN SSDRDIt-5.00;
SDRMEi- (7-NME)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRME < 0.010 THEN SSDRHEt-1.00;
IF (SDRME >" 0.010) AND (SDRME <- 0.030) THEN SSDRME:*2.00;
IF (SDRME > 0.030) AND (SDRME <=* 0.075) THEN SSDRMK:«3.00;
IF (SDRME > 0.075) AND (SDRME <* 0.200) THEN SSDRME:«4.00;
IF SDRME > 0.200 THEN SSDRMEi°5.00;
IF UM1 - 'C* THEN
BEGIN
SDRCR:» (7-NCR)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRCR < 0.010 THEN SSDRCRl-1.00;
IF (SDRCR >« 0.010) AND (SDRCR <- 0.030) THEN SSDRCR:«2.00;
IF
(SDRCR >
0.030)AND
(SDRCR<-0.075)THENSSDRCR:*3.00;
IF
(SDRCR >
0.075)AND
(SDRCR<*0.200)THENSSDRCR:=4.00;
IF SDRCR > 0.200 THEN SSDRCR:«5.00;
SDRSPia (7-NSP)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRSP < 0.010 THEN SSDRSP:=1.00;
IF (SDRSP >■ 0.010) AND (SDRSP <* 0.030) THEN SSDRSPl«2.00;
IF
(SDRSP >
0.030)AND
(SDRSP<-0.075)THENSSDRSP:«3.00;
IF
(SDRSP >
0.075)AND(SDRSP<■0.200) THEN SSDRSP*o4.00;
IF SDRSP > 0.200 THEN SSDRSP:«5.00;
SDRER:= (7-NER)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRER < 0.010 THEN SSDRERl»1.00;
IF (SDRER >= 0.010) AND (SDRER <« 0.030) THEN SSDRERi-2.00;
IF (SDRER >
0.030)AND
(SDRER<-0.075)THENSSDRERi-3.00;
IF (SDRER >
0.075)AND
(SDRER<-0.200)THENSSDRERi-4.00;
IF SDRER > 0.200 THEN SSDRERi-5.00;
SDRLC:- (7-NLC)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRLC < 0.010 THEN SSDRLC:«1.00;
IF (SDRLC >a 0.010) AND (SDRLC <« 0.030) THEN SSDRLC:»2.00;
IF
(SDRLC >
0.030)AND
(SDRLC<°0.075)THENSSDRLCi-3.00;
IF
(SDRLC >
0.075)AND(SDRLC<«=0.200) THEN SSDRLCi=4,00;
IF SDRLC > 0.200 THEN SSDRLCl«5.00;
SDRSUi■ (7-NSUJ/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRSU < 0.010 THEN SSDRSUi-1.00;
IF (SDRSU >- 0.010) AND (SDRSU <«. 0.030) THEN SSDRSUi-2.00;
IF (SDRSU > 0.030) AND (SDRSU <» 0.075) THEN 6SDRSU:»3.00;
IF (SDRSU > 0.075) AND (SDRSU <- 0.200) THEN SSDRSU!«4.00;
IF SDRSU > 0.200 THEN SSDRSU:*5.00;
SDRHC:« (7-NHC)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRHC < 0.010 THEN SSDRHCi-1.00;
IF (SDRHC >= 0.010) AND (SDRHC <» 0.030) THEN SSDRHCi«2.00;
IF (SDRHC > 0.030) AND (SDRHC <- 0.075) THEN SSDRHC:«3.00;
IF
(SDRHC >0.075) AND (SDRHC <« 0.200) THEN SSDRHCt-4.00;
IF SDRHC > 0.200 THEN SSDRHCi*5.00;
SDRRS:= (7-NRS)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRRS < 0.010 THEN SSDRRS:«1.00;
IF (SDRRS >» 0.010) AND (SDRRS <« 0.030) THEN SSDRRS:«2.00;
IF
(SDRRS >0.030) AND (SDRRS <« 0.075) THEN SSDRRS:«3.00;
IF
(SDRRS >0.075) AND (SDRRS <* 0.200) THEN SSDRRSI-4.00;
IF SDRRS > 0.200 THEN SSDRRS: *=5.00;
SDRGLib (7-NGL)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRGL < 0.010 THEN SSDRGL:«1.00;
IF (SDRGL >- 0.010) AND (SDRGL <- 0.030) THEN SSDRGLi-2.00;
IF
(SDRGL >0.030) AND (SDRGL <«* 0.075) THEN SSDRGLi=3.00;
IF
(SDRGL >0.075) AND (SDRGL <- 0.200) THEN SSDRGL:«4.00;
IF SDRGL > 0.200 THEN SSDRGL:-5.00;
END;
IF UM1 x 'T1 THEN
BEGIN
SDRSL:- (7-NSL)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRSL < 0.010 THEN SSDRSLl-1.00;
IF (SDRSL >- 0.010) AND (SDRSL <• 0.030) THEN SSDRSLl«2.00;
IF
(SDRSL >0.030) AND (SDRSL <- 0.075) THEN SSDRSLi«3.00;
IF
(SDRSL >0.075) AND (SDRSL <« 0.200) THEN SSDRSL:»4.00;
IF SDRSL > 0.200 THEN SSDRSLl-5.00;
SDRMBfx (7-NMB)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRMB < 0.010 THEN SSDRMBt-l.OO;
IF (SDRMB >- 0.010) AND (SDRMB <- 0.030) THEN SSDRMBi-2.00;
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IF (SDRMB
>
0.030)AND
IF (SDRMB
>
0.075)AND
IF SDRMB > 0.200 THEN SSDRHBi-5.00;
SDRROt- (7-NRO)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRRO < 0.010 THEN SSDRROt«1.00;
IF (SDRRO >« 0.010) AND (SDRRO <« 0.030)
IF (SDRRO
>
0.030)AND
IF (SDRRO
>
0.075)AND
IF SDRRO > 0.200 THEN SSDRROi~5.00;
SDRFAI« (7-NFA)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRFA < 0.010 THEN SSDRFA:«1.00;
IF (SDRFA >= 0.010) AND (SDRFA <* 0.030)
IF (SDRFA
>
0.030)AND
IF (SDRFA
>
0.075)AND
IF SDRFA > 0.200 THEN SSDRFAs =*5.00 ;
END;
IF UM1 = ‘S' THEN
BEGIN
SDRDT I** (7-NDT)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRDT < 0.010 THEN SSDRDT*=1.00;
IF (SDRDT >= 0.010) AND (SDRDT <« 0.030)
IF (SDRDT
>
0.030)AND
IF (SDRDT
>
0.075)AND
IF SDRDT > 0.200 THEN SSDRDT:=»5.00;
SDRCNI= (7-NCN)/BRIJAGE;
IF SDRCN < 0.010 THEN SSDRCNl«1.00;
IF (SDRCN >= 0.010) AND (SDRCN <*> 0.030)
IF (SDRCN
>
0.030)AND
IF (SDRCN
>
0.075)AND
IF SDRCN > 0.200 THEN SSDRCN:=5.00;
END;
END; {S3}

(SDRMB<» 0.075)THENSSDRMB:«3.00;
(SDRMB<« 0.200)THENSSDRMBi-4.00;

THEN SSDRROl-2.00;
(SDRRO<- 0.075)THENSSDRRO:-3.00;
(SDRRO<= 0.200)THENSSDRROi»4.00;

THEN SSDRFA*»2.00;
(SDRFA<« 0.075)THENSSDRFA:«3.00;
(SDRFA<« 0.200)THENSSDRFAs«4.00;

THEN SSDRDTi *=2.00;
(SDRDT«= 0.075)THENSSDRDT:<=3.00;
(SDRDT<- 0.200)THENSSDRDT:-4.00;

THEN SSDRCNi=2.00;
(SDRCN<« 0.075)THENSSDRCN*=3.00;
(SDRCN<= 0.200)THENSSDRCNi-4.00;

PROCEDURE COASTAL;
BEGIN
VAL(LAT,XLAT,ERROR);
VAL(LNG,XLNG,ERROR);
BETA1:=1.00;
IF (XLAT<30000) AND (XLNG>91300) AND (XLNG<94000> THEN BETAli-1.25;
IF (XLAT<29300) AND (XLNG>89000) AND (XLNG<91299) THEN BETAli=1.25;
END; {COASTAL}
PROCEDURE FUZZY; {FOVil}
BEGIN
IF (UM1 <> 'T') OR (UM1 <> 'C •) OR (UM1 <> 'S') THEN
BEGIN
IF (NCRb O) AND (NSL>0) AND (NDT=0) THEN UMli-'T';
IF (NCR>0) AND (NSL-0) AND (NDT-0) THEN UMlt-'C1;
IF (NCR-0) AND (NSL-0) AND (NDT>0) THEN UM1ia•S ';
END;
IF UM1 o 'T' THEN
BEGIN
IF NSL « 0 THEN NSLi«NOV;
IF NMB a 0 THEN NMB:=NOV;
IF NRO - 0 THEN NROs«NOV;
IF NFA - 0 THEN NFAt-NOV;
IF NSL < 7 THEN BNSL*«1
ELSE BNSLt-0;
IF NMB < 7 THEN BNMBt-1
ELSE BNMBi-0;
IF NRO < 7 THEN BNROt-l
ELSE BNROim O;
IF NFA < 7 THEN BNFAi»l
ELSE BNFAi-0;
TDENOH1- (FVO*BNVO+FHO*BNH<H-FID*BNID+FLS* BNLS
+FDI*BNDI+FME*BNME+FSL*BNSL+FMB*BNMB+FRO*BNRO
+FFA*BNFA);
IF TDENOM - 0 THEN FOVRi-7
ELSE

FOVR:- (FVO*NVO*BNVO+FHO*NHO*BNHO+FID*NID*BNID
+FLS *NLS*BNLS+FDI*NDI*BNDI+FME*NME *BNME
+FSL*NSL*BNSL+FMB*NHB*BNMB+FRO*NRO*BNRO
+FPA*NFA*BNFA)/TDENOM;
END;
IF UM1 - *C • THEN
BEGIN
IF NCR - 0 THEN NCR«-NOV;
IF NSP - 0 THEN NSPI-NOV;
IF NER - 0 THEN NERi-NOV;
IF NLC - 0 THEN NLC:-NOV;
IF NSU - 0 THEN NSUI-NOV;
IF NHC - 0 THEN NHCI-NOV,
IF NRS - 0 THEN NRSI-NOV;
IF NGL = 0 THEN NGL:-NOV;
IF NCR < 7 THEN BNCRi-1
ELSE BNCRr**0;
IF NSP < 7 THEN BNSP:=1
ELSE BNSPr-0;
IF NER < 7 THEN BNER:-1
ELSE BNERr-0;
IF NLC < 7 THEN BNLCt-l
ELSE BNLCS'=0;
IF NSU < 7 THEN BNSU:-1
ELSE BNSUs -0;
IF NHC < 7 THEN BNHCi-1
ELSE BNHCt -0;
IF NRS < 7 THEN BNRSc-1
ELSE BNRSt -0;
IF NGL < 7 THEN BNGL:-1
ELSE BNGLi-O;
CDENOM:«(FVO*BNVO+FHO*BNHO+FID*BNID+FLS*BNLS+FDI*BNDI+FMB*BNME
+FCR*BNCR+FSP*BNSP+FER*BNER+FLC*BNLC+FSU*BNSU
+FHC *BNHC+FRS *BNRS+FGL* BNGL);
IF CDENOM = 0 THEN FOVR:-7
ELSE
FOVR:- (FVO*NVO*BNVO+FHO*NHO*BNHO+FID*NID*BNID+FLS*NLS*BNLS+FDI*NDI*BNDI
+FME*NME*BNME+FCR*NCR*BNCR+FSP*NSP*BNSP+FER*NER*BNER+FLC*NLC*BNLC
+FSU*NSU*BNSU+FHC*NHC*BNHC+FRS*NRS*BNRS+FGL*NGL*BNGL)/CDENOM;
END;
IF UM1 - ■S’ THEN
BEGIN
IF NDT -0 THEN NDTi-NOV;
IF NCN -0 THEN NCNi-NOV;
IF NDT <7 THEN BNDT:-1
ELSE BNDTl-O;
IF NCN < 7 THEN BNCNr-1
ELSE BNCNl-0;
SDENOM:- (FVO*BNVO+FHO*BNHO+FID*BNII>+FLS*BNLS+FDI*BNDI
+FHE*BNHE+FDT*BNDT+FCN*BNCN);
IF SDENOM » 0 THEN FOVR:-7
ELSE
FOVR:- (FVO*NVO*BNVO+FHO*NHO*BNHO+FID*NID*BNID+FLS*NLS*BNLS+FDI*NDI*BNDI
+FME*NME*BNME+FDT*NDT*BNDT+FCN*NCN*BNCN)/SDENOM;
END;
END; {FUZZY}
PROCEDURE RATIO;
BEGIN
VAL <SR,XSR,ERROR),*
IF XSR - 0 THEN XSR:-9;
BETA2 t- FOVR/XSR;
IF BETA2 < 1,0 THEN BETA2:-1.0;
IF BETA2 > 1 , 2 THEN BBTA21-1.2;
END; {RATIO}
PROCEDURE RATING;
BEGIN
VAL(STATE,XSTATE,ERROR);

IF XSTATE « 0.0 THEN BETA3*»1
ELSE BETA3I-XSTATE;
END; (RATING)
PROCEDURE PRIORITIZEl;
BEGIN
IF UM1 - 'C' THEN
BEGIN
MAX*- 430.0;
TOP*- IAGE*SAGE + IADR*SADR + ISDR*(SSDRVO+SSDRHO+SSDRID+SSDRLS
+SSDRDI+SSDRME+SSDRCR+SSDRSP+SSDRER+SSDRLC+SSDRSU+SSDRHC
+S6DRRS+SSDRGL);
PRIORITY1*«(TOP/MAX) * BETAl * BETA2;
END;
IF UM1 - 'S' THEN
BEGIN
MAX: - 280.0;
TOP*» IAGE*SAGE + IADR*SADR + ISDR*(SSDRVO+SSDRHO+SSDRID+SSDRLS
+SSDRDI+SSDRME+SSDRDT+SSDRCN);
PRIORITY1:-(TOP/MAX) * BETAl * BETA2;
END;
IF UH1 - 'T' THEN
BEGIN
HAX:» 330.0;
TOP I= IAGE*SAGE + IADR*SADR + ISDR*(SSDRVO+SSDRHO+SSDRID+SSDRLS
+SSDRDI+SSDRHE+SSDRSL+SSDRMB+SSDRRO+SSDRFA);
PRIORITY1r - (TOP/MAX) * BETAl * BETA2;
END;
END; (PRIORITIZEl)
PROCEDURE PRIORITIZE2;
BEGIN
VAL(STATE,XSTATE,ERROR);
BETA3i-XSTATE;
PRIORITY2*- PRIORITY1*BETA3;
END; (PRIORITIZE2)
PROCEDURE REVIEW;
LABEL 111,222,333,444;
VAR I,PAGENUM*INTEGER;
VAR FILEVARtTEXT;
FILENAME *STRING[20];
PAGETOTEiREAL;
BEGIN
80UND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(1,11);
IF OUTNAME - " THEN OUTNAME*-'LAB.OUT'
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
WRITELN('
' >?
Review contents of output file* ',OUTNAME);
WRITELN(1
WRITELN('
GOTOXY(79,12);WRITELN(•|•);
GOTOXY(48,12);TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);WRITELN(OUTNAME);GOTOXY(48,12);
READLN(FILENAME);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
IF FILENAME - *• THEN FILENAME*" 'LAB.OUT';
ASSIGN(FILEVAR,FILENAME);
RESET(FILEVAR);
CLRSCR;
PAGENUM*"0;
PAGETOTE*"(RECORDCOUNT/20) + 1;
222 *PAGENUM s-PAGENUM+1;
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
',OUTNAME,' Page
PAGENUM,• of TRUNC(PAGETOTE),• Pages')
WRITELN(•
WRITELN(•| .......
•);
i
r---r
I
BASE
INDEXED
LOW');
WRITELN('
UNIT MATL
FOVR PRIORITY
PRIORITY
EVALUATIONS');
WRITELN(• STRUCTURE
TBXTCOLOR(WHITE);

FOR I:-l TO 20 DO
BEGIN
READLN(FILEVAR,JUNK1,JUNK2);
WRITELN(JUNK1,JUNK2);
END;
IF EOF(FILEVAR) THEN GOTO 111;
GOTOXY(1,24);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
Q: Quit Review
St Summary Statistics');
WRITELN('
ENTER: Continue
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE);
•q’) THEN GOTO 333;
IF (CONTINUE - *Q') OR (CONTINUE
’s ’) THEN GOTO 444;
IF (CONTINUE ■ ’S ’) OR (CONTINUE
CLRSCR;
GOTO 222;
111:READLN(CONTINUE);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN('
END OF OUTPUT
WRITELN(•
WRITELN(•
ENTER: Return to MAIN MENU
S: Summary Statistics
WRITELN('
WRITELN(•
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
IF (CONTINUE^'S') OR (CONTINUE®*6•) THEN
444:BEGIN
CLRSCR;
IF RECORDCOUNTuO THEN RECORDCOUNT:«1;
FOVRAVE:*POVRTOTE/RECORDCOUNT;
PRIORITY1AVE:-PRIORITYlTOTE/RECORDCOUNT;
PRIORITY2AVE:«PRIORITY2TOTE/RECORDCOUNT;
GOTOXY(1,1);
WRITELN(’
Summary Statietice for *,OUTNAME);
WRITELN;
WRITELN('Total nu m b e r of record entries: ’,RECORDCOUNT);
WRITELN;
WRITELN{'Average Factored Overall Underwater Condition Rating: ’,FOVRAVE:3:2);
WRITELN;
WRITELN(’Factored Overall Underwater Condition Rating (FOVR) Distribution:*);
',FOVRTOTE4)
4.00
WRITELN('
0.00 < FOVR < 1.00 I ',FOVRTOTEl,'
3.01 < FOVR
5.00
•,FOVRTOTE5)
WRITELN('
1.01 < FOVR < 2.00 : •#FOVRTOTE2,•
4.01 < FOVR
•fFOVRTOTB6)
WRITELN(’
2.01 < FOVR < 3.00 : •,FOVRTOTE3,’
5.01 < FOVR
6.00
WRITELN('
6.01 < FOVR < 7.00 I •,FOVRTOTE7);
WRITELN;
WRITELN('Base Priority Rating:’);
WRITELN(*
Minimum: •,P1MIN:5:3);
WRITELN('
Average: ',PRICRITY1AVE:5:3);
WRITELN('
Maximum: •,P1MAX:5:3,• for Structure Number ',SNMAX1);
WRITELN;
WRITELN(*Indexed Priority Rating:’);
WRITELN(•
Minimum: •,P2MIN:5:3);
Average: ,PRIORITY2AVE:5:3);
WRITELN(•
WRITELN(•
Maximum: ,P2MAX:5:3,’ for Structure Number *,SNMAX2);
GOTOXY(1,23);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
ENTER: Return to MAIN MENU’);
WRITELN(•
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE);
333:SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
END;
CLOSE(FILEVAR);
END;(REVIEW)
PROCEDURE PRINT;
VAR PRINTINiTEXT;
VAR I,PAGENUM:INTEGER;
LABEL 109,110,111;
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BEGIN
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
PAGENUM*»0;
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(l,10);
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
WRITELN (•|
—
—
in
- ....—
■
WRITELN( ’ I
This routine will print the contents of the filet
WRITELN(1|
1,OUTNAME);
GOTOXY(79,12);WRITELN(•|•);
GOTOXY(l,13);WRITELN( 'j');
GOTOXY(79,13);WRITELN(•|•);
GOTOXY(30r13);WRITELN('(',TRUNC(RECORDCOUNT/55)+2, ■ Pages Long)•);
WRITELN ('I
■■
'
■■■
i"—
GOTOXY(1,24);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
Qt Cancel & Return to MAIN MENU');
WRITELN(•
ENTER* Print File
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE);
IF (CONTINUE « *Q') OR (CONTINUE - 'q') THEN GOTO 111;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
ASSIGN(PRINTIN,OUTNAME);
RESET(PRINTIN);
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(1,11);
WRITELN(1
WRITELN('
Printing
OUTNAME,'
WRITELN('
GOTOXY(79,12);WRITELN(■|');
109:PAGENUM:-PAGENUM+1;
BASE
INDEXED
LOW');
WRITELN(LST,*
EVALUATIONS’);
UNIT MATL
FOVR PRIORITY
PRIORITY
WRITELN(LST,'
STRUCTURE #
WRITELN(LST,'
--------------FOR I*=l TO 55 DO
BEGIN
READLN(PRINTIN,JUNK1,JUNK2);
WRITELN(LST,•
•,JUNK1,JUNK2);
END;
WRITELN(LST);
',OUTNAME,* Page ',PAGENUM,' of
WRITELN(LST,•
•,TRUNC(RECORDCOUNT/55)+l);
IF EOF(PRINTIN) THEN GOTO 110;
GOTO 109;
110 *CLOSE(PRINTIN);
FOVRAVE *-FOVRTOTE/RECORDCOUNT;
PRIORITY1AVE:ePRIORITYlTOTE/RECORDCOUNT;
PRIORITY2AVEI=PRIORITY2TOTE/RECORDCOUNT;
GOTOXY(1,4);
WRITELN(LST,'
Summary Statietice for •,OUTNAME);
WRITELN(LST);
Total number of record entries* 1,RECORDCOUNT);
WRITELN(LST,•
WRITELN(LST);
Average Factored Overall Underwater Condition Rating* ',FOVRAVE*3*2);
WRITELN(LST,'
WRITELN(LST);
Factored Overall Underwater Condition Rating (FOVR) Dietribution*1);
WRITELN(LST,•
0.00 < FOVR < 1.00 * •,FOVRTOTEl,•
3.01 < FOVR < 4.00 *
WRITELN(LST,'
•,FOVRTOTE4);
1.01 < FOVR < 2.00 * *,FOVRTOTE2,*
4.01 < FOVR < 5.00 :
WRITELN(LST,'
*,FOVRTOTE5);
2.01 < FOVR < 3.00 t •,FOVRTOTE3,•
5.01 < FOVR < 6.00 I
WRITELN(LST,’
',FOVRTOTE6);
6.01 < FOVR < 7.00 i *,FOVRTOTE7);
WRITELN(LST,•
WRITELN(LST);
Baae Priority Rating*•);
WRITELN(LST,«
Minimum: •,P1MIN*5t3);
WRITELN(LST,•
Average: •,PRI0RITY1AVE*5*3);
WRITELN(LST,•
Maximum* ',P1MAX*5*3,' for Structure Number ',SNMAX1);
WRITELN(LST,'
WRITELN(LST);
Indexed Priority Rating:');
WRITELN(LST,•

Mr-
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WRITELN(LST,'
Minimum* •,P2HINt5*3);
WRITELN(LST,•
Average* •,PRIORITY2AVE*5*3);
WRITELN(LST,•
Maximum* ’,P2MAX:5*3, 'for Structure
111t SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
END;{PRINT}

Number

,SNMAX2);

PROCEDURE SAVE;
LABEL 68;
VAR FILEVARiTEXT;
LINE*STRING[80];
FILENAME1STRING[20];
BEGIN
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;
ASSIGN(DATAOUT,OUTNAME);
RESET(DATAOUT);
GOTOXY(1,10);
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
WRITELN(•
Copy the contents of
OUTNAME,• to file:«)
WRITELN('
?
WRITELN('
WRITELN('
GOTOXY(79,11);WRITELN(• );
GOTOXY(79,12);WRITELN(' >
?
GOTOXY(35,12);
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(FILENAME);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
IF FILENAME - •* THEN GOTO 08;
ASSIGN(FILEVAR,FILENAME) ;
REWRITE(FILEVAR) ;
WHILE NOT EOF(DATAOUT) DO
BEGIN
READLN(DATAOUT,LINE);
WRITELN(FILEVAR,LINE);
END;
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(1,10);
WRITELN('■
...... .
WRITELN('I
Contents of the output file* • ,OUTNAME);
WRITELN('I
have been copied to the files ',FILENAME);
WRITELN ( '>
GOTOXY(79,11);WRITELN(•|•);GOTOXY(79,12);WRITELN(*|');
DELAY(4000);
CLOSE(FILEVAR);
CLOSE(DATAOUT);
B8 1SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
END;{SAVE}

-T>;
->•);

t

1);

J*);

PROCEDURE DATEIN;
BEGIN
CLRSCR;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
GOTOXY(l,10);
WRITELN(*
LA BRIDGE muBt know the approximate date the inspection data was
WRITELN(•
collected to determine the structures deterioration characteristics.
WRITELN(*
WRITELN(*
WRITELN(' Enter approximate MONTH of inspection* aa (Enter a number from 1 to 12)
WRITELN(*
WRITELN(•
WRITELN(•
WRITELN;
WRITELN;WRITELN;
GOTOXY(42,14);
READLN(PRESMO);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
IF PRESMO-1 THEN MONTH:*' January';IF PRESMO-2 THEN MONTH*. February';IF PRBSMO-3 THEN MONTH**
March';
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IP PRESMO-4 THEN MONTH:»'
April1;IF PRESMO.5 THEN MONTH I- 1
May1;IP PRESHO.6 THEN MONTH;-1
June';
IF PRESMO-7 THEN MONTH:-*
July*;IF PRESMO-8 THEN MONTH:-*
August*;IP PRBSMO-9 THEN
MONTH:**•September';
IF PRESM0-10 THEN MONTHx«• October*;IF PRESMO-11 THEN MONTHt-* November*;IF PRESMO-12 THEN
MONTHS»* December1;
WRITELN;
GOTOXY(10,16);
WRITELN(MONTH,■, 19mm
(Enter the laot two digits of the year)');
GOTOXY(23,16);
READLN(PRESYR);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
END; (DATEIN)
PROCEDURE SEARCH;
LABEL 111,222,333;
VAR I,PAGENUMSINTEGER;
BEGIN
ASSIGN(SEARCHIN,WHATFILE);
ASSIGN(SEARCHOUT,'SEARCH.OUT*);
RESET(SEARCHIN);
REWRITE(SEARCHOUT);
WHILE NOT EOF(SEARCHIN) DO
BEGIN
READ(SEARCHIN,JUNKA,JUNKB,JUNKC);
READLN(SEARCHIN);
IF JUNKB « LOOK4B THEN
BEGIN
WRITE(SEARCHOUT,JUNFA,JUNKB,JUNKC);
WRITELN(SEARCHOUT);
END;
END;
RESET(SEARCHOUT);
CLRSCR;
PAGENUMtxO;
222:PAGENUM:-PAGENUM+1;
GOTOXY(1,1);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN(
Structure Numbers ',LOOK4A,LOOR4B,*
Data File: ',WHATFILE);
WRITELN(
WRITELN(
I
i
i
i
i
WRITELN('
BASE
INDEXED
LOW*);
WRITELN(' STRUCTURE #
UNIT MATL
FOVR PRIORITY
PRIORITY
EVALUATIONS');
GOTOXY(79,2);WRITELN(1|*)?
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(1,9);
FOR I m l TO 16 DO
BEGIN
READLN(SEARCHOUT,JUNK1,JUNK2) ;
IF (I - 1) AND (JUNK1 - *') THEN
BEGIN
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(1,11);
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
WRITELN(*
Structure Number Not Found - Prose ENTER to return to the MAIN MENU
WRITELN(
WRITELN(
READLN(CONTINUE);
GOTO 333;
END;
WRITELN(JUNK1,JUNK2);
END;
GOTOXY(1,24);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN('
ENTER! Continue
Q: Quit Search');
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE);
IF (CONTINUE * •Q ') OR (CONTINUE - *q*) THEN GOTO 333;
IF EOF(SEARCHOUT) THEN GOTO 111;

— i*);

');

1.);
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READLN(CONTINUE);
CLRSCR;
GOTO 222;
111:
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(l,12);
WRITELN(•
End of Search - Preea ENTER to return to the MAIN MENU
WRITELN(*
WRITELN('
READLN(CONTINUE);
333:SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLOSE(SEARCHIN);
CLOSE(SEARCHOUT);
END;(SEARCH)
<
******** m a i n PROGRAM ******>
BEGIN
August';
PRESM0:=8, PRESYR:*91;MONTH:*'
OUTNAME:- LAB.OUT*;
INNAME:« 'LAB •IN1;
CLRSCR;
DEFAULT;
9999: CLRSCR;
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
nKiXCijjW \'
MAIN MENU
WRITELN(*
WRITELN(1
WRITELN('
Welcome to LA BRIDGE, an automated bridge inspection priority program.
WRITELN('
WRITELN(•
Choose an option letter and press ENTER :
WRITELN(•
WRITELN(*
WRITELN(*
B) Review Input File Format;
A) About LA BRIDGE;
WRITELN(1
WRITELN(•
D) Review Output File;
C) Run LA BRIDGE;
WRITELN(*
WRITELN(*
F) Save Output File;
E) Print Output File;
WRITELN(•
WRITELN(*
H) Retrieve Prioritization Data
G) Change Date of Inspection
WRITELN(■
For a Given Structure;
From:
MONTH,1, 19',PRESYR, ;
WRITELN('
WRITELN(•
J) EXIT LA BRIDGE;
I) Change Importance Weights;
WRITELN('
WRITELN(•
WRITELN(*
WRITELN('
WRITELN('
WRITELN(•
GOTOXY(43,19);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN('J) EXIT LA BRIDGE;*);
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(55,7);
READLN(ANSWER5);
IF (ANSWERS . 'A' ) OR (ANSWER5 - •a* ) THEN INSTRUCTIONS;
IF (ANSWERS « •B') OR (ANSWER5 - •b') THEN INPUTINFO;
IF (ANSWER5 - • C ) OR (ANSWERS - •C ) THEN GOTO 1500;
IF (ANSWERS - •D' ) OR (ANSWER5 - 'd1) THEN REVIEW;
IF (ANSWER5 - *E') OR (ANSWERS at •e') THEN PRINT;
•F') OR (ANSWER5
IF (ANSWERS
■f) THEN SAVE;
•G') OR (ANSWER5 - ■g') THEN DATEIN;
IF (ANSWERS
IF (ANSWER5
'H') OR (ANSWER5 « •h*) THEN
BEGIN
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(1,11);
WRITELN(•f
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WRITELN('|
Retrieve Data on Structure Number: ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■');
GOTOXY(79,12);WRITELN(•|•);
WRITELN( •!'■
.—
■— ■
....... i..—
■— i
...
ii
..I— i—
GOTOXY(45,12);TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);READLN(LOOK4A,LOOK4B);
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(1,13);
WRITELN(•I
WRITELN('|
Search the output file:1);
GOTOXY(79,14);WRITELN('J')?
WRITELN(• >
■- i
■■■■
"
''
—
"■
GOTOXY(34,14);TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);WRITE(OUTNAME);
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(34,14);READLN(WHATFILE);
IF WHATFILE - " THEN WHATFILEi-.OUTNAME;
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
SEARCH;
END;
IF (ANSWER5 * 'I') OR (ANSWER5 « *i') THEN INPUT;
IF (ANSWERS a 'J 1) OR (ANSWERS « *j') THEN GOTO 4500;
GOTO 9999;
READLN(CONTINUE);
CLRSCR;
1500:RECORDCOUNT:«0;
PlMAXs«0;
P2MAX:*0;
P1MIN:*1000000;
P2HIN:*1000000;
CLRSCR;
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
GOTOXY(1,11);TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
WRITELN(•
Enter the name of the input data file: LAB.IN');
WRITELN(•
WRITELN(•
GOTOXY(79,12);WRITELN('|');
GOTOXY(52,12);TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);WRITELN('LAB.IN*);
GOTOXY(52,12);
READLN(INNAME);
IF INNAME THEN INNAMElLAB.IN';
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
WRITELN;
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
GOTOXY(1,13);
WRITELN('I
WRITELN(•I
File the output data under the filename: LAB.OUT');
WRITELN('I
—
—
n ■■■■■
i.—
GOTOXY(79,14);WRITELN('|1);
GOTOXY(54,14);TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN(•LAB.OUT•);
GOTOXY(54,14);
READLN(OUTNAME);TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
IF OUTNAME ** •• THEN OUTNAME:*• LAB.OUT';
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(1,11);
WRITELN(1
WRITELN(1
Running LA BRIDGE....
WRITELN(1
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
ASSIGN(FILEIN,INNAME);
ASSIGN(FILEOUT,OUTNAME);
RESET (FILEIN);
REWRITE(FILEOUT);
FOVRTOTE:-0 ;PRIORITY1TOTE:*0; PRIORITY2TOTE:*0;
FOVRTOTE1l-0;FOVRTOTE2I*0;FOVRTOTE3i=0;FOVRTOTE4: *0 ;
FOVRTOTE5:«0;FOVRTOTE6:*0;FOVRTOTE7s «0 ;
SNMAX1:■>'UNKNOWN';
SNMAX2 <-■UNKNOWN1;
WHILE NOT EOF(FILEIN) DO
BEGIN

-

I•);

|');

' ■ I');

I'*•
J.)?

|«);
I‘);

»);

1*);
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READ (FILEIN ,SN ,DC 1,DC2 ,STATE ,UVT,LNG ,SR,UT,UM1) ;
READ(FILEIN,VO,HO,ID,LS,DI,HE,PR,SE,LF);
READ (FILEIN,MG,DE,CR,SP,ER,LC,SU,HC,RS);
READ(FILEIN,GL,SL,MB,RO,FA,DT,CN,PI,CO);
READ(FILEIN,FO,SC,EE,EP,CH,OV>;
READLN(FILEIN);
HOHOLD;
HAKEREAL;
ATTENTION;
FUZZY;
SI; {SAGE)
S2; (SADR)
S3; {SSDR)
COASTAL; {BETAl)
BETA2 *■*1.0 ;
IF UM1 « *T' THEN RATIO; {BETA2)
RATING; {BETA3}
lAGEtm 8.0; {SETS IMPORTANCE VALUE FOR AGE)
IADR:= 8.0; {SETS IMPORTANCE VALUE FOR ADR)
ISDRt* 5.0; {SETS IMPORTANCE VALUE FOR SDR)
PRIORITIZEl;
PRIORITIZE2;
IF PRIORITY1 > P1MAX THEN
BEGIN
P1MAX :-.PRIORITY1;
SNMAXIib SN;
END;
IF PRIORITY! < P1HIN THEN P1HIN:«=PRI0RITY1;
IF PRIORITY2 > P2MAX THEN
BEGIN
P2MAXI»PRIORITY2;
SNMAX2:eSN;
END;
IF PRIORITY2 < P2MIN THEN P2MINt=PRIORITY2;
RECORDCOUNTI-RECORDCOUNT+l;
FOVRTOTE:"FOVRTOTE+FOVR;
IF F0VR<«1 THEN FOVRTOTE1j*FOVRTOTEl+lJ
IF (FOVR>1) AND <FOVR<«2) THEN FOVRTOTE2:=FOVRTOTE2+1;
IF (FOVR>2) AND (FOVR<«3) THEN FOVRTOTE3:-FOVRTOTE3+1;
IF (FOVR>3) AND (FOVR<«4) THEN FOVRTOTE4:=FOVRTOTE4+1;
IF (FOVR>4) AND (POVR<»5) THEN POVRTOTE5*«FOVRTOTE5+1;
IF (FOVR>5) AND (FOVR<«6) THEN FOVRTOTE6!=FOVRTOTE6+l;
IF FOVR > 6 THEN FOVRTOTE7:»FOVRTOTE7+l;
PRIORITY1TOTE*“PRIORITY1TOTE+PRIORITY1;
PRIORITY2TOTEI-PRIORITY2TOTE+PRIORITY2 ;
WRITE(FILEOUT,SN,■ •,UT,•
*,UM1,'
',FOVR:3*2,'
•,PRI0RITY1:5i3);
WRITE(FILEOUT,•
',PRIORITY2:5:3,•
ALLSTRING);
WRITELN(FILEOUT);
END; {END OF MAIN PROGRAM)
CLOSE(FILEIN);
CLOSE(FILEOUT) ;
CLRSCR;
GOTOXY(1,11);
SOUND(3000);DELAY(100);NOSOUND;
SOUND(5000);DELAY(300);NOSOUND;
SOUND(3000);DELAY(100);NOSOUND;
WRITELN(• ■
■
i
WRITELN(* I
Calculations complete. Output data stored in •fOUTNAME);
WRITELN('I
" ».......
■■■■"
—
" ■■■■
GOTOXY (79 ,12); WRITELN ('|');
GOTOXY(1,24);
TEXTCOLOR(YELLOW);
WRITELN('
ENTER* Return to MAIN MENU
R* Review Output File*);
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE);
READLN(CONTINUE);
SOUND(2000);DELAY(200);NOSOUND;
IF (CONTINUE - 'R*) OR (CONTINUE - *r') THEN REVIEW;
GOTO 9999;
4500:CLRSCR;

i

|•
'""i'
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GOTOXY(lf12);
WRITELN(1
"
—
1
Exiting LA BRIDGE and Returning to Operating System
WRITELN(1
WRITELN(1
■—
'
■■■■
—
DELAY(2000);
60UND(3000>;DELAY(100);NOSOUND;
SOUND(5000);DELAY(300);NOSOUND;
SOUND(3000);DELAY(100);NOSOUND;
END.(PRIORITY)

'

'j *) 7

•);

*’)?

APPENDIX V
INSPECTION PRIORITIZATION PROGRAM SAMPLE RUN

The following is a sample run of the prioritization
program presented in Appendix IV.

Underwater inspection

data for Louisiana DOTD District 02 provided the input data
source.
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STRUCTURE #

UNIT

P i 132042921601
Pll32042921601
P I 132042921601
P1132042921601
P1132119921591
P1132119921591
P1132119921591
P1132119921591
P1531214914431
P1531214914431
P1531214914431
P1531214914431
P1531214914431
P1531214914431
P1531214914431
P1531283914451
P1531283914451
P1531283914451
P15312B3914451
P1531283914451
P1531375913491
P1531375913491
P1531375913491
P1531375913491
P 2 132101913451
P 2 132134914811
P 2 132134914811
P 2 132134914811
P 2 132134914811
P 2 132134914811
P2132156914621
P2132156914621
P 2 132156914621
P2132156914621
P 2 132156914621
P 2 132209914211
P2132209914211
P2132209914211
P 2 132209914211
P5432062912601
P5432062912601
P5432062912601
P5432062912601
P5432062912601
P5432062912601
P5432062912601
58110150700081
58110150700081
58111660103851
58111660103851
58111660103851
58111660103851
58130260400001
58130260400001
58130390400551
58130390400551
58130390400551
58130410100221
58130410100221
58130410108131
58130410108131
58130410108131
58130410108131
58130410108131
58130410108131
58130410108131

B001
B001
B001
B001
A007
B001
B001
B001
B001
B002
B002
B002
B002
B001
B001
B002
B002
B002
B002
B002
A002
B002
B002
B002
B002
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B002
B002
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
P003
P003
B001
B002
B002
B002
P006
P006
P002
P002
P002
B002
B002
B001
BQ01
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001

MATL
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
C
C
c
c
T
T
C
c
c
c
c
T
T
T
T
C
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

C
C
s
s
s
s
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

FOVR
6.00
5.88
5.86
1.00
7.00
6.00
3.36
1.36
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
5.00
5.00
7.00
6.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
7.00
6.00
4.00
6.00
4.47
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
4.64
4.14
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

BASE
PRIORITY

INDEXED
PRIORITY

0.427
0.473
0.458
0.415
0.273
0.312
0.482
0.482

0.427
0.473
0.458
0.415
0.273
0.312
0.482
0.482

0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200

0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200

0.318

0.318

0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200

0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200

0.391
0.391
0.327
0.422
0.321
0.233
0.233
0.279
0.279
0.233
0.233
0.233
0.233
0.279
0.233
0.335
0.364
0.335
0.364
0.422
0.458
0.422
0.422
0.422
0.422
0.422
0.274
0.274
0.314
0.479
0.532
0.361
0.219
0.219
0.274
0.274
0.274

0.391
0.391
0.327
0.422
0.321
0.233
0.233
0.279
0.279
0.233
0.233
0.233
0.233
0.279
0.233
0.335
0.364
0.335
0.364
0.422
0.458
0.422
0.422
0.422
0.422
0.422
0.274
0.274
0.314
0.479
0.532
0.361
0.219
0.219
0.274
0.274
0.274

0.200

0.200

0.260
0.361
0.361
0.407
0.361
0.361
0.361
0.361

0.260
0.361
0.361
0.407
0.361
0.361
0.361
0.361

LOW
EVALUATIONS

RO OV

LS MB RO OV
LS MB RO OV

DE
DE
DE

DE
DE

DE
DE SL RO OV
DE
RO

6E DT
LS SE DT OV

STRUCTURE #

UNIT

58130410106131
56130410204291
56130410204291
56130410204291
58130410204291
58130410204291
58130410204291
56130410204291
56130410204291
58130410204291
58131430402601
58131430402801
58131430402801
58131430402801
58150220700001
58150220700001
58150220700001
58151750102251
58151750102251
58151750102251
58151750102251
58151750102251
58151750102251
50151750102251
58151750102251
58151780112101
58151780112101
58151780112101
58151780209561
58151780209561
58151780209561
58151780209561
58151780209561
58210360200001
56210360200001
58210360200001
58210360410461
58211650202801
58211650202801
58211650202801
58211650202801
58211650202801
58211650202801
58211650202801
58211650202801
58211650202801
58211700102701
58211700102701
58211700102701
58211700102701
58300400400001
58300400400001
58300400400001
58300740304701
58300740304701
56300740304701
58540200212031
58540200212031
58540200212031
58540200212031
58540200212031
56540360500001
58540360500001
58540360500001

B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
B002
B002
B002
B002
P004
P002
P004
B001
B001
B001
B001
B001
BOOl
B001
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
P003
P001
P003
P001
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
B002
B002
B002
B002
B002
B002
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
BOOl
P003
P001
P003

MATL
s
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

FOVR
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
5.54
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.38
6.00
6.00
6.00
7.00
5.57
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

BASE
PRIORITY
0.361
0.352
0.382
0.352
0.352
0.352
0.352
0.352
0.352
0.352
0.309
0.309
0.279
0.279
0.305
0.274
0.274
0.352
0.318
0.318
0.318
0.318
0.318
0.318
0.318
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.260
0.200
0.200
0.260
0.260
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.422
0.375
0.440
0.422
0.422
0.422
0.476
0.411
0.375
0.312
0.318
0.367
0.318
0.200
0.200
0.291
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.219
0.219
0.219
0.219
0.219
0.274
0.274
0.274

INDEXED
PRIORITY
0.361
0.352
0.382
0.352
0.352
0.352
0.352
0.352
0.352
0.352
0.309
0.309
0.279
0.279
0.305
0.274
0.274
0.352
0.318
0.318
0.318
0.318
0.318
0.318
0.318
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.260
0.200
0.200
0.260
0.260
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.422
0.375
0.440
0.422
0.422
0.422
0.476
0.411
0.375
0.312
0.318
0.367
0.318
0.200
0.200
0.291
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.219
0.219
0.219
0.219
0.219
0.274
0.274
0.274

LOW
EVALUATIONS

Summary Statistics for DIST02.OUT
Total number of record entriest 130
Average Factored Overall Underwater Condition Rating: 6.22
Factored Overall Underwater
0.00 < FOVR < 1.00
1.01 < FOVR < 2.00
2.01 < FOVR < 3.00

Baae Priority Rating:
Minimum:
Average:
Maximum:

Condition Rating (FOVR) Distribution:
: 1
3.01 < FOVR < 4.00 I 2
: 1
4.01 < FOVR <5.00 : 12
i 0
5.01 < FOVR < 6.00 : 56
6.01 < FOVR < 7.00 : 50

0.200
0.312
0.532 for Structure Number 58111660103851

Indexed Priority Rating:
Minimum:
0.200
Average:
0.312
Maximum:
0.532 for Structure Number 58111660103851
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